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Abstract
While detecting and interpreting temporal patterns of nonverbal behavioral cues in a
given context is a natural and often unconscious process for humans, it remains a rather
difficult task for computer systems. In this thesis we are primarily motivated by the
problem of recognizing expressions of high–level behavior, and specifically agreement and
disagreement. We thoroughly dissect the problem by surveying the nonverbal behavioral
cues that could be present during displays of agreement and disagreement; we discuss a
number of methods that could be used or adapted to detect these suggested cues; we list
some publicly available databases these tools could be trained on for the analysis of spon-
taneous, audiovisual instances of agreement and disagreement, we examine the few existing
attempts at agreement and disagreement classification, and we discuss the challenges in
automatically detecting agreement and disagreement. We present experiments that show
that an existing discriminative graphical model, the Hidden Conditional Random Field
(HCRF) is the best performing on this task. The HCRF is a discriminative latent variable
model which has been previously shown to successfully learn the hidden structure of a
given classification problem (provided an appropriate validation of the number of hidden
states). We show here that HCRFs are also able to capture what makes each of these
social attitudes unique. We present an efficient technique to analyze the concepts learned
by the HCRF model and show that these coincide with the findings from social psychology
regarding which cues are most prevalent in agreement and disagreement. Our experiments
are performed on a spontaneous expressions dataset curated from real televised debates.
The HCRF model outperforms conventional approaches such as Hidden Markov Models
and Support Vector Machines. Subsequently, we examine existing graphical models that
use Bayesian nonparametrics to have a countably infinite number of hidden states and
adapt their complexity to the data at hand. We identify a gap in the literature that is the
lack of a discriminative such graphical model and we present our suggestion for the first
such model: an HCRF with an infinite number of hidden states, the Infinite Hidden Con-
ditional Random Field (IHCRF). In summary, the IHCRF is an undirected discriminative
graphical model for sequence classification and uses a countably infinite number of hidden
states. We present two variants of this model. The first is a fully nonparametric model
that relies on Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes and a Markov Chain Monte Carlo inference
approach. The second is a semi–parametric model that uses Dirichlet Process Mixtures
and relies on a mean–field variational inference approach. We show that both models are
able to converge to a correct number of represented hidden states, and perform as well as
the best finite HCRFs —chosen via cross–validation— for the difficult tasks of recognizing
instances of agreement, disagreement, and pain in audiovisual sequences.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Affective computing has been active as a field for arguably two decades, with the relevant
research questions being explicitly discussed for the first time in Rosalind Piccard’s 1995
seminal paper [183] and an IEEE conference on the similar topic of Automatic Face and Gesture
Recognition (AFGR) starting in the same year. Of course, face and gesture recognition had
been application topics for computer vision and machine learning researchers before that, but
a dedicated conference spawned a whole new sub-field that combined psychology, cognitive
science, computer vision and machine learning to an end goal of developing software that is in
some way emotionally and socially intelligent. Almost twenty years later, the field of affective
computing has grown enough to have its dedicated conference, the International Conference
on Affective Computing and Intelligent Interaction, which had its first meeting in 2005, and
its own IEEE Transactions journal on Affective Computing, with its first issue published in
2010 [81]. The main research problems of the field are, in our view, the following:
1. The analysis of human behavior and its relation to perceived affect.
2. The synthesis of seemingly emotionally and socially intelligent behavior by a machine
in a variety of embodiments, such as virtual1 and physical agents.
This thesis, and most of the work done in the Intelligent Behavior Understanding Group
at Imperial College London, deals with the first research problem, the analysis of human
behavior, and even more specifically the analysis of human nonverbal behavior. This analysis
can take two forms that are not mutually exclusive:
1See relevant publications in venues such as the International Conference on Intelligent Virtual Agents.
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• The modeling of the expression of some internal emotional or social state.
This entails the automatic understanding of what happens on the human body, when
that human is experiencing a certain emotion (e.g. happiness, pain) or is involved in a
certain social interaction (e.g. flirting or disagreeing in a debate). This understanding
is often in the form of statistically modeling the occurance of certain bodily cues (e.g. a
smile or a shrug) and the interaction of these cues in time, the temporal aspect of the
expression.
• The recognition and detection of such an expression. This typically takes the
form of using a machine learning technique to (a) learn a classifier that labels entire
instances (recognition) of recorded behavior, typically in audiovisual form, as the expres-
sion of one of many prespecified internal states; or (b) learn a decoder that temporally
localizes the beginning and end of such a behavior in a recorded instance (detection).
In recent years, a new term has been used to describe research in affective computing that
deals with higher level internal social states: Social Signal Processing (see the most recent
survey that thoroughly discusses the term in [237]). Social Signal Processing was coined by
Sandy Pentland in his IEEE Signal Processing Magazine 2007 paper with the same name to
describe the efforts of his MIT group to try to infer outcomes of social transactions like speed-
dating and salary negotiations based on the participants’ nonverbal behavior [179]. More
specifically a social signal is defined as a communicative or informative signal that, either
directly or indirectly, provides information about “social facts”, namely social interactions
(e.g. turn taking), social emotions (e.g. empathy), social attitudes (e.g. agreement), or social
relations (e.g. friendship) [240]. What separates social signals from other internal states is the
explicit or implicit social intentions of the subjects involved in a social transaction. Although
the comprehension of all social signals is important for achieving artificial social and emotional
intelligence, social attitudes, which include cognitive states like interest, boredom, agreement
and disagreement, are particularly common in any interaction whether that is among humans
or between humans and machines. A machine that is able to detect such social signals could
improve the experience offered to the user and even attempt to elicit a desired attitude.
Machine analysis of nonverbal behavioural cues (e.g. blinks, smiles, head nods, folded arms,
etc.), have recently been the focus of intensive research (see extensive surveys in [178, 177,
176]). Similarly, significant advances have been made in the area of emotion recognition [264,
85]. However, research efforts on the machine analysis of social attitudes and social signals are
still at a rather early stage [177, 240, 173]. A few attempts have been made into, for example,
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recognising roles in multi–party meetings [67], identifying the political stance a participant
holds in a debate [238], analysing social attitudes like interest [113, 69, 68, 8], agreement and
disagreement (see Section 2.6) among others.
Although we have also experimented with other expressions of human behavior, the focus of
this Ph.D. thesis, with respect to human behavior analysis, is on two important social attitudes:
agreement, disagreement. Agreements and disagreements occur daily in human–human
interactions, and are inevitable in a variety of everyday situations. These could be as simple
as finding a location to dine and as complex as discussing about notoriously controversial
topics, like politics or religion. They occur in dyads, group meetings, televised debates, and
even when interacting with multimedia material [108]. In fact, one could argue that either
agreement or disagreement occur almost always, as a verbal or nonverbal manifestation of them
is bound to occur every time an opinion is expressed even in the simplest of conversations [184].
Agreement and disagreement are frequently expressed verbally, but the nonverbal behavioural
cues that occur during these expressions play a crucial role in their interpretation [39]. This
is naturally the case for agreement and disagreement as well as most facets of social attitudes
like for instance politeness, flirting, or dominance [240]. A social attitude can be defined
as the tendency of a person to behave in a certain way toward another person or a group of
people. Social attitudes include cognitive elements like beliefs, evaluations, opinions, and social
emotions [173]. Agreement and disagreement can be seen as social attitudes: if two people
agree then this means that they have similar opinions, which usually entails an alliance, a
commitment to cooperation, and a mutually positive attitude. In contrast, if two people
disagree, this typically implies conflict, non-cooperation, and mutually negative attitude. We
are interested in investigating whether it is possible to automatically infer social attitudes,
and more specifically agreement and disagreement, from complex constellations of nonverbal
cues (facial expressions, prosody, gestures, postures, etc.) detected through widely available
sensors, such as microphones and monocular cameras. We are focusing specifically on
agreement and disagreement due to their frequency and importance to daily interactions,
keeping in mind that this research can serve as an example to follow when attempting to create
a detection system for any other behavior, and especially social signals.
We are also interested in describing what are the cues and dynamics that make the above
attitudes unique. The main reason for the minimalistic choice of sensory input is the fact
that the average user has microphones and monocular cameras already connected to their
computer systems and hence, the output and any extension of this research is applicable to
standard user applications, without the need for additional and expensive equipment (such
11
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as biosensors, thermal cameras, etc). You will also notice that our focus is primarily on
nonverbal audiovisual cues, excluding, but not ignoring lexical cues. There are a number
of reasons for this choice, as we will thoroughly discuss in Chapter 2.
The main research questions we attempt to answer in this thesis, with respect to human
behavior analysis, are:
Question 1 What are the morphological characteristics (cues) that are claimed, in social
psychology literature, to be prevalent during spontaneous expressions of agreement and
disagreement?
Question 2 Are existing machine learning methods appropriate for capturing the temporal
dynamics of cues for the problem of modelling social attitudes, or should new models be
built to address the complexity of this problem? Can we model the temporal correlations
across different modalities?
Question 3 Can we interpret the models learnt automatically, in order to confirm the findings
from social psychology regarding which cues are most prevalent in each of these social
attitudes? Can we automatically determine what are the temporal dynamics of these
cues that make the expressions of these social attitudes unique?
Question 4 How accurately can machine recognition of spontaneous expressions of these
social attitudes be achieved?
Motivated by these questions, and specifically by the need for better interpretability of our
models for expressions of such complex human internal emotional and social states, we found
that current techniques could be improved upon, allowing us to propose new machine learning
methodology to model expressions of such complex behavior. Specifically, in our attempt to
answer Question 2 above, based on our preliminary experiments, as we will see in Chapter
3, the Hidden Conditional Random Field (HCRF) [190] seems particularly promising in
recognizing episodes of expressions of spontaneous agreement and disagreement. The HCRF,
very much like the widely used and well-studied Hidden Markov Model (HMM), is a sequential
probabilistic model with a latent variable for each timestamp in a data sequence. Unlike the
generative HMM, the HCRF is a discriminative model, i.e. it models directly the conditional
probability of a label given the data, as opposed to modeling the joint probability of labels and
data. In such models with latent variables, these variables can take one of many but predefined
hidden states. In our application, these hidden states would be a certain combination of
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cues, for instance. However, it is rather difficult to be able to a priori define an appropriate
number of such hidden states for our latent variables to use, especially when we are dealing
with modeling social signals. Inspired by the recent advances in Bayesian nonparametrics,
as we discuss in Chapter 4, we propose a novel machine learning model, the Infinite Hidden
Conditional Random Field (IHCRF) that rids us of the necessity to a priori define a number
of hidden states, by allowing the model to automatically converge to a number of useful states
based on the data at hand. In fact, we propose two distinct ways with which to construct such
a model: one that is a simpler model relying on a novel MCMC sampling inference approach,
and a more flexible semi-parametric model that relies on a variational inference approach.
This thesis is structured in a way that makes it easier for the reader to separate our contri-
butions in the field of human behavior analysis in Part I, and in the field of machine learning
and Bayesian nonparametrics in Part II. More specifically, the rest of the thesis is structured
as follows:
Chapter 2 A thorough survey of cues that seem, based on social psychology literature, to be
relevant to agreement and disagreement. The survey, which was published in [21, 22],
includes a list of the available tools that are able to detect these cues automatically. and
a discussion of the publicly available databases that are rich in episodes of spontaneous
agreement and disagreement. This review provides a framework that can be followed to
create systems for the detection of social signals.
Chapter 3 A preliminary investigation into the fitness of existing machine learning methods
with respect to the recognition of agreement and disagreement, the results of which were
published in [23].
Chapter 4 A discussion of existing graphical models with an infinite number of hidden states,
as well as a concise introduction to the the Bayesian parametrics concepts required for
the rest of the thesis.
Chapter 5 The proposal of the first disriminative sequential nonparametric model, the In-
finite Hidden Conditional Random Field, with a novel MCMC technique for inference.
This work appears in [24].
Chapter 6 The proposal of a more flexible semi-parametric Infinite Hidden Conditional Ran-
dom Field with a novel variational inference approach. This work appears in [25]
Chapter 7 A summary and discussion of the output of this thesis and suggestions for future
work.
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2.1 Introduction
Despite the commonly held knowledge that agreement and disagreement are expressed non-
verbally with head nods and head shakes, respectively, there is little evidence that the these
attitudes are associated with specific behavioural cues. Like the expression of emotions [39]
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and most interpersonal attitudes [240], the communication of agreement and disagreement is
likely to be of a multimodal nature. The issue is twofold: information about agreement and
disagreement could be “encoded” in the different components of the multimodal signal and the
perception of any of these components in isolation (words, facial action units, gestures, head
movement, fundamental frequency, etc.) allows the retrieval of the meaning. This reasoning
follows the principle of robustness [177], whereby the same information is believed to be en-
coded in separate components to increase efficiency of transmission if one of these components
fails to operate appropriately [178].
Alternatively, the information about agreement and disagreement may be encoded in one
component of the signal, the other components being devoted to other functions, for instance
making the signal more efficient at influencing perceivers or transferring additional inform-
ation. This view implies that multimodal signals convey multiple messages [178]. To our
knowledge, there is no data available that allows a direct test of these two explanations. How-
ever, recent theoretical developments suggest that multimodal signals are particularly efficient
at solving the robustness problem while at the same time increasing information flow via
an optimal set of correlations between the different components and communication channels
[177]. The bottom-up approach advocated in this paper follows from the reasoning that strong
correlations between agreement/disagreement and nonverbal cues could make it possible to
detect these attitudes on the basis of associated clusters of audio-visual cues.
There is no overview available, to the best of our knowledge, of the nonverbal behavioral cues
exhibited during agreement and disagreement, and any relevant literature in social psychology
is at best scarce. This work attempts to fill this gap and to be the first step towards creating
a system that can automatically detect these relevant behavioral cues, and detect agreement
or disagreement based on both their morphology (i.e., presence and intensity) and temporal
dynamics (i.e., timing, frequency and duration). This chapter also serves as an example of
a first step in dealing with the recognition/detection of such complex behavior in a bottom–
up approach. It is of particular importance to understand the intricacies of such complex
behaviors before explicitly defining a problem and curating datasets for it.
Note that we are interested only in those cues that can be detected using a monocular
audiovisual data capturing system. The main reason for this choice is the fact that the average
user has a monocular camera connected to their computer system and hence, any output
and extension of this research could potentially be applicable to standard user applications,
without the need for additional and expensive equipment (such as biosensors, depth and
thermal cameras, etc). Furthermore, it will be possible to directly apply the research findings
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for automatically analysing and detecting agreement and disagreement in television data, e.g.,
for the automatic explanation and summarization of televised political debates.
This paper attempts to organize a diverse, multi–disciplinary and complex literature that
spans Social Psychology, Computer Vision, Machine Learning, and Social Signal Processing.
The selection of papers discussed in this work often relied on established specialized surveys
(e.g. pose estimation, social signal processing, human motion analysis). When that is the
case, the reader is always referred to said survey for more information.
In Section 2.2 we present the definitions of agreement and disagreement that we will be using,
and discuss a typology of (dis)agreement expressions that should be used for the purpose of
their automatic analysis, as well as the possibility of treating (dis)agreement in a dimensional
approach. Social psychology literature regarding (dis)agreement only provides information
about the morphology of behavioral cues in relation to agreement and disagreement, and has
not yet presented concrete conclusions about the relevant importance and dynamics of such
cues in relation to these social attitudes. We discuss these nonverbal behavioral cues that
are relevant to detect agreement and disagreement in Section 2.3. This discussion serves as a
starting point for the researcher who wants to utilise existing computation models, or to build
new ones, towards the analysis of multicue dynamics in expressions of (dis)agreement, as well
as the challenging task of the detection of such expressions. In Section 2.4 we present a list of
databases rich in spontaneous (dis)agreement episodes, which could be used as a source of data
for training such computational models. A number of tools that can be either adapted or used
as–is to detect the (dis)agreement–relevant cues in such data are presented in Section 2.5. In
Section 2.6, we discuss the progress made towards the automatic detection of (dis)agreement,
which is so far limited to recognition of the attitudes in pre–segmented episodes. Finally, in
Section 2.7 we discuss the challenges towards the automatic detection of (dis)agreement.
2.2 Agreement and Disagreement
Distinguishing between different kinds of agreement and disagreement is difficult, mainly be-
cause of the lack of a widely accepted definition of (dis)agreement [39]. However, the definition
of (dis)agreement for the purpose of automatic detection needs to be a simple, yet concrete
one. Poggi et al. [185] define agreement as the belief one holds that one is having the same
opinion as one’s interlocutor(s). We adopt this definition and similarly, we define disagreement
as the belief one holds that one is having the opposite opinion as one’s interlocutor(s). The
communication of either belief via a speech act and/or nonverbal behavioral act is what we will
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assume in this work to be an expression of agreement and disagreement respectively.
We emphasise, at this point, that we only consider agreement and disagreement that involves
congruency or contradiction of opinions and not, for example, goals or emotions. Within this
definition, it is important to keep in mind that agreement and disagreement can be an initial
state in an interaction, or the product of a change of opinion due to this interaction, such as
the case of being persuaded by another interlocutor.
With the task of automatically detecting expressions of agreement and disagreement in
mind, we distinguish among three ways one could express these social attitudes with:
• Direct Speaker’s (Dis)Agreement: A speaker uses specific words that convey direct
(dis)agreement, e.g., “I (dis)agree with what you have just said”.
• Indirect Speaker’s (Dis)Agreement: A speaker does not explicitly state his or her
(dis)agreement, but expresses an opinion that is congruent (agreement) or contradictory
(disagreement) to an opinion that was expressed earlier in the conversation.
• Nonverbal Listener’s (Dis)Agreement: A listener expresses nonverbally her
(dis)agreement to an opinion that was just expressed. This could be via auditory cues
like “mm hmm” or visual cues like a head nod or a smile [201]. (For a full list of the
nonverbal cues that can be displayed during (dis)agreement, see Tables 2.1 and 2.2.) In
this last case the expression is more ambiguous, since the meaning of nonverbal behavi-
oural cues is not as specific as that of words, yet it is equally, if not more, important and
should not be ignored. Ekman [51] talked about listeners’ expressions of agreement and
disagreement, mentioning that they are different from the speaker’s expressions. Argyle
[7] specifically discussed the fact that speakers attend to listeners for nonverbal signals
that not only serve as feedback to the process of the conversation, but also as an ex-
pression of the listeners’ opinion. Seiter et al. [211, 210, 209] have specifically discussed
the importance of listeners’ expressions of disagreement particularly in the context of
televised political debates.
In addition to these expressions, disagreement may be viewed as a dispreferred activity, and
a weak agreement could actually be a preface to an act of disagreement [187, 188]. Moreover,
agreement and disagreement could both be manifested at different levels, such as ‘enthusiastic’,
‘reluctant’, or ‘unwilling’ [41, 185]. These should be kept in mind while trying to automatically
detect (dis)agreement, and should be topics of further research by both social psychologists and
computer scientists. A researcher of this topic, should try, at these early stages of research
20
2.3. Cues of Agreement and Disagreement
CUE KIND REFERENCES
Head Nod Head Gesture [42, 201, 87, 7, 155, 139, 77, 186]
Listener Smile/Lip Corner Pull (AU12, AU13) Facial Action [7, 27, 155]
AU1 + AU2 + Head Nod Facial Action, Head Gesture [51, 45]
AU1 + AU2 + Smile (AU12, AU13) Facial Action [51, 45]
AU1 + AU2 + Agreement Word Facial Action, Verbal Cue [51, 45]
Sideways Leaning Body Posture [87, 28, 7]
Laughter Audiovisual Cue [39]
Mimicry Second–order Vocal and/or Gestural Cue [7, 87, 115]
Table 2.1: Cues of Agreement. For relevant descriptions of AUs, see FACS [54].
on automatic (dis)agreement analysis, to collect as homogenous data as possible, without
sacrificing their spontaneity. As such factors make the problem of (dis)agreement analysis truly
complex, in this work we will not consider different levels of (dis)agreement as a dispreferred
activity.
Apart from discussing (dis)agreement in terms of different levels, i.e. a categorical ap-
proach of describing these social signals, (dis)agreement could be described in a dimensional
approach [162]. In this approach, social signals are not independent from one another; rather,
they are related in a systematic manner. Related work on describing emotions in a dimensional
approach suggest that the majority of variability is covered by two dimensions: valence and
arousal. The valence dimension refers to how positive or negative the emotion is, and ranges
from unpleasant to pleasant feelings. The arousal dimension refers to how excited or apathetic
the subject experiencing an affective state is, and ranges from boredom to excitement. It is
possible to describe different levels of agreement and disagreement in terms of valence and
arousal, however there is no such study yet that could provide such mappings. Another way
of approaching this would be to treat (dis)agreement as one dimension of its own, as a con-
tinuous signal that ranges from strong disagreement to strong agreement. Section 2.7 outlines
some of the challenges in the automatic detection of agreement and disagreement when it is
approached in a dimensional and not a categorical way.
2.3 Cues of Agreement and Disagreement
We summarize, in this section, cues that could prove helpful in detecting (dis)agreement in
natural encounters. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 list all cues that could be present during an agreement
and a disagreement act based on the Social Psychology literature. It will become evident in this
section, that as mentioned earlier, the combination and temporal dynamics of such cues will
most likely be the key to identifying episodes of (dis)agreement, since most cues individually
might have various, often opposite, interpretations. Rating studies based on data extracted
from databases rich in spontaneous episodes of (dis)agreement, such as the ones presented
21
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CUE KIND REFERENCES
Head Shake Head Gesture [139, 7, 87, 211, 51, 210, 155]
Head Roll Head Gesture [51, 155]
Cut Off Head Gesture [77]
Lip Bite (AU32) + Head Shake Facial Action, Head Gesture [155]
Ironic Smile/Smirking [AU12 L/R (+AU14)] Facial Action [51, 198, 7, 211]
Eyebrow Raise (AU1+AU2)+. . . Facial Action [51]
. . . [AU10 and/or AU15 and/or AU17 and/or AU43]
“Mock Astonishment” [AU1+AU2+(AU5 and/or AU26)] Facial Action [51]
Barely noticeable lip–clenching (AU23, AU24) Facial Action [77]
Cheek Crease (AU14) Facial Action [155]
Lowered Eyebrow/Frowning (AU4) Facial Action [210, 77, 45, 7, 211]
Lip Pucker (AU18) Facial Action [77]
Slightly Parted Lips (AU25) Facial Action [77]
Mouth Movement (Preparatory for Speech) (AU25/AU26) Facial Action [51]
Nose Flare (AU38) Facial Action [155]
Nose Twist (AU9 L/R and/or AU10 L/R and/or AU11 L/R) Facial Action [38, 155]
Tongue Show (AU19) Facial Action [77]
Suddenly Narrowed/Slitted Eyes (fast AU7) Facial Action [77]
Eye Roll Facial Action/Gaze [139, 211, 210, 209]
Gaze Aversion Gaze [201]
Clenched Fist Hand Action [155, 77]
Forefinger Raise Hand Action [155]
Forefinger Wag Hand Action [155]
Hand Chop Hand Action [155]
Hand Cross Hand Action [155]
Hand Wag Hand Action [155, 103, 77]
Hands Scissor Hand Action [155]
Arm Folding Body Posture [28, 155, 77]
Large Body Shift Body Action [77]
Leg Clamp Body Posture [155]
Head/Chin Support on Hand Body/Head Posture [28, 155, 77]
Neck Clamp Hand/Head Action [155]
Head Scratch Head/Hand Action [155]
Self–manipulation Hand/Facial Action [77, 155]
Feet Pointing Away Feet Posture [77]
Sighing Auditory Cue [209]
Throat Clearing Auditory Cue [77]
Delays:Delayed Turn Initiation, Pauses, Filled Pauses Second–order Auditory Cue [187, 96, 188, 66, 39, 82]
Utterance Length Second–order Auditory Cue [39, 66]
Interruption Second–order Auditory Cue [82, 238]
Table 2.2: Cues for Disagreement. For relevant descriptions of AUs, see FACS [54].
in Section 2.4, are currently being conducted in order to establish the discriminative power
of such combinations and their temporal characteristics, as well as their impact on human
judgements.
One will also notice that our focus is primarily on nonverbal audiovisual cues, excluding,
but not ignoring linguistic cues. There are a number of reasons for this choice. Most of the non-
verbal cues we present are either universally performed or at least universally comprehended,
without the necessity for common language. In many cases, as was suggested by Givens [77],
there is an evolutionary and neurological explanation for associating the presented cues to
(dis)agreement, such as the nod, the shake, the lip pucker, and throat clearing, among others.
Analysis of lexical cues would probably help with (dis)agreement detection and a developer
of such a system might want to include such cues, but these would largely depend on culture,
language and even dialect, and would not prove particularly helpful with nonverbal listener’s
(dis)agreement, where we would expect to find richer nonverbal expression [201]. Cunningham
et al. [41] also found that nonverbal cues, like rigid head movements were sufficient in human
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recognition of posed expressions of (dis)agreement, with non–rigid facial actions playing a
lesser, but still significant role. Hence, at this stage, lexical cues are deemed out of scope for
this work. However, the interested reader is encouraged to read the relevant work by Shriberg
and colleagues, such as [66, 96] (see also Section 2.6).
Backchannel Cues
Ekman [51] specifically states that although emotional expressions during conversations are a
reaction to the “affective content”, they can also relate to the feelings regarding the nature
and progress of the discussion. During a natural conversation, the participants, when in a
listener’s role, tend to continually give feedback as a means to facilitate floor–appointment,
confirm their involvement, or even assess the quality of the conversation itself. The cues used
for such feedback are called backchannel cues.
Brunner [27] specifies that there are three levels of meaning a feedback backchannel
could have, with the higher level implying and containing the lower ones. These are:
Level 1—Involvement, Level 2—Level of understanding, Level 3—Actual response, e.g.,
(dis)agreement. Therefore, if a feedback backchannel communicates (dis)agreement, it also
communicates a high level of understanding, and of course active involvement in the conversa-
tion. Argyle [7] supported this view by stating that backchannel signals may indicate attention
and understanding, provide feedback like agreement, or be a part of mimicry, which in turn
could itself signify agreement.
Therefore, agreement and disagreement could be conveyed using backchannel signals and it
could be argued that most of the implicit nonverbal cues of (dis)agreement we will examine are
of this sort. This means that their polysemic nature should be taken into account in the process
of automatic analysis towards the detection of (dis)agreement. For example, smiles, nods and
shakes, some of the most important (dis)agreement cues, are also some of the most common
backchannels [27, 7, 201]. However, it is important to keep in mind that their expression
during a conversation does not necessarily signal (dis)agreement, but could instead simply
convey the level of involvement and/or understanding.
2.3.1 Facial Actions
Action Units (AUs) are atomic facial signals, the smallest visually discernible facial move-
ments. FACS [54], a widely used method for manual labelling of facial actions, defines 9 upper
face AUs, 18 lower face AUs, and 5 miscellaneous AUs. FACS also provides the rules for seg-
mentation of AUs’ temporal phases (onset, apex, and offset) in a face image sequence. Using
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FACS, human coders can manually annotate virtually all visible facial display, decomposing it
into the AUs and their temporal segments that produced the display. As AUs simply describe
facial muscle movements, they are independent of interpretation, and hence they can be used
to describe expressions of different attitudes.
For example, Listener Smiles are rather indicative of agreement, but, as backchannels,
they could have different meanings [27, 38]. Brunner [27] argues that smiles act on the third
backchannel level, i.e., they provide a positive response to what is being said, they provide
acknowledgment of understanding, and keep the listener involved in the conversation.
Ironic smiles are a result of a conflict between two sets of muscles and therefore are not as
naturally occurring as benign smiles and can be used to display disagreement [51, 198, 7, 211].
Similar to the ironic smile is the Cheek Crease, during which a lip corner is pulled back
strongly, deliberately distorting a smile to convey sarcasm [155]. These cues seem to be
present in expressions of both posed and spontaneous disagreement [155, 209].
Equally important for (dis)agreement detection are the eyebrows. Although Ekman [51]
does not specifically mention that eyebrow actions are backchannel signals, he distinguishes
between emotional expressions and conversational actions as the two types of facial social
signals, and specifically discusses how the eyebrows can play a part in a number of different
displays that can serve as a communicative or expressive function. Since Eyebrow Raise–
AU1+AU2 and Frowning–AU4 are the easiest eyebrow movements to perform, they are often
used in combinations with other cues to convey different meanings. They will also exhibit
different temporal dynamics (onset, duration, offset) between, for example, their usage as part
of emphatic actions and as part of an emotional expression. Ekman separates speaker and
listener eyebrow movement, noting that AU1+AU2 and AU4 are some of the most frequent
facial batonic and emphatic actions used by a speaker.1
Eyebrow actions seem to be more directly relevant to disagreement when performed by the
listener. Both AU1+AU2 and AU4 can be used to show disagreement, doubt, uncertainty, or
figurative lack of understanding and disbelief at what is being or has been said [45, 51, 211,
210, 77]. In this case, AU1+AU2 will be used in conjunction with other actions: lowering
of the lip corners (AU15), relaxation of the upper eyelids (AU43), raising the chin (AU17),
raising the upper lip (AU10), and/or head rolling (see Sect. 2.3.2). In the case of a “mock
astonishment”, AU1+AU2 is combined with the raising of the upper eyelids (AU5) and a
jaw drop (AU26) with abrupt onsets and long durations [51]. AU1+AU2 could be used in
1Referring to western cultures.
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a conversation to convey disagreement with what is being said by the current speaker, but
it could also be used to convey agreement when combined with other agreement cues and
specifically a smile (AU12), a head nod, or an agreement utterance (e.g., ’um-humm’) [45, 52].
Finally, AU1+AU2 could serve an interrogative function, even if the verbal content is not a
question per se [51]. Chovil [38] discusses that AU4 could also occur in a number of different
functions, including anger, frustration, puzzlement, difficulty, etc. Since the expressions of
many of these are believed to accompany displays of disagreement [80, 82, 211], AU4 could
easily be identified as a cue for disagreement.
Another cue that could prove useful in spotting disagreement is listener’s Speech Prepar-
atory Movement–AU25/AU26 which might signal that the listener wants to respond to what
is being said, but presumably might not do so out of politeness [51, 187, 188]. This is in agree-
ment with Givens [77] arguing that a sudden appearance of Slightly Parted Lips–AU25 is a
strong signal of nonverbal listener’s disagreement. However, the intention movement of speech
preparation may be interpreted differently according to people’s status/role. Givens also con-
siders a Lip Pucker–AU18 to be an unconscious and first sign of disagreement, as quarrelsome
words start forming in the brain. Nose wrinkling or Nose Twist, as referred to by Morris [155],
could also be used to convey disagreement; Chovil [38] specifically states it may be used by a
listener to reject a proposal by the current speaker. The Tongue Show–AU19 can serve as
a “sign of unspoken disagreement, disbelief, disliking, displeasure, or uncertainty” [77], even
if a co–occurring verbal remark signifies agreement. The Nose Flare–AU38, a result of the
contraction of the muscles on either side of the nose, which is often accompanied by a sharp
intake of air is one more possible cue of disagreement, as is the Lip Bite when accompanied
by a head shake [77, 155].
2.3.2 Head Gestures
Head gestures are crucial cues conveying various social signals, yet they have not been studied
as much as facial actions. In agreement and disagreement, specifically, head nods and shakes
respectively seem to be the most prevalent and straightforward cues, with nods intuitively
conveying affirmation and shakes negation.
Although a Head Nod is believed to be a nearly–universal indication of agreement, it could,
as a backchannel signal, serve a variety of meanings and functions depending on the number
of cycles, amplitude and duration, the co–occurring cues, and the context of the interaction
[42, 155, 87, 33, 186]. For example, nods usually have an affirmative meaning if they contain a
high amplitude and number of cycles, whereas smaller, one–way nods usually serve as signals
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of involvement in the conversation [201, 7]. Nods could also be used as means to allow the
current speaker to continue talking, as feedback to the speaker, or even as an attempt to
obtain the floor, especially if they are rapid [45, 50, 7].
Poggi et al. [186] extensively analysed 50 nod cases as they naturally occurred in the course
of political debates from the Canal9 Database of Political Debates [239], and suggested a
typology of nods, which seems to share many commonalities with Ekman’s [51] analysis of
the eyebrows. Speaker nods seem to have a batonic/emphatic character when they occur
in synchrony with speech or with hand gestures, whereas listener’s nods include all levels of
backchannel signals as outlined in Sect. 2.3. Moreover, speaker’s nods can serve an inter-
rogative function, when combined with AU1+AU2 or tilted head. Listener nods are more
likely to occur before the speaker’s utterance completion, and combined with the cultural–
dependent backchannel vocalisations, like ’mhm’ in North America, they can be a third–level
backchannel and signify agreement [201]. Poggi et al. [186] overall suggest 12 distinct types
of listener’s nods, most of which are agreement–related —approval, permission, submission,
thanks, agreement, confirmation etc. The exception is the ironic agreement type attributed
to a nod combined with an asymmetric smile (AU12 L/R), which by itself is considered a cue
of disagreement as noted in Sect. 2.3.1. The possibility of a negative meaning conveyed by
this otherwise strong indicator of affirmation and agreement is also confirmed by Rosenfeld et
al. [200, 201], who also suggest that when a listener’s nod occurs in the middle of a speaker’s
sentence it could also signify impatience.
Along with the head nod, the head shake is considered one of the most well recognizable
head gestures [155, 116]. A Head Shake could specifically mean the refusal or reluctance
to believe what is being said [42, 103, 51], but Kendon shows in his extensive study of the
gesture [116] that, like head nods, there are more than one meanings that could be attributed
to a head shake, depending, as in the case of nods, on the amplitude, number of cycles and
duration. Hence, although head shakes can have a dissenting meaning, they could also be
part of a speech dysfluency, a question, or laughter among other displays [7, 87, 116, 77]. In
many cultures, including Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey, throwing the head back, the direct
opposite of the nod, is the dissenting head gesture, which according to Jakobson [103] may
communicate disagreement.
Other important head gestures for disagreement detection could be the Head Roll, the
action of repeatedly tilting the head left and right expressing doubt. Although Morris [155]
specifies that this gesture, although universally understood, is not performed by many western
cultures, Ekman [51] seems to have noticed the combination of the head roll with AU1+AU2
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to signify disbelief and incredulousness with the speaker’s words in Northern Americans and
therefore, at least in many of the European countries.
Head movements associated with disagreement may originate in actions that drive the head
away from an undesired source. These movements have later generalized to expressions of
negativity. Such a movement is the Cut Off, which is described by Givens [77] as a form of
listener gaze aversion in which the head is abruptly turned away to one side and may indicate
uncertainty or disagreement with what is being said. As with all other cues discussed in this
section, it is the combination and temporal interaction of such gaze aversion movements with
other cues that will probably allow the automatic identification of disagreement from e.g.
disinterest or uncertainty, in this case.
2.3.3 Hand and Body Gestures
Although facial actions and head gestures will most likely be more useful and generic as they
tend to appear more frequently in existing databases, there are a number of other cues that
are not less important and could be helpful to the detection of agreement and disagreement.
For instance, Givens mentions that the Adam’s-apple Jump is an “unconscious sign of
emotional anxiety, embarrassment, or stress”, that could be caused to a listener due to strong
disagreement with a speaker [77].
The Forefinger and Hand Wag, during which an erect forefinger or a hand with the palm
outwards, respectively, is wagged from side–to–side has a dissenting meaning [103, 155]. The
hand wag is local to Central Europe and the equivalent to the Forefinger Raise in Eastern
Europe, the movement of the raised index finger perpendicular to the line of the shoulders,
often pivoted on the elbow [103, 155]. The Hand Cross is simply a two–handed version of
the hand wag, ie. both hands, palms outwards, are wagged from side–to–side. The Hand
Chop is the action during which a hand imitates an axe, and the Hand Scissor is the action
during which the hands imitate the blades of a pair of scissors, with the hands starting crossed
and suddenly separating as they move outwards. Morris [155] mentions that both are often
used unconsciously during a heated discussion. Arm Folding is widely known as signifying
a defensive attitude and could also signify disagreement, for example, in situations where
one is being verbally attacked in a heated argument [28, 77, 155]. The Leg Clamp is the
action during which a crossed leg is clamped by the hands. Although it is not specifically
linked to disagreement, it signifies stubbornness, as if the conversation participant was saying:
“My ideas, like my body, are clamped firmly in position and will not budge an inch” [155].
Similarly, the Neck Clamp and the Clenched Fist signal anger with what is being said. The
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positioning of the feet (Feet–pointing) might also play a role in disagreement as there have
been observations that for example, jurors unconsciously point their feet away from solicitors
they disagree with [77].
However, body postures are considered more fundamental as mood signs than are leg and
arm postures [77]. Body posture and position relative to others is important, as, for
example, one can show agreement, liking, or loyalty by aligning the upper body with someone
one agrees with, or angle away from people one dislikes or disagrees with [77]. Sideways
Leaning, for instance leaning on a wall due to relaxation is referred to as an agreement cue
by Bull [28] and Argyle [7]. 2 On the contrary, turning the spinal column away from the
person seated beside oneself is “a reliable —and wholly unconscious— sign of disagreement,
disliking, or shyness”, whereas Gross Bodyshifts may also be used to explicitly convey
disagreement [77].
Finally, a whole family of possible cues are the ones that could be considered as unconscious
Self–manipulation, e.g., a finger on the lips, massaging a hand, or a chin rub. These
can provide self–comfort when politeness prevents a listener from expressing disbelief and
disagreement [155, 77].
2.3.4 Auditory, Second–Order and Other Cues
Cohen [39] states that Laughter could also increase the reliability of any reasoning about
detecting agreement. Laughter, however, could also be directed at enemies or be part of
disagreement or disliking [77]. Possible audiovisual cues of similar nature are Sighing and
Yawning, usually considered a sign of drowsiness or perhaps boredom, which could also occur
in certain cases as a sign of mild disagreement [77, 209]. Another very interesting cue is the
Throat Clearing. Givens [77] states that disagreement and uncertainty can act like chemicals
or food irritants and cause this cue. However, a conscious throat clearing can be also used to
announce somebody’s presence or arrival.
The human communication system is fairly complex and it is unlikely that receivers will
form intricate representations of attitude on the basis of a single cue. In fact, people most
probably infer attitudes like agreement by using a combination of such cues, or through the
perception of second order dynamic processes that involve these cues. For example Mimicry is
a mutual imitation of the interlocutor’s nonverbal behaviour and is believed to foster affiliation,
agreement, and liking [35]. Mimicking the other person’s positive behaviour such as nod or
2However, it is specifically discredited by Bull himself [29] as a weaker sign of agreement.
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smile could therefore be interpreted as agreement; while the presence of the cue on its own
might just signal something else, like submissiveness or interest.
(Dis)agreement could also be inferred by second order cues such as interruption, delay in
responding, or utterance length. For example, Greatbach et al. [82] argued that disagreement
can be stronger if Interruptions/Overlapping Speech occur. However, there are also
cases where it has been shown that overlapping speech could be a cue for collaboration and
agreement rather than confrontation [223]. Delays in responding could be characteristics
of a dispreferred activity, such as a disagreement act [188, 187]. In these two examples, it
is not the act of speaking or not speaking per se that conveys disagreement but the act of
violating implicit rules of turn-taking in a conversation. Note, however, that there are certain
cases where disagreement becomes the preferred activity, as is the case with responses to
compliments [166]. Finally, Utterance Length has been shown to be particularly longer in
disagreement than in agreement acts [39, 66].
2.3.5 Discussion
The most important conclusion to draw from this section is that no single cue can be unequi-
vocally matched to a social attitude. It will be the temporal interaction of all these cues that
will be able to allow us to detect agreement and disagreement. Modeling this interaction is not
an easy task, as discussed in Section 2.7. Also, this section highlights the importance of context
and culture in the detection of agreement and disagreement and how different combination of
cues can mean different things in different situations.
2.4 Relevant Databases
In order to develop and evaluate automated systems capable of detecting and analysing cues
relevant to (dis)agreement, as described above, and to further infer the presence of agreement
and disagreement based on this analysis, large collections of training and testing data are
needed. This data has to be recorded in naturalistic settings, and be rich in both episodes of
agreement and disagreement.
Televised political debates provide an interesting platform for analysing agreement and
disagreement–related cues. Since the first televised political debates of the 1960’s, debates
have become more common, and the audience actually expects the participation of political
figures in them [209]. At the same time, the presentation of such debates has evolved from a
single–screen approach to multiple split screens, where every reaction each participant shows
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is available for examination, regardless of who the speaker is. [211] Even if only a single screen
is used, the director of the debate will often use close–ups of the speaker or the listeners to
give access to the nonverbal aspect of their behavior [93]. Research has suggested that those
watching the debates perceive as less likable the participants who attempt to belittle a debate
opponent via cues of nonverbal listener’s disagreement. Interestingly enough, political figures
are still prepped to display certain cues for that purpose, and hence creating an interesting
case of acted agreement and disagreement in a natural context.
Canal93[239] is an example of a database of political debates. The database contains a total
of 43 hours and 10 minutes of 70 real televised debates on Canal 9, a Swiss television network.
There is always a moderator and two sides that argue around a central issue, with one or more
participants on each side. Although this is a “political” debates database, the participants
are not always politicians, and the public opinion does not matter to them as much as it
would to career politicians. Hence, instances of masked or acted (dis)agreement mentioned
above, are rare. Although the recording quality and resolution is suitable for behavior analysis,
including facial expression analysis which requires relatively high–resolution recordings, the
debates are pre–edited in one feed and multiple camera angles are used, as one can clearly see
in fig. 2.1. This means that not all participants are visible at all times and there are times
where the camera angle makes automatic visual analysis of, e.g., facial actions very difficult.
The database includes (a) manual and automatic audio speaker segmentation, i.e., all speaker
turns are identified with a label unique to each individual; (b) the role of every speaker —
moderator or participant— and the stance each participant holds with respect to the central
question of interest; and (c) manual and automatic shot segmentation and annotation, i.e., all
camera angle changes are clearly marked as boundaries of shots which are labelled as personal
or other. Additional annotation of agreement and disagreement episodes was done for [23].
The latter annotation, which is still under construction, currently consists of 53 episodes of
agreement, 94 episodes of disagreement, and 120 neutral episodes of neither agreement nor
disagreement. These episodes feature 28 participants and they occur over a total of 11 debates.
They were selected on the basis of verbal content, and thus, only episodes of direct and indirect
agreement and disagreement were included (see Section 2.2). As the debates were filmed with
multiple cameras, and edited live to one feed, the episodes selected for this dataset were only
the ones that were contained within one personal, close–up shot of the speaker. These episodes
were also manually annotated for the head and hand gestures in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. These
annotations provide ground truth for these gestures and can serve as means to readily evaluate
the results of automated detectors of such cues.
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(a) Relatively–frontal single–
person shot
(b) Profile single–person shot (c) Two–people shot
(d) Overview shot (e) Overview shot from an angle (f) Camera motion
Figure 2.1: An example of the difficulty posed by the different kind of shots and unconstrained en-
vironment, partially due to the fact that the participants are not seated, in the Canal9 Database of
Political Debates.
Group meetings recordings like the AMI and AMIDA Meeting Corpus3 [32] could also be
useful for training and testing automated tools for (dis)agreement detection as they capture
instances of human–human interaction, in which occurrences of (dis)agreement are frequent.
AMI consists of 100 hours of meeting recordings by individual and room–view video cam-
eras, as displayed in fig. 2.2. The data, mostly centred around the idea of role–playing in
a meeting with the purpose of designing a new remote control, also includes output from
a slide projector and a smartboard. A rich set of annotations include transcriptions of the
meetings, dialogue act segmentation and labelling, topic segmentation and labelling, sum-
marization of each meeting, head and hand gestures including nods and shakes, higher–level
activities (e.g., note–taking), subject visibility (e.g., occlusion), manual head, face, mouth and
hand localization, and focus of attention. Most importantly for the task at hand, the AMI
corpus is annotated for agreement and disagreement for the 20 out of 170 sessions–meetings
for a total of 636 episodes of agreement and 70 episodes of disagreement manifested by 80
participants. What is particularly interesting in the AMI annotation for (dis)agreement is
the fact that both the source and target of the (dis)agreement can be analyzed. For these 20
meetings, adjacency—pairs of dialogue acts are identified and labelled as ‘Support/Positive
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Figure 2.2: A snapshot of all cameras in an AMI meeting. Top Row: Personal shots of each participant.
Bottom Row: Snapshots from the two overview cameras.
Assessment’, ‘Objection/Negative Assessment’, and ‘Partial Agreement/Support’, based on
their verbal content. An adjacency–pair is a pair of dialogue acts A and B, the later of which,
B, is an assessment of the earlier one, A. B is then considered the ‘source’ and A the ‘target’
of this assessment. If the target is an opinion, dialogue act B is an episode of agreement or
disagreement, per the definitions in Section 2.2. One issue with AMI is the low quality of the
video recordings and their potential for reliable automatic facial expression analysis. Addition-
ally, the participants are often out–of–view, too close, or too far from the camera. However,
this corpus can still be used by using prosodic and gestural features for (dis)agreement detec-
tion. AMI has been successfully used already for examining (dis)agreement [71], and also for
analyzing dominance [106], cohesion and leadership [105, 95], among others.
AMIDA consists of 10 hours of meeting recordings, designed under the same principles as
AMI. Although no similar annotations of (dis)agreement expressions exist for AMIDA, it is
equally rich in episodes of agreement and disagreement and could be harvested by future
researchers for such episodes. The ICSI [104] corpus, another database of meeting recordings,
consists of 75 hours of meetings, which however were only recorded for audio.
The Green Persuasive Dataset3, the IDIAP Wolf Corpus and the Mission Survival Corpus
are publicly available databases that could be used to develop and test tools to automatically
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Databases
Canal 9 AMI /
AMIDA
ICSI SAL SEMAINE Green
Persuas-
ive
Wolf Mission
Survival
2009 2007 2003 2007 2010 2007 2010 2007
Data Availability:
Agreement Cases 53 656 Not public — — — — —
Disagreement Cases 94 70 Not public — — — — —
Neutral Cases 120 None Not public — — — — —
Sessions annotated 11 16 Not public — — — — —
Subjects represented 28 64 Not public — — — — —
Rich in Agreement
and Disagreement
√ √ √ √ √ √
Naturalness S S S E E E A E
Restricted Motion N/A
√ √ √ √ √
Video Quality High Low No video Low High High High High
Used by [23] [71] [96, 66, 88] — — — — —
Reference [239] [32] [104] [49] [144] — [94] [182]
Table 2.3: Summary of the freely–available databases that could be used for automatic (dis)agreement
analysis. ‘Used by’ refers to works using a database specifically for (dis)agreement recognition. In
‘Naturalness’ S stands for ‘Spontaneous’, E stands for ‘Elicited’, and A for ‘Acted’.
detect (dis)agreement. Although explicit annotations of agreement and disagreement do not
exist for these databases, an interested researcher is expected to find plenty of examples of
(dis)agreement. The Green Persuasive Dataset was specifically recorded to induce and capture
persuasion. The database consists of 8 recorded instances of attempts by one strong pro–green
individual to convince others to adopt a ‘greener’ lifestyle and, naturally, it includes many
instances of agreement and disagreement. Each discussion is a dyadic interaction and lasts
from 25 to 48 minutes. The 8 participants are recorded by different cameras which capture the
face at a 45–degree angle, making it hard for, e.g., facial action unit detection. Annotations
include dimensional labelling of persuasiveness by both the persuadees and third observers.
The IDIAP Wolf Corpus [94] consists of audio-visual recordings of groups of people playing a
total of 15 competitive role–playing games for a total of approximately 7 hours. The database
features 36 different participants in four groups. It contains plenty of examples of conflict,
agreement and disagreement. The Mission Survival Corpus [182] is an audiovisual database
of multi–party meetings. The participants were asked to reach a consensus on what items are
essential for survival. Given the intensive engagement required to reach a consensus, a large
number of (dis)agreement examples can be observed. The database consists of 12 meetings
featuring 4 participants each and for a total length of approximately 6 hours. Finally, 3D
tracking of body activity –head, hands and body fidgeting— is also publicly available.
Other naturalistic databases that might not explicitly be rich in examples of (dis)agreement
can nevertheless be useful in training automatic tools for detecting cues that could be rel-
evant to (dis)agreement. Human–virtual character interaction recordings like the SAL3[49]
3These databases and more information about them can be found online at the SSPNet web portal
(http://www.sspnet.eu).
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and SEMAINE3[144] Datasets could be used in this respect. In SAL and SEMAINE, each
user is recorded while interacting with an emotionally–colored virtual agent, impersonated
by an operator, holding a discussion of approximately 5 minutes each time. SAL consists of
approximately 10 hours worth of recordings, whereas SEMAINE, which includes recordings
from higher–quality videocameras and microphones, also consists of approximately 10 hours
of material. Annotations include categorical and dimensional labelling of emotions. Finally,
these databases could be annotated for episodes of agreement and disagreement; given that the
agents have different “personalities”, some are bound to cause more agreement or disagreement
than others. It is important to note, however, that although these are indeed recordings of
spontaneous behavior, the agent impersonators are very much acting out certain pre–defined
characteristics and could not be used for the goal of analysing spontaneous expressions of
(dis)agreement. For an exhaustive overview of such databases that can further be used for
training detection tools for (dis)agreement–relevant cues, like facial expressions, see [264, 84].
As evident in this section, and particularly Table 2.3, there is a lack of data for
(dis)agreement detection. As we discuss in Section 2.7, the field of detecting social atti-
tudes in general will not able to move significantly forward without specialised datasets and a
significant annotation effort.
2.5 Face and Geture Detection Tools
Although in some cases detecting the cues in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 is relatively straightforward,
as is the case with cues that correspond to Action Units, there are cues that are known to be
hard to detect. Two such examples are Arm Folding and Head and Chin Support on a
Hand [178]. However, there are known techniques that would be able to detect most of the
cues listed.
2.5.1 Facial Action Units Detection Tools
When it comes to automatically detecting facial actions, significant advances have been made
over the past ten years [131, 135, 156, 233, 226, 243, 123, 124, 172] (for exhaustive overview
see [264, 84]). Table 2.4 lists a few examples of the state–of–the–art systems, omitting older
ones that cannot detect combinations of Action Units (AUs) and have not been tested on
naturalistic data.
The AU detection systems that exist are usually divided up based on the kind of features they
use: geometric or appearance–based. Systems that rely on geometric–based features usually
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Systems
Whitehill et
al.
Lucey et al. Valstar et al. CERT Yang et al. Koelstra et
al.
Tong et al.
2006 2007 2007 2008 2009 2010 2010
AU1
√ √ √ √ √ √ √
AU2
√ √ √ √ √ √ √
AU4
√ √ √ √ √ √ √
AU5
√ √ √ √ √ √ √
AU7
√
P
√ √
—
√
P
AU9 — P
√ √
—
√
P
AU10 — —
√ √ √ √
—
AU11 — — —
√
—
√
—
AU12 — P
√ √ √ √ √
AU13 — —
√ √
—
√
—
AU14 — — —
√ √ √
—
AU15
√
P
√ √
—
√ √
AU17
√
P —
√
—
√
P
AU18 — —
√ √
—
√
—
AU19 — — —
√
— — —
AU23 — P —
√
—
√ √
AU24 — P
√ √
—
√ √
AU25
√
P
√ √
—
√ √
AU26 — —
√ √
—
√
—
AU32 — — —
√
— — —
AU38 — — —
√
— — —
AU43 — —
√
— —
√
—
Rigid — — Affine
Registration
Simple Eye
Alignment
— Affine
Registration
Explicit Pose–
AU modeling
Temporal — —
√
— —
√
—
Spont. —
√
—
√
—
√ √
Features Haar wavelets AAM 20 points Gabor Haar-like
features
FFD 28 points &
Gabor
Method AdaBoost SVM GentleBoost,
SVM–HMM
SVM AdaBoost GentleBoost,
HMM
AdaBoost,
DBN
Data DFAT–504 (P)
[111]
DFAT–504 (P)
[111];
RU–FACS (S)
[13]
MMI (P/S) DFAT–504 (P)
[111];
RU–FACS (S)
[13]
DFAT–504 (P)
[111]
MMI (P/S)
[157];
DFAT–504 (P)
[111]; SAL
(S)[49]
DFAT–504
(P) [111];
ISL [226] (P);
Belfast[48] (S);
MAD[3] (S);
YouTube [226]
(S)
Reference [252] [135] [174, 232, 233] [131, 13, 243] [260, 259] [123, 124] [227, 228, 226]
Table 2.4: A few of the most recent cutting–edge AU detection systems published. The AUs listed are
only the ones that could be relevant to (dis)agreement detection. P means an AU was only tested for
posed data for a spontaneous AU detection system. The ’Rigid’ row mentions how each work handles
the case of rigid head motion, if at all. The ’Spont.’ row signifies if the work has been tested for
spontaneous expressions. ’Temporal’ refers to the onset–apex–offset phases of AUs. The references
show the evolution of the system in time, but the rest of the fields refer to the latest work in each case.
employ the coordinates of a number of fiducial facial points, such as in [156, 233], whereas the
ones that use appearance–based features such as [131, 243] use features like Gabor wavelets
or Haar–like features.
The most comprehensive works in automatic AU detection in terms of the number of AUs
detected are those of Koelstra et al. [123, 124], which detects a total of 30 AUs, and Vural et
al. [243], which detects a total of 31 AUs. Hence, these works detect most of the AUs defined
in FACS [54], including most of those that could be cues of (dis)agreement, as evident in Table
2.4. The former work also enables the analysis of the temporal dynamics (onset, apex, offset)
of AUs, which could prove very important when distinguishing, for example, a smile (slow
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symmetric action) from a smirk (fast asymmetric action) [172, 53].
Koelstra et al. [123, 124] propose an appearance-based approach to automatic coding of
AUs and their temporal segments. It presents a dynamic-texture-based approach based on
non-rigid registration using free-form deformations, in which the extracted facial motion rep-
resentation is used to derive motion orientation histogram descriptors in both the spatial and
temporal domain, which, in turn, form further input to a set of AU classifiers based on Gentle-
boost and Hidden Markov Models. This work represents the first appearance-based approach
to explicit segmentation of detected AUs into temporal segments, showing that modelling the
temporal dynamics of facial expressions significantly improves the performance of such auto-
mated systems. Vural et al. [243] also used appearance–based features, a bank of 72 Gabor
filters, which are input to separate Support Vector Machines (SVMs) trained for each target
AU. However, neither of these methods will work particularly well if rigid head movements
are not properly dealt with, which is usually a problem with naturalistic, spontaneous data.
The work of Valstar and Pantic [233] can also detect many of the AUs listed in tables 2.1 and
2.2, including their temporal dynamics (onset, apex, offset), while handling problems with head
movement registration rather well. In this work, after a number of facial characteristic points
are detected and tracked, a set of spatiotemporal features is extracted from the trajectories
of the tracked points, and a combination of Gentleboost, Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) is used to detect AUs and their temporal segments.
Figure 2.3 shows an example of using the system of Valstar and Pantic [233] on a sequence
extracted from the Canal9 database.
The only work reported so far on modelling the temporal correlation among different AUs
is that by Tong et al. [227, 226]. It applies an appearance-based approach to AU recognition,
similar to that by Littlewort et al. [131], using Gabor features and a set of Gentleboost
classifiers, one for each target AU. Furthermore it uses a Dynamic Bayesian Network to model
the relationships among different AUs. In their latest work (2010), Tong et al. [226] also
use a set of geometric features and take into account rigid head motion by not only modeling
the head pan angle (left–right movement), but also the dynamics between head pose (which,
however, are discretized to states ’left’, ’frontal’, ’right’) and the AUs. They personalise a
3D shape model —28 facial feature point coordinates– to a given subject on the frontal–view
face, which is subsequently projected on a 2D plane and tracked using active shape models
and Gabor wavelets. This 2D geometric shape model is used to improve AU recognition
performance. This latter system has been tested on spontaneous data with natural head
movement and reconfirms the results reported in Valstar and Pantic [233]— the integration of
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AU relationships and AU dynamics with AU measurements yields a significant improvement
of AU recognition.
The system presented in this latter work is the only, to our knowledge, attempt towards
head pose–invariant AU recognition. However, when the target data is spontaneous and fairly
unrestricted, keeping subjects still and their faces nearly–frontal is not an option. Although
pose–invariant AU recognition seems to only now start becoming a research focal point, there
have been a fair number of attempts towards pose–independent facial expression recognition
in recent years. Most of these have been based on 3D face models, e.g., [34, 2, 220, 37, 250].
Although such methods have the advantage of decoupling head pose and facial expressions
analysis, they are usually resource–intensive, require time–consuming initialization and the
resulting models are often person–dependent and need to be retrained for each expression and
head pose intended to be recognized. There exist two 2D and shape–free methods towards
solving this issue. Hu et al. [98] recognize facial expressions at five distinct head pan angles.
Rudovic et al. [202] map 2D fiducial facial points from head poses within a large range of
pan and tilt rotations to the frontal one, enabling the usage of traditional facial expression
methods, which require a nearly–frontal face to perform well. Although the works discussed
above focus on facial expression recognition of basic emotions, their methods could be adapted
for the goal of head pose–invariant AU recognition.
We presented, in this subsection, some of the state–of–the–art AU detection systems. The
interested reader is encouraged to consult the exhaustive surveys on the topic by Pantic and
colleagues [172, 176, 264].
2.5.2 Head Gesture Detectors
Another set of cues for which there have been explicit detection attempts is head gestures,
and particularly Head Nods and Head Shakes, probably the most important cues for our
objective.
Kawato and Ohya [114] developed a method for head nod and shake detection by using the
coordinates of the midpoint between the eyes as a feature for a rule–based system. However,
the data used was only 450 frames of three subjects who were following instructions in a lab
setting. The number of nod and shake instances was not revealed, but an 86.2% of accuracy
was reported for a 13.7% of false positive rate.
Kapoor and Picard [112] used the eye pupils coordinates as features for their system. A
total number of 62 nods and 48 shakes from 10 subjects were recorded using an IR camera,
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(a) Frame 1 (b) Frame 51 (c) Frame 54 (d) Frame 56
(e) Frame 58 (f) Frame 60 (g) Frame 63 (h) Frame 73
Figure 2.3: The output of the AU detections system of Valstar et al. [233] on selected frames from a
75–frame Canal9 sequence of particularly low rigid head motion. The images show the automatically
detected facebox , and the 20 automatically tracked fiducial facial points (green dots) used as features
in the detection system to detect which AUs are present in each frame –also displayed on each frame
above. The system correctly detected the intensely displayed AU1 and AU4, but also the speech–related
AU25 in this sequence.
which was post–processed to obtain the pupil coordinates. The gestures were invoked by
questions, to which the participants were instructed to nod for ’yes’ and shake for ’no’. Two
discrete three–state HMMs were trained for nods and shakes and a ten–frame sliding window
was used for temporal localization. 40% of the data was used for training and 60% for testing.
The results reported were 81.08% accuracy for nods and 75% for shakes, but there was no
discussion about continuous recognition.
Tan and Rong [222] also used the coordinates of the midpoint between the eyes, although
it was detected in a different way than in [114]. Similarly to Kapoor and Picard [112] they
induced the head gesture by asking participants a number of factual ‘yes/no’ questions, and
trained two discrete three–state HMMs for nods —with states ‘Up’, ‘Down’, and ‘None’—
and shakes —with states Left’, ‘Right’, and ‘None’. They only performed recognition of
presegmented sequences with an 82% accuracy for nods and 89% for shakes.
Fujie et al. [63] also implemented a nod/shake detector in the context of Robot–Human
Interaction. They used the mean optical flow over the quartiles of the head region as their
features to four continuous HMMs for nod, shake, tilt, stillness and other movements. Their
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Figure 2.4: Our optical flow and HMM–based nod and shake detector in action on difficult Canal9
data. Top two rows: A detected subtle head shake. Bottom two rows: The transition from neither
gesture (third row) to a subtle nod (fourth row). The detected face and head angle are shown in each
of the displayed frames.
data consisted of 114 minutes of posed gestures and 90 minutes of robot–human interaction.
They reported a 79.8% accuracy for nod and 61.4% for shakes with an 85.5% and 93.1%
precision respectively.
Morency et al. [152] used WATSON [150], a head pose tracker that outputs the three angular
head velocities. Each component of the velocity vector is then independently converted into a
frequency–based feature which is used in a two–class SVM. They trained the system with 10
natural head gesture sequences taken from interactions with an embodied agent and 11 posed
gesture sequences. The test data consisted of 30 video recordings of 9 subjects interacting with
an interactive robot, for a total of 20,672 frames, out of which 18,246 were non–gesture frames.
True detection rates reported were 75% for nods and 84% for shakes for a fixed false positive
rate of 0.05. Wang et al. [249] used similar data and the same system for feature extraction but
focused only on recognition, assuming segmentation was already complete. They compared 4–
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state HMMs —one for each class: nods, shakes and other—(64.3% accuracy), CRFs with one
state per class (68.24% accuracy) and a new model they introduced for gesture recognition,
Hierarchical CRFs (hCRFs) with 12 states for all classes (85.25% accuracy). Morency et
al. [149] extended this work for continuous gesture recognition, by introducing yet another
model the Latent-Dynamic CRFs (LDCRFs). They tested the model only for head nods using
79 minutes of data containing 269 instances of nods. The accuracy for the new model ranged
from 65 to 75% for a false positive rate of 20–30% outperforming CRFs, SVMs, HMMs and
hCRFs.
Adapted versions of systems like the ones described here could be used to also detect other
head gestures, like the Head Roll or the Cut Off. In fact, depending on the target data,
most of the current computer–vision–based head pose estimation systems (for an exhaustive
survey refer to Murphy-Chutorian and Trivedi [159]) can be adjusted for detection of an array
of head gestures. However, no system reported so far attempts the actual detection of these
gestures; only nods and shakes are typically detected.
2.5.3 Hand and Body Action Detection
Although most of the hand and body–related cues in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 have not been explicitly
modelled or addressed in any published work of our knowledge, they can either be detected
with adapted versions of vision–based human activity recognition methods, or with hand
gesture and pose estimation systems. However, the latter have severe limitations, especially
when we do not have 3D hand information. This is because vision–based techniques for hand
gestures have to deal with problems like self–occlusion, the high dimensionality of the problem
(more than 20 degrees of freedom), the environment (background/lighting conditions, clutter),
and the speed of hand motions, which can be particularly fast and make the problem of hand
tracking and hand gesture recognition rather difficult, considering the low sampling rates of
the widely available monocular cameras [58]. Most of the techniques available can only deal
with a very limited number of hand gestures and the current limitations —e.g., the hand
having to be viewed from a certain angle or the palm having to face the camera [58]— are
forbidding when our target data is fairly unconstrained naturalistic human behavior. For
exhaustive surveys of Computer Vision–based approaches to hand tracking and hand gesture
recognition, the interested reader is referred to [58].
For our purposes, locating the hand, tracking it, and perhaps being able to tell if a finger is
erect or a palm open would be sufficient. These are similar to the requirements of automatic
sign language translators, which need hand shapes and locations to interpret signs [258]. Such
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Method Features Occlusion/Dynamic Background Action Detection
Scovanner et al. [208] 3D–SIFT No —
Wang et al. [245] 3D gradients No —
Laptev et al. [127] HOG–HOF Yes —
Laptev et al. [128] Space–Time Interest Points No —
Gilbert et al. [76] Space–Time Interest Points No/Yes —
Han et al. [89] HOG/HOF Yes —
Mikolajczyk et al. [146] Combination Yes —
Bregonzio et al. [26] Space–Time Interest Points Yes/No —
Jhuang et al. [107] C–features No —
Reddy et al. [196] Space–Time Cuboids Yes —
Rapantzikos et al. [193] Salient Points No —
Schindler et al. [204] C–features No —
Nowozin et al. [165] Space–Time Cuboids No —
Niebles et al. [163] Gabor Filters Yes —
Dolla´r et al. [47] Space–Time Cuboids No —
Schu¨ldt et al. [203] Space–Time Interest Points No —
Marsza lek et al. [140] SIFT–HOG–HOF Yes —
Zelnik-Manor and Irani [263] HOG No
√
Ning et al. [164] Gabor Filters Yes
√
Shechtman and Irani [216] Space–Time Cuboids Yes
√
Matikainen et al. [142] Space–Time Harris Matrices No
√
Shechtman and Irani [215] Space–Time Cuboids Yes
√
Seo et al. [212] Space–Time Local Steering Kernels Yes
√
Hu et al. [99] MHI/HOG Yes
√
Yuan et al. [262] Space–Time Invariant Points Yes
√
Junejo et al. [109] HOG Yes
√
Boiman and Irani [20] Space–Time Cuboids Yes
√
Rodriguez et al. [199] 3D-MACH Yes
√
Oikonomopoulos et al. [167] Space–Time Interest Points Yes
√
Table 2.5: Summary of human action analysis methods that could be used for human action analysis
in our context.
a system which could be adapted into detecting our (dis)agreement–relevant hand action cues
is the one suggested by [258], which segments the head region and extracts hand locations with
reference to it, by using a skin color model and then extracting the hand motion trajectories.
Another system that could be adapted to detect the hand actions of interest is the work
of Ding and Martinez [44] which uses a particle filter tracker to track hand fiducial points
(knuckles, fingertip and wrist), and can handle cases where the hand occludes the face, which
occur frequently during natural human interactions. The detection of face occlusions by the
hand can also be handled by the recent work of Mahmoud et al. [138]. Note, however, that
putting such a system together has not been reported yet.
Existing work in the highly active field of human activity recognition and detection can
also be used as is or adapted to detect cues, such as the Forefinger Raise, Hand Wag,
Hand Cross and Hands Scissor. Actions like Leg or Neck Clamp and Arm Folding
could also be detected with adaptions of these methods, but with more difficulty, and both
dynamic and static features would have to be used for better results. Poppe [189] divides
existing work on human activity recognition based on the image representations and the clas-
sification method used. ”Global representations,” in which regions of interest are encoded as
a whole to form the image descriptor, have limited applicability as they assume reliable loc-
alization of these areas of interest, which might not be realistic in spontaneous data. ”Local
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representation” methods usually follow a bottom–up approach where salient points are de-
tected with respect to both space and time, local patches are calculated using these points,
and finally the patches are combined to form a global representation, e.g., [169]. These local
patches are represented by different descriptors throughout the literature such as extensions
of well–known methods to accommodate for the dimension of time, such as SURF by Willems
et al. [253], histogram of oriented flow or gradients (HOG/HOF) by Wang et al. [245], and
SIFT by Scovanner et al. [208]. Local representation methods are more robust in the presence
of noise and partial occlusion and might prove helpful in detecting hand and body actions
relevant to (dis)agreement. Such works include, but are by no means limited to the work of
Oikonomopoulos et al. [169, 168, 167], Marsza lek et al. [140], Mikolajczyk et al. [146], Laptev
et al. [128], Niebles et al. [163], Shechtman et al. [215], Dolla´r et al. [47], Wang et al. [245],
Willems et al. [253], and Rapantzikos et al. [192, 193].
However, most of the existing works on human activity analysis assume segmentation is a
pre–processing step. Recent works [263, 164, 215, 216, 142, 212, 99, 262, 20, 199, 167] take
this into account and have suggested methods for spatial and/or temporal localization and
recognition, which mainly rely on correlation or voting. Figure 2.5 shows an example of using
the work of Oikonomopoulos et al. [167] to detect episodes of ‘Forefinger Raise’ by employing
temporal voting in a 350–frame unsegmented sequence from the highly spontaneous Canal9
database (see Section 2.4). Table 2.5 summarizes works on human action analysis along
with the features used, whether they can deal with occlusions and dynamic background, and
whether they require segmentation as a pre–processing step.
Finally, recent advances in automatic body posture analysis could prove beneficial in de-
tecting (dis)agreement, as discussed in Section 2.3.3. Significant recent works have managed
to reliably estimate body orientation, such as those by Ando et al. [6], Zhao et al. [265], Van
der Bergh et al. [43], and Enzweiler and Gavrila [57]. The problems of finding the alignment of
one’s body in a given interaction, as well as, the detection of sudden body movements could be
solved by using recent human motion analysis methods. Such methods are loosely separated
in those that use human body models, e.g., [100, 145, 154, 161], and those that are model–
free, e.g., [224, 214, 170, 56, 4]. For further information, the interested reader should read the
exhaustive surveys of Poppe [189], Wang et al. [248], Wang and Singh [247], Gavrila [70], and
Aggarwal and Cai [5].
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Figure 2.5: An example of a forefinger raise detection on Canal9 data using an adaptation of [167].
The top row shows the temporal voting space, where activated ensembles of features in each frame
vote for the starting frame of the action given their location. The frames shown below represent the
highest–voted start–end frame combination candidate (Start: 126, End: 140) in a 350–frame sequence.
The centres of the circles denote the salient points location, whereas their radius denotes their saliency
scale. The second highest ‘peak’ is around the point (281, 264), which is also a true positive for the
gesture of interest. (best viewed in color)
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2.5.4 Detection Methods for Other Cues
In recent years, a lot of research work has also been invested into gaze tracking. Gaze
Aversion and Eye Roll could be a direct application of any monocular gaze–tracking system,
as those are surveyed by Hansen and Ji [91]. However, most of those use methods based on
infrared (IR) light sources and cameras, which make their use impossible on existing databases
that contain episodes of (dis)agreement, such as the ones presented in Section 2.4. A few
methods presented in [91], however, do work with natural light [90, 101, 92, 246, 254, 257],
but they are still at an early stage and have severe limitations such as a constant head scale
assumption. The only work, to our knowledge, that explicitly models and detects Gaze
Aversion in natural situations is that of Morency et al. [153], who distinguished between
gaze aversion and other eye gestures in the context of human–virtual agent interaction using a
monocular visual system. Eye Roll could also be detected as a direct extension of this work.
Finally, methods aimed at detecting the focus of one’s attention in natural interactions such
as the recent work of Voit et al. [241, 242], Ba and Odobez [10] and Asteriadis et al. [8]4 could
also be adapted to detect such cues.
Yet another cue, the automatic detection of which has received significant attention over the
past decade is Laughter, which could be relevant to (dis)agreement detection as discussed in
Section 2.3.4. Recent work has analysed laughter and can distinguish it from speech, using
auditory features [117, 31, 229, 205, 129, 122, 30] or a fusion of auditory and visual features
[102, 197, 180, 181]. The auditory features that have been used for laughter classification
include some of the most frequently used features for automatic speech and emotion recogni-
tion, namely Mel–frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), Perceptual Linear Predictive (PLP)
coefficients, pitch, and energy among others. Visual features include geometric features like
fiducial facial points [180] or appearance–based features like mean intensities over the cheeks
as in [102]. Similarly, a variety of methods for classification have been used including Neural
Networks, Hidden Markov Models, Support Vector Machines, and Gaussian Mixture Models
among others. Although most of the works mentioned above deal with classification assuming
segmentation as a pre–processing step, there are a few researchers, e.g., Kennedy and El-
lis [117], Laskowski and Schultz [129], and Knox et al. [122], who have extended their work to
automatic detection of laughter in unsegmented sequences. Finally, an interesting work that
detects smiles vs. laughter in multi–party contexts is that of Kumano et al. [126].
Other auditory cues like Sighing and throat clearing can also be detected by adopting
methods used for laughter detection, as they are very similar in nature. This adaptation is
4This tool is also available online at the SSPNet web portal (http://www.sspnet.eu)
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made easier as there exist freely–available packages, e.g., PRAAT [19], for extracting auditory
features like the ones mentioned above. The work of Schuller et al. [206] can detect sighs,
whereas the work of Matos et al. in [143] can specifically detect Throat Clearing as a
sub–goal to cough detection.
Recent work on multimodal silence detection during spontaneous speech [78] could help
identify Silent Pauses and calculate Utterance Length. The latter can also be extrapol-
ated by using the work of Liu et al. [132]. Liu et al. compare Maximum Entropy Models,
Conditional Random Fields and Hidden Markov Models in detecting Interruptions on tele-
phone conversations and on news data. They found that the former, discriminative models
outperform the generative Hidden Markov Models. Lee et al. [130] can also classify interrup-
tions and achieve a large improvement by using multimodal cues. Filled Pauses can also be
detected using the work of Goto et al. [79], Gabrea and O’Shaughnessy [64], Wu and Yan [255],
Schuller et al. [206] and Stouten et al. [218]. Audhkasi et al. [9] attempted the detection of this
cue during spontaneous speech based on the premise that prosodic characteristics are stable
during a filled pause and outperformed the standard methods of [79] and [218].
When it comes to Mimicry there are only a few attempts of automatic detection, one
of which is by Keller et al. [115] who mention the possibility of using Motion Energy Ana-
lysis [18] to analyse the synchrony between the movements of the participants in a dyadic
conversation. Pentland [179] measures mimicry (or “mirroring”, as it is called in [179]) in con-
versational audio patterns, by using auditory backchannels and short words. Kim et al. [120]
also measured body movement mimicry, however by using an accelerometer attached on the
body, which makes it impossible for using in our context of detecting cues related to agreement
and disagreement solely by audiovisual means. Finally, Kim et al. [118] manually analysed the
synchrony of genuine smiles via visual means in spontaneous human–human dyadic conversa-
tions, i.e., they used human coders to annotate the smiles, which however could presumably be
replaced by automatic annotation tools, e.g., AU detection systems like the ones in Table 2.4,
for a fully automatic smile mimicry pattern recogniser. Other important works on measuring
mimicry include the work by Madan et al. [137], Veenstra and Hung [236], and Kalimeri et
al. [110].
2.5.5 Discussion
This section can serve as a starting point for a researcher who wants to build a fully–automated
system to detect (dis)agreement. Such a researcher would without doubt have to tweak most
of the methods described in this section for the dataset in mind and measure those tools that
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CUE REFERENCES
Head Nod/Shake/Roll, Cut Off [114, 112, 222, 63, 55, 152, 249, 149],[159]
Facial Action Units see Table 2.4, [175, 60, 261, 178, 172, 176]
Smiles vs Smirks [231]
Hand Actions see Table 2.5, [258, 44], [147, 58, 160]
Body Actions see Table 2.5, [248, 148, 125, 230, 189]
Gaze Aversion, Eye Roll, Cut Off [90, 101, 55, 92, 246, 254, 257, 153, 151, 10, 8], [91]
Laughter, Sighing [133, 117, 31, 229, 205, 129, 122, 30, 86, 102, 197, 180, 181, 117, 129, 122]
Throat Clearing [143]
Utterance Length [96, 11]
Filled Pause [9, 255, 64, 79]
Pause [141, 11]
Interruption [132, 130]
Mimicry [115, 179, 118]
Body Posture [189, 248, 247, 70, 5]
Table 2.6: Methods that could be used as is or adapted for detecting cues for agreement and disagree-
ment. The bolded references are surveys that would aid in the creation of such tools.
are accurate in their detection. The real difficulty would arise when creating detectors for
hand and body–related cues that have not been explicitly modelled in publicly available tools.
This would require the collection of a number of episodes of said gestures for the training and
testing of each detector. The databases described in Section 2.4 are candidates for collecting
such data.
2.6 Existing Automatic Methods for Agreement and
Disagreement
Tables 2.4 and 2.6 summarize some of the recently proposed methods, as those were discussed
above, that could be used as is or adapted to detect the cues relevant to agreement and
disagreement, as those listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. Yet, in spite of this obvious progress
in automatic analysis of various behavioural cues, not much effort has been reported so far
towards automatic analysis of social attitudes in naturalistic data, let alone the analysis of
(dis)agreement. In this section, we discuss all, to our knowledge, works (see Table 2.7) that
have dealt with the automatic analysis of (dis)agreement thus far in literature. This discussion
includes important works on (dis)agreement classification as a dialogue act. Hillard et al. [96]
attempted speaker (dis)agreement classification on pre–segmented ‘spurts’, speech segments
by one speaker with pauses not greater than 500ms. The spurt segmentation is reported as an
automatic process with human adjustment, without any further explanation of the process.
The authors used a combination of word–based and prosodic cues to classify each spurt as
‘positive–agreement’, ‘negative–disagreement’, ‘backchannel’, or ‘other’. Most of the results
reported included word–based cues, however an overall classification accuracy of 62% was
reported for a 17% confusion rate between the agreement and disagreement classes. Similar
works by Galley et al. [66] and Hahn et al. [88] also deal with classifying spurts as disagreement
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Method Features Classifier Data Spontaneous
Hillard et al. [96] (2003) Verbal, pause,
fundamental
frequency(F0), duration
Decision Tree ICSI [104]
√
Galley et al. [66] (2004) Verbal Bayesian Network ICSI [104]
√
el Kaliouby et al. [55] (2004) head nod, head shake,
head turn, head tilt,
AU1, AU2, AU12,
AU16, AU19, AU20,
AU25, AU26, AU27
HMM, DBN Mind Reading [12] —
Hahn et al. [88] (2006) Verbal Contrast Classifier, SVM ICSI [104]
√
Sheerman–Chase et al. [217] (2009) head yaw, head pitch,
head roll, AU1, AU2,
AU12, AU18, AU20,
AU25, Gaze, head pose
AdaBoost own
√
Germesin and Wilson [71] (2009) Verbal, pitch, energy,
duration, pauses, speech
rate
Decision Tree, CRF AMI [32]
√
Wang et al. [244] (2011) Verbal, pause, duration,
speech rate, pitch,
energy, vowel duration
CRF DARPA GALE [219]
√
Bousmalis et al. our work (2014) Pitch, energy, head nod,
head shake, forefinger
raise, ‘forefinger
raise’–like, forefinger
wag, hand wag, hands
scissor, shoulder shrug
SVM, HMM, HCRF, IHCRF Canal9 [239]
√
Table 2.7: Summary of the existing systems that have attempted (dis)agreement classification.
and agreement, with [66] also dealing with finding the addressee of the action. Germesin and
Wilson [71] also deal with these issues. Wang et al. [244] attempted (dis)agreement detection
not on the spurt level, but on the utterance level. However, the features used by these works
included lexical, structural and durational cues and are not comparable with other systems
based on nonverbal cues. It is significant to mention, though, that Wang et al. found that
incorporating prosodic features improves the performance over using lexical–only features.
The first system that was based solely on nonverbal cues is that by el Kaliouby and Robin-
son [55], which attempted (dis)agreement classification of acted behavioural displays based
on head and facial movements. They used 6 classes: ‘agreeing’, ‘disagreeing’, ‘concentrating’,
‘interested’, ‘thinking’, and ‘unsure’. They tracked 25 fiducial facial points, out of which they
extrapolated rigid head motion (yaw, pitch, and roll), and facial action units (eyebrow raise,
lip pull, lip pucker), but also utilized appearance–based features to summarise mouth actions
(mouth stretch, jaw drop, and lips parting). They used Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to
detect each head and facial action, by sliding a window of 30 frames —1 second for their data—
at a sliding step of 5 frames. A Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) per class was trained to
perform the higher–level inference of each of the ‘mental states’ mentioned above, allowing for
the co–occurrence of states. The recognition accuracies were a true positive rate of 76.5% for
a false positive rate of 5.4% for agreement and a true positive rate of 81% for a false positive
rate of 0.7% for disagreement.
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Sheerman–Chase et al. [217] are, to our knowledge, the first research group who have at-
tempted recognition of agreement based on nonverbal cues in spontaneous data. They distin-
guished between ‘thinking’, ‘understanding’, ‘agreeing’ and ‘questioning’. However, they did
not include disagreement as a class, because of the lack of data. Their spontaneous data was
obtained by capturing the four 12–minute dyadic conversations of 6 males and 2 females. The
participants were seated limiting their body and head movements significantly. 21 annotators
rated the clips with each clip getting on average around 4 ratings that were combined to obtain
the ground truth label. For the automatic recognition, tracking of 46 fiducial facial points was
used, which required manual initialization and re–initialization when failures occurred. The
output of the tracker was then processed to obtain a number of static and dynamic features to
be used for classification. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed on the tracked
points in each video frame, and the PCA eigenvalues were used as features. Similarly to el
Kaliouby and Robinson [55], the head yaw, pitch and roll, the eyebrow raise, lip pucker and lip
parting were calculated as functions of these tracked facial points. Gaze was also estimated in
a similar fashion —the eye pupils were among the points tracked. Rigid head motion, which
can often dominate subtle non–rigid facial motion, is accounted for by performing both affine
and Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) head pose estimation. Based on the above, it is implied that
a neutral, frontal–view frame of each participant is required for some of the static features
mentioned above, i.e., the Action Units and the affine head pose estimation. In addition to
the features above, they used a temporal frame window of four different scales (80ms, 160ms,
320ms and 640ms) and fitted a quadratic polynomial to the evolution of their representative
static features. The polynomial coefficients were then used as the dynamic features. Feature
selection and recognition were accomplished with AdaBoost and the authors claim the results
are comparable to human performance, with the area under the ROC curve for agreement
being 0.70.
The work described in the following chapters of this thesis is, to the best of our know-
ledge, the only work that has attempted recognition of agreement and disagreement based on
multimodal (audiovisual) spontaneous data, and thus we concisely discuss it here for complete-
ness. The (dis)agreement episodes used are part of the Canal 9 Political Debates Database
(see Section 2.4 for more details on this dataset). The dataset was manually annotated for the
hand and head gestures listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, with the exception of a number of them
that never appeared in the dataset, and the addition of the ‘Shoulder Shrug’ and ‘Forefinger
Raise–Like’ gestures. The latter is a ‘Forefinger Raise’ without an erect index finger. Funda-
mental frequency (F0) and energy were automatically extracted. This first work [23] (Chapter
3) attempted feature–level fusion of the multiple modalities and presents results obtained
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by applying Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), and Hidden
Conditional Random Fields (HCRFs) to the problem of automatic (dis)agreement recognition.
It was shown that the latter technique is more suitable for learning the dynamics of the dif-
ferent modalities. Moreover, an automatic model analysis technique for HCRFs is presented,
which allows the ranking, according to importance, of the information used by the model. The
findings support the fact that the Head Nod and Head Shake, which are considered the most
prevalent cues in agreement and disagreement respectively (see Section 2.3), are also found to
be the most discriminative cues by this analysis. We also experimented with a nonparametric
version of the Hidden Conditional Random Fields (IHCRF) in [24, 25] (Chapters 5 and 6) on
the same data, and found that the IHCRF is able to learn an appropriate latent structure of
the model without specifying a priori the appropriate number of hidden clusters of cues.
There are many possible avenues for future research in this area. One of the most interesting
ones involves research with analyzing (dis)agreement as a dimension. This presents particular
challenges, as discussed in Section 2.7 and any advancement in that front will advance relevant
research in continuous and dimensional analysis of behavioral data in general.
2.7 Challenges
The automatic analysis of spontaneous agreement and disagreement is still very much a daunt-
ing task. There are many challenges in detecting spontaneous agreement and disagreement as
is evident in the works that have attempted it.
Agreement and disagreement like all social attitudes are intrinsically ambiguous, high–level
semantic events, which typically include interactions with the environment and causal rela-
tionships. Nonverbal behavioural cues cannot always unequivocally be associated to a specific
emotion or social attitude. As mentioned in Section 2.2, it is the temporal interaction of a
variety of cues that will allow us to identify a specific social attitude. It will be interesting
to see if it is possible to differentiate these social attitudes from others e.g. disagreement
from disinterest or dislike. Culture is another challenging factor that has to be taken into
serious consideration when analyzing such behavior. We discussed in Section 2.2 some of the
cues, such as the head nod, the head shake, and the forefinger raise, that may have different
interpretation in different cultures. In fact, no complete system of detecting (dis)agreement
or any other social attitude can be successful if culture–specific cues and intricacies are not
taken into account. Similarly, it’s important to consider context as a factor that may affect
behavior. Context plays a crucial role for the interpretation of social attitudes. For example,
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environmental aspects such as the level of visibility and noise influence the behavior that is
manifested, e.g. lack of proximity due to physical constraints. On the other hand, societal
aspects such as the formality of the situation and previously established roles and relations of
the persons involved, and individual aspects such as the personality and affective state influ-
ence not only the choice of cues to be shown but the interpretation of the observed collection
of cues as well.
However, the challenges of achieving this goal start from naturalistic data collection and
annotation. The domain is still in its early stages and no major efforts have been done yet for
the collection of data specifically aimed at the analysis of social attitudes. Most of the works
in the literature use data originally aimed at different purposes (e.g., broadcast material,
like the Canal9 Database, which has severe disadvantages, primarily the pre–edited single
feed by multiple cameras, as discussed in Section 2.4) and annotated ad-hoc for analyzing
some specific social phenomena (e.g., the subset of the AMI Meeting Corpus annotated in
terms of dominance while originally aimed at speech recognition and computer vision goals).
Nevertheless, the need for data is of paramount importance, as one can notice by examining
Table 2.3 of available data for (dis)agreement analysis. Obtaining the ground truth can be
very challenging and requires a strict data annotation protocol regarding the definition of
(dis)agreement for the annotators, but also regarding the starting and ending points of such
an episode. However, social interactions involve a large variety of aspects and no standard
annotation or data collection protocol seems to easy to implement. There is currently a
significant need for such data in order for the field to be able to move forward. Without a
significant effort for data collection and annotation it will be impossible to tackle solutions to
problems like distinguishing disagreement from disinterest and dislike; distinguishing between
real and fake agreement; recognizing prefaced disagreement.
Approaching agreement and disagreement in a dimensional way presents its own
challenges. The main reason for it is the absence of data annotated in such a way and the
considerable difficulty to obtain it. Annotation of spontaneous social attitudes is particularly
hard even in a categorical approach. Dimension–based annotation of a spontaneous database,
e.g. Canal9 [239], in terms of agreement and disagreement would require an annotation tool
such as the FeelTrace, which is commonly used for continuous annotation of dimensional
data [40]. Such a tool could allow observers to watch a recording and move their cursor
within an emotional space to rate their impression about the emotional state of the subject.
This could be the 2D emotional space of valence–arousal or a 1D space of an agreement–
disagreement dimension, where the highest value could signify strong agreement, whereas
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the lowest value strong disagreement. This would involve a large number of annotators, as
annotator agreement in dimensional annotations tends to be one of the most challenging issues
in dimension–based behavior analysis [84]. However, the biggest challenge yet, when it comes
to approaching the automatic detection of (dis)agreement in a dimensional way, is the lack
of machine learning techniques that are able to sufficiently tackle the problem. A model that
could be used for this task is the Conditional State–Space Model [119], however it is unable
to capture latent structure which is vital for such complex behavior. Specifically, there is a
need for effective regression models that are able to capture latent structure, but also model
temporal interactions.
The problem of the appropriate computational model for the task is still present even
when our labels are discrete. The question of what is the most appropriate model for the
interaction of all the potential cues is still unanswered. Choosing, for example, the number
of potential hidden states for a model with latent variables is not intuitive for our task. An
interesting approach is the use of nonparametric models, which allows the convergence to an
appropriate model complexity driven by the data. Our work on using nonparametric models
to agreement and disagreement analysis shows promising results for this kind of approach to
modeling data for social attitudes. Another modeling challenge to consider is the fusion of
the different modalities. We know that the integration of multiple modalities produces
superior results in human behavior analysis when compared to single–modal approaches. The
analysis of agreement and disagreement is no different as one can see in [23]. Many of the
multimodal systems in the field perform decision–level data fusion in which the input from each
modality is modelled independently and the individual recognition results from each classifier
are fused at the end. However, this results in the loss of information of mutual correlation
between the modalities. A number of model–level fusion methods have been proposed that
make use of the correlation between auditory and visual streams [264], however further work
is needed in order to address issues such as modeling the temporal correlations within and
between modalities.
Furthermore, the analysis of high–level behavioral events such as (dis)agreement require very
accurate recognition of specific cues. There has been significant progress in computer vision
when it comes to detecting low–level behavioral cues, including some of the ones needed
to detect agreement and disagreement, as one can see in Section 2.5. However, the quality of
these tools is not yet at the point where one can use these tools without significantly sacrificing
detection rates of the social attitudes. It is important to keep in mind that the performance
of these tools, as well as any methodology towards the detection of spontaneous agreement
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and disagreement, will always be capped by the quality and amount of data available to
researchers.
2.8 Conclusion
This chapter has provided an overview of the cues (Tables 2.1 and 2.2) that, based on Social
Psychology literature, could be useful when attempting to automatically detect episodes of
(dis)agreement as they naturally occur in discourse. From this overview, it becomes apparent
that it is the temporal interaction of these potential cues that will make the difference in
detecting agreement and disagreement. We have also presented a number of databases of
spontaneous human behavior, many of which are rich in (dis)agreement episodes. However, it
is evident that there is still a great need for data collection and annotation in order for the
field to move forward. Moreover, we surveyed the state–of–the–art methods that could be used
as is or extended (Tables 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6) to detect the (dis)agreement–relevant behavioral
cues in such databases. Specialized tools for many (dis)agreement–related cues still need to be
developed. It is important to keep in mind that any computational model for (dis)agreement
will heavily rely on the detection accuracy of these tools. Finally, we discussed the very
few attempts (Table 2.7) reported towards the multi–cue analysis of (dis)agreement episodes,
which are however limited to classification. Only one of the proposed systems are multi-modal,
and only two of them are based solely on nonverbal features. From these two, only one was
tested on spontaneous data. There is still no work on the detection (temporal segmentation)
of (dis)agreement, nor is there any work that treats (dis)agreement as a dimension. The latter
is a particularly challenging task, yet an approach to (dis)agreement that may better reflect
all the different kinds of (dis)agreement that are possible. As discussed in Section 2.7, we can
conclude that automatic detection of expressions not only of (dis)agreement but of any such
complex behavior is yet to be achieved and that deep investigations of how best to reach this
goal are yet to be conducted. However, we believe that this chapter and this thesis, in general,
can serve as an introductory reading to researchers interested in the problem of automatic
detection of spontaneous complex behaviors, like the social attitudes we have been discussing
here, based on nonverbal cues and their temporal dynamics.
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3.1 Introduction
We have recently witnessed significant advances not only in the machine analysis of nonverbal
cues, such as head and hand gestures, facial expressions, auditory cues, but also in the field
of affect recognition [177]. However, only few works have so far attempted to recognize social
attitudes like interest, politeness and flirting [240]. This is partly so because relevant research
in social psychology, which would help identify discriminative combinations of multimodal
cues, is at best scarce, and because of the fact that there is a gap of relevant annotated
data that can be used for such analyses. Despite these difficulties, achieving such a goal is
very important if we are to move towards a more naturalistic human–computer–interaction;
machines who are able to detect social attitudes and react according to the needs of their user
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will be more efficient and welcomed for the rather more naturalistic experience they are bound
to offer.
Such social attitudes are those of agreement and disagreement, which are inevitable in
daily human–human interactions, from finding a location to dine, to discussions on notoriously
controversial topics like politics. As discussed in Section 2.6, existing work on the automatic
recognition of agreement and / or disagreement (for a summary see Table 2.7) has mainly used
verbal and prosodic cues, e.g. pitch and energy. To the best of our knowledge, no work has
managed to successfully recognize spontaneous agreement and disagreement based solely on
nonverbal multimodal cues. However, although agreements and disagreements are frequently
expressed verbally, the nonverbal behavioral cues that occur during their manifestation play
a crucial role in their interpretation. In Section 2.2 we surveyed and identified such cues that
seem to be relevant, as those are evident in social psychology literature (see Tables 2.1 and 2.2
for a summary). According to this survey, the most prevalent and straightforward cues seem
to be the Head Nod and the Head Shake for agreement and disagreement respectively, with
nods intuitively conveying affirmation and shakes negation. However, simply the presence of
these or any of the other cues alone cannot be discriminative enough, since they could have
many other interpretations, as studied by Poggi et al. [186] and Kendon [116]. In fact, it is the
temporal underlying dynamics of multimodal cues that will allow us to recognize agreement
and disagreement.
This calls for a model capable of capturing these complex dynamics and, based on them,
distinguishing these social attitudes from each other. A Hidden Conditional Random Field
(HCRF) [191], originally proposed for object recognition, is a model capable of not only
capturing the underlying structure of events, but also of learning the combinations of features
that are shared by each class and the ones that make each of them unique. Hence, HCRFs
could be a good candidate for modeling agreement and disagreement.
In this chapter, we discuss our first attempt to classifying episodes of agreement and disagree-
ment. We show that (i) it is possible to recognize spontaneous agreement and disagreement
without the use of verbal cues (e.g. spoken words); (ii) HCRFs are indeed able to capture
the underlying dynamics of multimodal cues and perform better than conventional models in
this task (figure 3.1); and (iii) HCRFs are able to automatically identify groups of features
specific to each attitude in a way that confirms the findings in social psychology literature re-
garding which cues are most prevalent during the expression of agreement and disagreement.
In Section 3.2 we present Hidden Conditional Random Fields (HCRFs) and our technique
to analyze the concepts learned by the HCRF. In Section 3.3 we explain how our data was
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P(y = ‘disagreement’ | X)=0.8
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Head Nod
Head Shake
Hand Wag
Hands Scissor
Shoulder Shrug
F0
X3X1 X4 X5
P(y = ‘agreement’ | X)=0.2
s4 s5
Figure 3.1: HCRF for spontaneous agreement/disagreement recognition. st represents the latent vari-
able that captures the underlying dynamics between features and labels at a given timestamp t. The
HCRF model is able to capture fine–grain hidden multimodal dynamics better than other models by
learning these hidden states and their relation to each class. Consequently, the HCRF model is able to
learn a more suitable mapping between the observations X and each class label y ∈ Y.
collected and what experiments we have conducted. Finally, in Section 3.4, we present and
discuss our results.
3.2 Finite Hidden Conditional Random Fields for
Multimodal Gesture Recognition
Hidden Conditional Random Fields (HCRF) —discriminative models that contain hidden
states— are well–suited to a number of problems, including the problem of multimodal cue
modeling for agreement/disagreement recognition. Quattoni et al. [191] first presented and
used HCRFs to capture the spatial dependencies between hidden object parts, and later
they [249, 190] used them to capture temporal dependencies across frames and recognize
different gesture classes. They did so successfully by learning a state distribution among the
different gesture classes in a discriminative manner, allowing them to not only uncover the dis-
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tinctive configurations that uniquely identifies each class, but also to learn a shared common
structure among the classes. Moreover, as a discriminative model, HCRFs might be more
suited for smaller datasets like ours than a generative model like a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM). These were all qualities that prompted us to select HCRFs, as a model to experiment
with, in our attempt to recognize agreement and disagreement. Conditional Random Fields
and HCRFs can be defined in arbitrary graph structures but in our paper, driven by our
application field, we assume data to be sequences that correspond to undirected chains. Our
work, however, can be readily applied to tree–structured models.
3.2.1 Model
We represent T observations as X = [x1,x2, . . . ,xT ]. Each observation at time t ∈ {1, . . . , T}
is represented by a feature vector ft ∈ <d, where d is the number of features, that can include
any features of the observation sequence. Throughout this work, we assume that every di-
mension of ft is independent. We wish to learn a mapping between observation sequence X
and class label y ∈ Y, where Y is the set of available labels. The HCRF does so by estimating
the conditional joint distribution over a sequence of latent variables s = [s1, s2, . . . , sT ], each
of which is assigned to a hidden state hk ∈ H, and a label y, given X. One of the main
representational power of HCRFs is that the latent variables can depend on arbitrary features
of the observation sequence. This allows us to model long range contextual dependencies, i.e.,
st, the latent variable at time t, can depend on observations that happened earlier or later
than t.
An HCRF models the conditional probability of a class label given an observation sequence
by:
p(y | X,θ) =
∑
s
p(y, s | X,θ) =
∑
sF(y, s,X,θ)∑
y′∈Y,sF(y′, s,X,θ)
. (3.1)
The model is discriminative because it doesn’t model a joint distribution that includes input
X, but it only models the distribution of a label y conditioned on X. The potential function
F(y, s,X,θ) ∈ < is parameterized by θ, which measures the compatibility between a label y,
a sequence of observations X and a configuration of the latent variables s. This potential
function in linear-chain finite HCRFs is defined as:
F(y, s,X,θ) = exp

T∑
t=1
∑
l∈L1
φ1,l(y, st,X)θ1,l +
T∑
t=2
∑
l∈L2
φ2,l(y, st, st−1,X)θ2,l
 (3.2)
where L1 is the set of node features, L2 the set of edge features, φ1,l, φ2,l are functions defining
the features in the model, and θ1,l , θ2,l are the components of θ, corresponding to node and
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edge parameters. Each of the φ1 features depends on a single latent variable in the model; the
φ2 features depend on pairs of latent variables/nodes.
The graph of a linear–chain HCRF is a chain where each node corresponds to a latent
variable st at time t. For such a model, the potential function is usually defined as:
F(y, s,X,θ) = exp
{
T∑
t=1
d∑
i=1
θx(st, i)ft(i) + θy(st, y) +
T∑
t=2
θe(st, st−1, y)
}
(3.3)
In this case, our parameter vector θ is made up of three components: θ =
[
θx
T θy
T θe
T
]T
:
• Parameter vector θx models the relationship between features of the observation se-
quence ft and hidden states hk ∈ H and is typically of length (d × |H|). It can be
modeled as a table with each row corresponding to one dimension of a single observation
and every column to one hidden state. If the HCRF model has 10 input features and 3
hidden states, then the θx parameter will be of size 30 (10×3).
• θy models the relationship of the hidden states hk ∈ H and labels y ∈ Y and is of length
(|Y| × |H|). It can be modeled as a table with each row corresponding to one label and
each column to a hidden state. If the model contains 3 hidden states and 2 labels, then
the θy will be of size 6 (2×3).
• θe represents the links between hidden states. It is equivalent to the transition matrix
in a Hidden Markov Model, but an important difference is that an HCRF keeps a matrix
of “transition” weights for each label and θe is of length (|Y| × |H|× |H|). If the HCRF
model contains 3 hidden states and 2 labels, then the θe will be of size 18 (2×3×3).
In this work, we use the notation θx[hk, i] to refer to the weight that measures the compatib-
ility between the feature indexed by i and state hk ∈ H. Similarly, θy[hk, y] stand for weights
that correspond to class y and state hk, whereas θe[hk, hk′ , y] measure the compatibility of the
label y with a transition from hk′ to hk.
3.2.2 Training
Given a new test sequence X, and parameter values θ∗ induced from training examples, we
will take the label for the sequence to be:
arg max
y∈Y
p(y | X,θ∗). (3.4)
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The following objective function is used in training the parameters:
L(θ) =
∑
i
log p(yi | xi,θ)− 1
2σ2
||θ||2 (3.5)
The first term in Eq. 3.5 is the log-likelihood of the data. The second term is the L2–
regulization term, the equivalent of the log of a Gaussian prior for each parameter θ with zero
mean and a variance of σ2, i.e., p(θ) ∝ exp
(
− θ2
2σ2
)
. We use gradient ascent to search for the
optimal parameter values
θ∗ = arg max
θ
L(θ) (3.6)
under this criterion. For our experiments we use a standard Quasi-Newton optimization
technique to minimize the negative log–likelihood of the data.
3.2.3 Analysis
The HCRF model is a powerful sequential discriminative model. It can learn the hidden
dynamic of a signal using the latent variables. For multimodal gesture recognition, this hidden
dynamic is usually related to the synchrony and asynchrony between speech and gestures.
While previous work has shown the efficiency of HCRF for learning visual gestures [191, 249],
none of them described or analysed what the HCRF model learned. In this chapter we are
presenting an efficient approach to analyze the concepts learned by the HCRF model. This
analysis enables a new direction of research where machine learning tools are not simply used
as black boxes for inferring human behavior, but instead they are there to help understand
human interactions.
The procedure for analyzing the linear-chain HCRF model contains three steps:
1. identify the relevant features for each hidden state using θx,
2. determine which hidden states are shared and which ones are not, using θy, and
3. analyze the possible transitions between hidden states using θe. In our experiments (see
Figure 3.5), we apply this procedure to identify the relevant concepts learned by the
HCRF model to recognize expressions of agreement and disgreement.
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(a) Forefinger Raise (b) Forefinger Wag
(c) Hand Wag (d) Hands Scissors
Figure 3.2: Some of the gestures used as cues for the experiments as observed in the Canal 9 Database
of Political Debates.
3.3 Experiments
3.3.1 Dataset and Cues
Our dataset originated from the Canal 9 Database of Political Debates [239], one that com-
prises of 43 hours and 10 minutes of 72 real televised debates on Canal 9, a local Swiss television
station. The debates are moderated by a presenter, and there are two sides that argue around
a central issue, with one or more participants on each side. Hence, the database is rather rich
in episodes of spontaneous agreement and disagreement.
The dataset we used comprises of 53 episodes of agreement and 94 episodes of disagreement,
which occur over a total of 11 debates. These episodes were selected on the basis of verbal
content, and thus, only episodes of direct and indirect agreement/disagreement were included
(see Section 2.2). As the debates were filmed with multiple cameras, and edited live to one
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feed, the episodes selected for the dataset were only the ones that were contained within one
personal, close–up shot of the speaker.
We automatically extracted nonverbal auditory features used in related work, specifically
the fundamental frequency (F0) and energy, by using a freely–available tool, OpenEar[59].
Since our main goal is to analyze dynamics of nonverbal cues during agreement/disagreement
recognition, our dataset was manuallly annotated to gather as accurate temporal information
about the gestures as possible. The hand and head gestures we included were based off the
relevant list of cues from the Social Psychology literature (see Section 2.3), with the exception
of a number of head and hand gestures that never appeared in the dataset, and the addition
of the ’Shoulder Shrug’ and the ‘Forefinger Raise-Like’ gestures. The latter is a ‘Forefinger
Raise’ without an erect index finger. The cues we finally extracted and used in our experiments
are listed in Table 3.1; the visual cues that may not be self–explanatory from their title are
depicted in figure 3.2.
CUE KIND
Head Nod Head Gesture
Head Shake Head Gesture
Forefinger Raise Hand Action
‘Forefinger Raise’–Like Hand Action
Forefinger Wag Hand Action
Hand Wag Hand Action
Hands Scissor Hand Action
Shoulder Shrug Body Gesture
Fundamental Frequency (F0) Auditory Cue
Energy Auditory Cue
Table 3.1: The list of features we used in our experiments.
3.3.2 Methodology
We conducted experiments with Support Vector Machines (SVMs), as our baseline static
classifiers, Hidden–Markov Models (HMMs), the most–commonly used dynamic generative
model, and Hidden Conditional Random Fields (HCRFs), the dynamic discriminative model
we believe is most appropriate for such a task. We conducted different experiments for three
groups of cues: only auditory, only visual, and both auditory and visual ones.
Our cues were encoded differently for our static and dynamic classifiers, but the same
information was available to all classifiers. For SVMs, the features of each gesture were the
start frame and the duration (total number of frames) of the gesture within the segment
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of interest. For the auditory features we used the mean, standard deviation, and the first,
second(median), and third quartiles of each. The later values did not take into account the
undefined areas of F0, and all values were scaled from -1 to 1. For the experiments with
HMMs and HCRFs, we encoded each gesture in a binary manner (1 if the gesture is activated
in a certain frame, 0 otherwise), and used the raw values of our auditory features, normalized
per subject. Figure 3.1 allows the reader to visualize the process of reaching a classification
decision from our data by using an HCRF.
All our experiments were run in a leave–one–debate–out fashion, i.e. the testing set always
comprised of examples from the one debate which was not included in the training and val-
idation sets. The optimal model parameters for each test set were chosen by a three–fold
validation on the remaining debates. Those were cost and gamma for SVMs, number of mix-
tures of Gaussians for HMMs, regularization factor for HCRFs and number of hidden states
for both HMMs and HCRFs. The HMM and HCRF experiments were run with 10 different
random initializations, the best of which was chosen each time during the validation phase
(i.e., based on performance on the validation sets). This means that the number of hidden
states, regularization factor etc. were chosen anew for every validation set and we chose to
compare the best models each time as opposed to comparing e.g. a 2-state HMM with a 2-state
HCRF. The evaluation metric that we used for all the experiments was the total accuracy in
a balanced dataset, i.e. percentage of sequences for which the correct label was predicted in a
test set that contains an equal number of agreement and disagreement examples.
3.4 Results and Discussion
Figure 3.3 summarizes the results of the experiments on spontaneous agreement and disagree-
ment classification using auditory, gestural and both auditory and gestural features. It is clear
that:
(a) It is possible to perform the task of spontaneous agreement and disagreement classific-
ation without the use of any verbal features.
(b) The temporal dynamics of the cues are vital to the task, as it is evident that SVMs are
not able to perform well by using static information alone.
(c) HCRFs outperform SVMs and HMMs, especially when the cues used are multimodal
and the underlying dynamics of the different modalities need to be learned.
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Figure 3.3: Comparisons of recognition performance (total accuracy) by the classification methods we
explored on the three different groups of features used.
Figure 3.4: The performance (total accuracy) of HCRFs increases proportionally to the sampling rate
of the multimodal data.
Figure 3.4 demonstrates the complexity of the task at hand, and the importance of fine–
grain multimodal dynamics to its solution, by summarizing the accuracies achieved with HCRF
models when sampling our data at different rates. The fact that the higher the sampling rate,
the higher the accuracy achieved by the HCRF models, also demonstrates the ability of the
HCRFs to cope with such fine–grain dynamics.
We applied our model analysis technique described in Section 3.2.3 to the optimal HCRF
selected during our experiments. By examination of the weights learned by the HCRF for
each of its cues θx, hidden states θy, and transitions θe, we were able to rank, according to
importance, the information that the model used. Figure 3.5 shows the automatically learned
concepts of the optimal HCRF model.
In Figure 3.5, each hidden state (represented by the white circles) is linked to its highest
ranked observed features in a descending order of importance. The relationships between
these observed features and the hidden states were identified using the parameter θx. This
relationships are straightforward when the input features are binary, since it is the presence or
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absence of a cue that is directly linked to a hidden state in importance relevant to the value
of the corresponding weight θx. The highest ranked features in these hidden states show that
the Head Nod and the Head Shake, which are considered, by social psychologists, the most
prevalent cues in agreement and disagreement respectively (see Section 2.3), are also the most
discriminative cues here. It could be the case that ‘Forefinger Raise-Like’ gestures might in
fact play no role in discriminating between the two attitudes.
By analyzing the parameter θy, we can see that the HCRF model assigned one state as
prevalent for each of the two class labels, and one state as shared between them. The analysis
of the transition parameter θe shows that different transitions are learned for each class label.
The Figure 3.5 marked the most likely transitions associated to each attitude (class label):
green for agreement and red for disagreement. Disagreement will usually end with hidden state
h = 2 (middle circle) while the agreement can transition directly to a head shake (hidden state
h = 1 depicted on the left). Again, this coincides with existing expert observations for the
expression of agreement and disagreement
h1 h3h2
y = ‘disagreement’
Head Shake
Forefinger Raise-Like
Hand Wag
Head Nod
F0
Forefinger Raise
Head Nod
Forefinger Raise-Like
y = ‘agreement’
Disagreement Transitions Agreement Transitions
Figure 3.5: The features learned for each state by a three-state HCRF model. The green and red
connections correspond to the highest–ranked transition from each state in the cases of agreement and
disagreement respectively. The middle state is shared among the two classes.
3.5 Conclusion and Future Work
Related work on spontaneous agreement/disagreement classification has used verbal (e.g.
spoken words) and prosodic features. We have shown, in this chapter, that the task is pos-
sible without the use of verbal features. Furthermore, we have shown that HCRFs are a good
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choice for this task, as they outperform SVMs and HMMs, demonstrating the advantages of
joint discriminative learning and their ability to model the hidden fine–grain dynamics of the
multimodal cues related to agreement and disagreement. Finally, we have shown that HCRFs
can be automatically analysed to identify what groups of features are the most discriminative
in each class.
One disadvantage of HCRFs and similar such models with latent states is the need to
discover the number of these states required by a given model for a given classification task.
Having a model that is able to automatically discover its latent structure would allow for
better interpretability, better performance and it would rid us of the need to validate for
an appropriate number of hidden states via trial-and-error techniques on a validation set.
In the second part of this Ph.D. thesis (Chapters 4–6), we outline how this can be done
for HCRF models by using Dirichlet Process or Hierarchical Dirichlet Process priors in the
model potentials. We shall start by presenting an overview of the basics on Dirichlet and
Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes (Chapter 4) and we continue with presenting two ways with
which to construct our Infinite Hidden Conditional Random Field: one using an MCMC
sampling approach for learning (Chapter 5) and one using a mean–field variational inference
approach (Chapter 6).
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Bayesian models assume a probability density on their parameter space, as opposed to fre-
quentist models that assume their parameters are simple point unknowns to be discovered.
Nonparametric Bayesian models assume that this probability density set on the model’s para-
meter space is in an infinite–dimensional space. Probabilistic models with latent variables
require that we a priori set a number of hidden states to be learned by the model. Although
the specific parameters associated with each state are learned the number of these states need
to be specified a priori. This imposes the need to fit several models with different such config-
urations and then to compare them using model comparison metrics. Bayesian nonparametric
models allow for a different approach by adapting the complexity of a given model to the data
at hand. More specifically, the hidden structure of a Bayesian nonparametric model grows
with the data and is considered an object of the learning process itself.
Hjort et al. [97] identify the beginning of the field of Bayesian nonparametrics in the early
1970s with the work of Ferguson [61] and Doksum [46]. However, only recently have we been
able to practically use tools like the Dirichlet, Beta and Gaussian Processes. Since then, a large
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number of probabilistic models have spurred that take advantage of the flexibility these tools
offer. There have recently been a number of works that introduce the topic of nonparametric
modeling in different levels and from different angles. A comprehensive book edited by Hjort
et. al [97] offers a thorough introduction on Dirichlet and Beta Processes, as well as other
variants including the very important topic of hierarchical Bayesian nonparametric modeling.
The book also discusses in detail applications to biostatistics and survival analysis. Another
well–established book by Rasmussen and Williams [195] dicusses the topic of using Gaussian
Processes to define a distribution over functions for regression. A concise and gentle tutorial
was also recently published by Gershman and Blei [72] focusing mainly on the problem of clus-
tering and latent factor analysis with Bayesian nonparametric techniques, i.e. the Dirichlet
and Beta processes respectively. Although there are also other thorough and complete sur-
veys [1, 75, 158, 235, 74] on the theoretical foundations of nonparametric Bayesian modeling,
there is no overview, to our knowledge, of the applications of these foundations to probabil-
istic graphical models. In this chapter/survey we primarily want to offer some examples of
Bayesian nonparametric probabilistic graphical models with latent variables that specifically
use Dirichlet Processes, Pitman-Yor Processes and their Hierarchical equivalents [225] to allow
for a potentially infinite latent space. For completeness we present a rather gentle introduc-
tion to the theoretical blocks of nonparametric modeling that are essential to the rest of this
thesis, while referring the interested reader to one of the excellent surveys listed above for
more detail. Although we cannot claim that this is a complete list of all the works available
on this topic, they are nevertheless important examples, the juxtaposition of which in a single
chapter/survey will be useful to researchers in the field.
4.1 Theoretical Background
Our Infinite Hidden Conditional Random Field models, like many other nonparametric
Bayesian models, rely on Dirichlet and Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes. We present in this
section a brief introduction to Dirichlet Processes and Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes, along
with the Chinese Restaurant Franchise, an analogy that has proved helpful in explaining Hier-
archical Dirichlet Processes and their generalizations. For a concise but complete discussion
of Dirichlet Processes and Hierarchical Dirichlet Propesses the reader is advised to read [225].
4.1.1 Dirichlet Processes
A Dirichlet Process (DP) is a distribution of distributions, parameterized by a scale parameter
α and a probability measure Ξ, the basis around which the distributions G ∼ DP(α,Ξ) are
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drawn, with variability governed by the α parameter. Sethuraman [213] presented the so–
called “stick–breaking” construction for DPs, which is based on random variables (β′k)
∞
k=1 and
(hk)
∞
k=1, where β
′
k|α,Ξ ∼ Beta(1, α) and hk|α,Ξ ∼ Ξ:
βk = β
′
k
k−1∏
l=1
(1− β′l) G =
∞∑
k=1
βkδhk , (4.1)
where δ is the Dirac delta function. By letting β = (βk)
∞
k=1 we abbreviate this construction
as β|α ∼ GEM(α) [213].
Successive draws from G are conditionally independent given G. By integrating G out, the
conditional distribution of a draw ci given all past draws {c1, c2, . . . , ci−1} is:
ci|c1, c2, . . . , ci−1, α,Ξ ∼
K∑
k=1
nk
i− 1 + αδhk +
α
i− 1 + αΞ, (4.2)
where nk is the number of times a draw was assigned hk.
A useful analogy for understanding equation 4.2, and its explicit clustering effect, is the
Chinese Restaurant Process. According to the metaphor, the DP is a chinese restaurant with
an unlimited number of tables. ci is the i
th customer, hk is a table in the restaurant. A
draw from a DP can then be described as follows: The ith customer enters the restaurant,
and sits at a table hk with a probability proportionate to the number of existing customers
nk on the k
th table. The customer will refuse to sit on one of the K already occupied tables
with probability proportional to α, in which case the restaurant provides a new table (a new
state, drawn from Ξ) and the number of occupied tables in the restaurant is incremented.
It’s important to know that the number of occupied tables grows logarithmically with the
number of customers N : E[K] = α logN . The Chinese Restaurant Process imposes in fact a
distribution over infinite partitions of integers. An important property of the CRP is that the
cluster assignments under this distribution are exchangeable. The CRP directly describes the
prior over how samples/customers are clustered under a DPM.
A Dirichlet Process Mixture model is a hierarchical Bayesian model that uses a DP as a
nonparametric prior:
G|α,Ξ ∼ DP(α,Ξ),
ct | G ∼ G
st ∼ p(st|ct) (4.3)
where (st)
T
t=1 is a dataset of size T , governed by a distribution conditioned on (ct)
T
t=1, auxiliary
index variables that get assigned each to one of the clusters (hk)
∞
k=1. As new datapoints are
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drawn, the number of components in this mixture model grows. In the model we present in
Chapter 6 we employ a number of DP priors coupled together at the data generation level,
i.e. st above is a function of auxiliary index variables drawn from all different DPs.
4.1.2 Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes and the Chinese Restaurant
Franchise Analogy
If a random variable is conditional to other discrete variables, we might want to model these
separate relationships as separate DPs according the different values of the observations the
variable is conditioned to. However, although the distributions are different the the values
assigned to this random variable will be the same, and we would ideally couple these DPs
statistically with a common DP prior. We can model these relationships with a Hierarchical
Dirichlet Process as is the case for a transition table of an Infinite Hidden Markov Model,
as we shall see later. A Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) is a DP, the distributions Gj
of which are drawn with scale parameter α0 and base probability measure G0, which is itself
drawn from a DP:
Gj |α0, G0 ∼ DP (α0, G0) G0 ∼ DP (γ,Ξ)
Let pij = (pijk)
∞
k=1; according to the “stick–breaking” construction, the HDP can then be
expressed as follows:
β|γ ∼ GEM(γ) pij |α0,β ∼ DP (α0,β) hk|Ξ ∼ Ξ
Gj =
∞∑
k=1
pijkδhk
A useful analogy for understanding HDPs, and their explicit clustering effect, is the Chinese
Restaurant Franchise Analogy. According to this analogy, the HDP represents a chinese
restaurant franchise, and every Gj represents one of the restaurants in the franchise. All
restaurants share the same menu of dishes–hidden states hk. Using notation from [225], each
restaurant has mj. tables, each of which serves only one dish. There is no limit to the number
of tables and many tables can serve the same dish. The number of tables serving dish k in
restaurant j is symbolized bymjk and the number of tables serving dish k in the entire franchise
is m.k. The tables–groupings is a quantity helpful for hyperparameter learning and sampling.
A customer cji, the i
th customer to walk in a restaurant j, sits on table l with a probability
proportional to the number njl of previous customers sitting at that table. Customer cji will
refuse to sit on an already occupied table with a probability proportional to α0. In the former
case, the customer will have whatever dish everyone is having at the chosen table. In the
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latter case, the customer will sit at an unoccuppied table and will choose a dish for the table
—the number of tables will be incremented and a hidden state will be drawn from G0, with a
probability of choosing a completely new dish proportional to γ.
Therefore, the HDP equivalent of (4.2) is:
cji|cj1, .., cj(i−1), α0, G0 ∼
mj .∑
l=1
njl
i− 1 + α0 δψjl +
α0
i− 1 + α0G0,
where ψjl represents the dish served by a specific table, making it clear that an HDP is only
parameterized by its hyperparameters α0, γ and a row of counts nj for each DP Gj of the
hierarchy. The above can be re–expressed as:
ψj,l|ψ1,1, . . . , ψj,(l−1), γ,Ξ ∼
K∑
k=1
m.k
m.. + γ
δhk +
γ
i− 1 + γΞ.
4.2 Infinite–State Bayesian Networks
Bayesian networks (BNs) are directed probabilistic graphical models, i.e. they model the
factorization of the joint distribution of the random variables in their graph through conditional
dependencies specified by edges in a directed acyclic graph. More specifically, for a BN with
L nodes, the joint distribution factorizes as follows:
p(s) =
L∏
i=1
p(si | spai), (4.4)
where spai is the set of parents of node si.
Welling et al. proposed in [251] a general framework for BNs with observations that are
sampled from a conditional distribution in the exponential family and discrete latent variables
that are allowed to choose from a countably infinite number of hidden states. The authors
call this class of models Infinite-State Bayesian Networks (ISBNs) and they suggest they can
be “viewed as collections of HDP ’modules’ connected together to form a network.” The
basic idea is that the multinomial distributions of each latent variable–node conditioned on its
parents are given HDP priors. If there are no parents, and in order to simplify the models, the
multinomial assignment distribution of each root node is given a simple DP prior. Throuhout
the paper the observations seem to be given multinomial likelihoods conditioned on the parents
of the observations. Following this choice such an ISBN could be constructed as follows:
βi|γi ∼ GEM(γi) piji|α0i,βi ∼ DP (α0i,βi) mjik ∼ Dir(ajik)
si | pipai , spai ∼ Mult(pipai) xi|si ∼ Mult(msi) (4.5)
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where i is the index of the node, j is the index for a configuration of the parents of node–
latent variable si, k is the index for clusters–hidden states si could be assigned to, spai is the
set of parents of node si and mik the multinomial parameters sampled for each hidden state
available to si. Notice that the parameters are not indexed by j since the hidden states are
shared among the different configurations of parents, i.e. there is one single state–space for
all conditional distributions p(si | spai). The authors suggest that inference is performed via
forward–filtering and backwards–sampling, a two–step sampling approach:
1. Propagation of the information from leaf nodes to root nodes, by the form of conditional
probabilities of ‘higher–level’ nodes conditioned on the message coming from ‘down-
wards’, and
2. Once the root is reached, backwards sampling of the nodes all the way down to the leaves
This sampling approach was proposed in [207] and we use an adaptation of it for undirected
models in Chapter 5, where we present our first Infinite Hidden Conditional Random Field
model with a MCMC inference approach. This work on ISBNs provides a unified framework
for nonparametric Bayesian Networks, from the perpsective of the class of the so–called ‘topic
models’. However, this is not their only application. Although ISBNs are an interesting
framework, they do not readily include all BN models, and most notably the Infinite Hidden
Markov Model does not naturally fit the framework. Also, although the authors present
an example of a BN where there are two parents of an observation (the BiHDP model), the
question of how the introduction of new states is implemented when a respective latent variable
with infinite states has two parents is not answered. It is rather implied that the product of
the state–space of the two or more parents will naturally adjust. Although our model is not
directed we ran into this issue as one can see in the following chapters. Our solution to make
inference computationally feasible was to have separate processes for each ‘parent’, for each
dependency.
4.3 The Infinite Hidden Markov Model
The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) consists of a sequence of latent variables s =
(s1, s2, . . . , sT ), one for each observation in our observation sequence x = (x1, x2, . . . , xT ).
Each latent variable can be assigned to one of K hidden states and the model keeps a table of
the transition probabilities among states. Transitions adhere to the Markov assumption and
the transition table is of size K ×K where each row is a probability measure. Similarly, there
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is a table of the symbol emission probabilities of each state. As a generative model, the HMM
models the joint distribution of observation and latent variable sequence:
p(s,X) =
T∏
t=1
p(st|st−1)p(xt|st). (4.6)
The Infinite Hidden Markov Model (iHMM) [14, 225] models the HMM transition matrix
with a Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP). Exact inference in the iHMM is intractable, and
MCMC sampling methods are used instead. By imposing an HDP, each row is a probability
measure pij drawn from the HDP, conditioned on the number of times specific transitions have
been chosen thus far, and a common beta stick β. For each of the hidden states hi there is a
density f with state–specific parameters φhi which controls the emission probabilities for the
hidden state: xt|hi ∼ f(φhi). The transition table has K+ 1 columns, where K is the number
of countably finite already visited states. The key here is that given the current state, the
probabilities of transitioning to an already visited state do not sum up to 1, but there is always
a probability of transitioning to one of the infinitely many unvisited hidden states available
to our model. This probability is represented in the (K + 1)th column of the transition table.
Since the transition table is governed by an HDP, this probability will be proportional to γ,
whereas already chosen transitions will be proportional to the counts of these transitions so
far in our sampling. In short, the iHMM can be defined as:
β ∼ GEM(γ), pij |β ∼ DP (α0,β), hk ∼ Ξ,
st|st − 1 ∼ pist−1 , xt|st ∼ f(φst)
4.4 Markov Random Field–Constrained Dirichlet Process
Mixture Models
The Markov Random Field (MRF) [121] is an undirected probabilistic graphical model with
nodes corresponding to random variables and undirected edges correspending to the links
between two variables. If we denote a clique in the underlying graph as C, the set of variables
in the clique as sC , and the set of maximal cliques of the graph as C, then the joint distribution
of all random variables s in the graph is written as a product of the respective potential
functions over C:
p(s) =
1
Z
∏
C∈C
FC(sC), (4.7)
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where Z is a normalization term called the partition function:
Z =
∑
s
∏
C∈C
FC(sC). (4.8)
The potential function of each clique is usually of an exponential form (Boltzmann distribution)
and comprises of “node terms” Fx that involve only one node at a time, and “interaction terms”
Fe that involve two or more nodes each:
FC(sC) = Fe(sC)
∏
si∈sC
Fx(si) (4.9)
In a Bayesian setting, the MRF distribution p(s) is considered a prior and the observation xi
at each node si is then linked to the respective variable by a likelihood function f , i.e.
xi ∼ f(.|si) (4.10)
Orbanz and Buhmann [171] proposed a Dirichlet process mixture (MDP) model with a
MRF prior that imposes spatial constraints to perform image segmentation. The idea is that
instead of specifying the number of segments–clusters a priori, we can instead specify a “level
of resolution” for the resulting segmentation by placing DP priors and thus representing the
model order with a random variable. The goal of this work is to allow this MRF prior to have
potentially infinite clusters for its random variables s. The authors achieve it by constructing
an MRF–constrained DP prior with each node marginal being a random draw from a DP
G ∼ DP (α, G0), where G0 is the base measure of the process. This means that each node
term of the potential function is defined in terms of G:
Fx(si) = G(si). (4.11)
Since the interaction term deals only with the finite subset of the potentially infinite number
of clusters, it does not affect the base measure term G0. This means that the MRF constrains
only the existing clusters and the DP “decides” whether to produce a new cluster, without
being affected by the smoothness effect of the underlying model. The authors propose a
variation of the Gibbs sampler for DP mixture models [136] for inference on this MDP/MRF
model. Resembling an expectation–maximization algorithm, the inference method involves
two steps in a loop:
1. the sampling of a cluster for each node, and
2. given these assignments, the calculation of the resulting likelihoods and posterior
sampling of the cluster parameters.
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The particular instantiation of their model for their image segmentation application involves a
multinomial likelihood function with separate parameters for each cluster mc and a Dirichlet
prior distribution. The MDP/MRF model construction is then summarized1 as follows:
mc ∼ Dir(ac)
β|α ∼ GEM(α), si|β, s∂i ∼ Mult(β) Fe(s∂i)
xi|si ∼Mult(msi) (4.12)
where ac are the parameters of the Dirichlet prior distribution for each explicitly defined
cluster, si is a random variable at site i, s∂i are the neighbors of si, and Fe(s∂i) the MRF
interaction term for each site, as described above. The site term, as discussed earlier, is drawn
from the DP and is represented here as a multinomial distribution with parameters obtained
from the relevant stick–breaking construction (GEM).
A variational approach for a different instantiation of the same model was proposed by
Chatzis and Tsechpenakis [36] under the name of Infinite Hidden Markov Random Field (IH-
MRF). In this work, the likelihood function is a multivariate Gaussian and the prior a normal-
Wishart distribution over the corresponding mean and precision parameters. Moreover, the
authors impose a Gamma prior with hyperparameters η1, η2 on the hyperparameter α of the
DP prior and include it in the variational posterior estimation. The differences with the MDP-
MRF model become apparent by comparing the construction of the IHMRF (4.13) below with
that of the MDP-MRF in (4.12):
µc,Λc ∼ NW(µ0c, λc,Wc, νc), α ∼ Gamma(η1, η2)
β|α ∼ GEM(α), si|β, s∂i ∼ Mult(β) Fe(s∂i)
xi|si ∼ N (µsi ,Λsi) (4.13)
The main difference is the likelihood-prior distributions, with normal-Wishart hyperparamet-
ers for each cluster µ0c, λc,Wc, νc. Of course, the main novelty of this paper is arguably the
proposal of a variational framework which follows the proposal of Blei and Jordan in [17] of
approximating the infinite stick–breaking construction with a truncated one, i.e. approxim-
ating the infinity with a very large number. Our variational model, which we will present in
Chapter 6, uses the same technique to allow for an infinite number of clusters–hidden states.
Recently, a third paper was on MRFs with countably infinite clusters [256] that replaces
the Gaussian likelihood with a Student’s t distribution. This corresponds to (explicitly) mar-
ginalizing out the (co)variance in the Gaussian likelihood, which allows us to handle outliers
1These model presentations are not included in the relevant papers but are meant to concisely compare
these two similar models
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better. Apart from this, the authors follow the variational methodology proposed by Chatzis
and Tsechpenakis [36].
4.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we have briefly presented the theory behind Dirichlet and Hierarchical Dirichlet
Processes that are the building blocks behind many nonparametric models. Most imporantly,
we have discussed key probabilistic graphical models with latent variables that could be as-
signed to any of a countably infinite number of hidden states available to them. Specifically,
we have discussed how to allow for an infinite number of hidden states to the general family of
directed graphical models, the Bayesian Networks, as well as to a very important instantiation
of them for sequential data, the Hidden Markov Models. We have also examined the infinite–
state version of the general family of undirected graphical models, the Markov Random Fields.
Our goal has been to provide a high–level understanding of these infinite–state models and,
for that, we have presented the construction of these models under similar notation for easy
comparison. We have also touched upon inference, but we have done so only very slightly, as
we discuss similar inference techniques in great deatil in the following chapters.
Although we have discussed both directed and undirected graphical models with infinite
states, we have only discussed generative models, i.e. graphical models that specifically model
the joint distribution of latent and observed variables. Conditional Random Fields (CRFs, see
[221]) and Hidden Conditional Random Fields (HCRFs, see [190]) are discriminative undirec-
ted probabilistic graphical models, i.e. they represent the conditional distribution of random
variables conditioned on their data, and are particularly suited for time–series data. They can
in a sense be considered the discriminant equivalents of Hidden Markov Models on one hand
and of Markov Random Fields on the other. Since traditional CRFs do not have latent vari-
ables, there is no need for an infinite number of hidden states. HCRFs, however do have latent
variables, but incorporating a nonparametric prior is not as straightforward as in generative
models where we have a likelihood function that ‘produces’ our data. In the next two chapters,
we discuss in great detail our two Infinite HCRF models, one with an MCMC approach based
on forward–filtering and backwards sampling, and one with a variational inference approach
based on a truncated stick–breaking representation.
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5.1 Introduction
Hidden Conditional Random Fields (HCRFs) [190] are discriminative models that learn the
joint distribution of a class label and a sequence of latent variables conditioned on a given obser-
vation sequence, with dependencies among latent variables expressed by an undirected graph.
HCRFs do not only learn hidden states that discriminate one class label from all the others,
but also structure that is shared among labels. Hidden Conditional Random Fields are well–
suited for a number of problems, including object recognition, gesture recognition [190], speech
modeling [83] and multimodal cue modeling for agreement/disagreement recognition [23]. As
discussed in Chapter 3, a limitation of the HCRFs is that finding the optimal number of hid-
den states for a given classification problem is not always intuitive, and learning the correct
number of states is often a trial–and–error process involving cross–validation, that can be very
computationally expensive. This limitation motivated our nonparametric HCRF model that
automatically learns the optimal number of hidden states given a specific dataset.
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Over the past decade, nonparametric methods have been successfully applied to many exist-
ing graphical models, allowing them to grow the number of latent states as necessary to fit the
data. A prominent and well–studied example is the Infinite Hidden Markov Model (IHMM or
HDP–HMM) [14, 65], a Hierarchical Dirichlet Process–driven HMM with an infinite number
of potential hidden states. Other notable examples include the first such model, the Infinite
Gaussian Mixture Model [194], but also the more recent Infinite Factorial HMM [234], the
MDP–MRF [171] and Infinite Hidden Markov Random Field Model (IHMRF) [36]. Hid-
den Conditional Random Fields (HCRFs) are related to Hidden Markov Random Fields, in
that both employ a layer of latent variables with an undirected graph specifying dependencies
between those variables. However, there is the important difference that HMRFs model a
joint distribution over latent variables and observations, whereas an HCRF is a discrimin-
ative model optimizing the conditional probability over latent variables and label given the
observations. In fact, all models mentioned above are generative and, to our knowledge, the
infinite Hidden Conditional Random Field (IHCRF) introduced in this Ph.D. thesis is the first
discriminative nonparametric sequential model with latent variables.
In this chapter we propose the use of Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes to allow an infinite
number of hidden states for IHCRF. Since exact inference for an infinite model is intractable,
we propose an approximation method based on beam sampling, a Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) sampling technique used effectively to sample IHMM models [65]. We also provide an
analogy that can prove helpful in understanding the process underlying IHCRF, the Restaurant
Franchise Rating Agencies. We present experiments with beam sampling for IHCRFs on the
real–world problems of recognizing instances of agreement, disagreement and pain in recordings
of spontaneous human behavior.
We present in Section 6.2 our IHCRF model, beam sampling for IHCRFs and our analogy.
Finally, we evaluate our model performance in Section 6.3.2, and conclude with Section 6.4.
5.2 The IHCRF-MCMC model
We present, in this section, our first Infinite Hidden Conditional Random Field model as an
HDP–based nonparametric extension of the finite model. We also present an efficient sampling
approach for the model, beam sampling. We shall call this first IHCRF model IHCRF-MCMC
to distinguish it from another IHCRF variant we present in Chapter 6, for which we have
developed a variational inference approach.
In Section 3.2 we thoroughly discussed Hidden Conditional Random Fields with a predefined
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and finite number of hidden states (HCRF). As a reminder, an HCRF, being discriminative,
models the conditional probability of a class label given an observation sequence by:
p(y | X,θ) =
∑
s
p(y, s | X,θ) =
∑
sF(y, s,X,θ)∑
y′∈Y,sF(y′, s,X,θ)
. (5.1)
The potential function F ∈ < is parameterized by θ, which measures the compatibility between
a label, a sequence of observations and a configuration of the hidden states. In this work, the
graph of our model is a chain where each node corresponds to a latent variable st at time t.
We define potentials for each of the relationships between hidden states and features, labels
and transitions and the potential function F as their product along the model chain in (3.3).
Another way to look at the potential function (3.3) that will help us understand our IHCRF-
MCMC model is the following:
F(y, s,X,θ) = Fx(s,X,θx)Fy(y, s,θy)Fe(y, s,θe) (5.2)
Fx(s,X,θx) =
T∏
t=1
d∏
i=1
pix(st|i)ft(i) (5.3)
Fy(y, s) =
T∏
t=1
piy(st|y) (5.4)
Fe(y, s) =
T∏
t=2
pie(y, st|st−1) (5.5)
pix(st|i) = exp{θx[st, i]} (5.6)
piy(st|y) = exp{θy[st, y]} (5.7)
pie(y, st|st−1) = exp{θe[st−1, st, y]} (5.8)
In this work, we use the notation θx[i, hk] and pix(hk|i) to refer to the weight or potential that
measures the compatibility between the feature indexed by i and state hk ∈ H. Similarly,
θy[y, hk] and piy(hk|y) stand for weights or potentials that correspond to class y and state
hk, whereas θe[y, hk, hk′ ] and pie(hk, y|hk′) measure the compatibility of the label y with a
transition from hk′ to hk.
Allowing an infinite number of hidden states in H implies a more flexible model, but also
the need for an infinite number of weights and corresponding potentials. The key to the
infinite HCRF we present in this chapter, the IHCRF-MCMC, is that the potentials pix, piy,
and pie are sampled directly from a set of HDPs, a separate process for each of the three pi
groups: HDPx, HDPy, HDPe. The choice to use HDPs and not separate DPs was in line
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with previous work (e.g., [14]) as for each kind of the IHCRF potentials, we want to introduce
intraset dependencies that should be different for each kind. The latter was also precisely the
reason for our choosing three distinct processes with different hyperparameters to derive our
potentials. However, the differences in performance with a model based only on DPs is worth
examining and should be examined in future work. 1
The IHCRF-MCMC is then not parameterized by weights θ but by the parameters of those
processes that will allow our model to have a potentially infinite number of potentials. We
define ωx,ωy,ωe to be these sets of parameters for the processes we will use to derive a
potentially infinite number of pix, piy and pie respectively. The IHCRF-MCMC, visualized in
figure 5.1, is then parameterized only by the 6 hyperparameters —ω = {αx, γx, αy, γy, αe, γe}—
and the model can be expressed as follows:
p(y | X,ωx,ωy,ωe) ∝
∑
s
Fx(s,X,ωx)Fy(y, s,ωy)Fe(y, s,ωe)
ωx = {αx, γx}, ωy = {αy, γy}, ωe = {αe, γe}
βx ∼ GEM(γx), pix[j, :] | βx ∼ DP (αx,βx) (5.9)
βy ∼ GEM(γy), piy[j, :] | βy ∼ DP (αy,βy)
βe ∼ GEM(γe), pie[j, :, :] | βe ∼ DP (αe,βe)
where j is the index for the features in pix, the labels in piy, or the previous hidden states in
pie. In this work, the normalization factor Z is estimated by the forward–filtering performed
during Beam Sampling, as described in Sect. 5.2.1.
In IHCRFs, K, which is the same for all three underlying HDPs, is the number of visited
states represented in the counts for each process nx,ny,ne (see Section 4.1.2), which are
populated based on a latent variable sequence assignment. It should be noted here that three
underlying HDPs would have separate numbers of visited states if they were not conditionally
dependent on the latent variable sequence assignment. The infinitely many unvisited states
are represented by an additional single “state”, which we call hK+1. Potentials pix, piy and pie
are also associated with each of these K + 1 states, and as K changes, so does the size of pix,
piy and pie. The potentials associated with hK+1 are pix[:, hK+1], piy[:, hK+1], pie[:, :, hK+1]
and represent the compatibility of visiting a new state given the features, the label, or the
1In the next chapter, we present an IHCRF model that relies on DPs as opposed to HDPs. Generally,
HDPs would be a better choice for IHCRFs with the downside being the much larger number of parameters
to learn for a model: if a practicioner deals with a small, relative to the number of the unknown parameters,
dataset, DPs would probably be the wiser choice, according to Occam’s razor.
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Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of our IHCRF-MCMC: The pix,piy,pie weights are derived
from 3 Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes conditioned on their hyperparameters, αx, γx, αy, γy, αe, γe.
previous latent variable assignment and the label respectively. Although all HDPs have the
same number of represented states K, each HDP has separate concentration hyperparameters,
and counts: {αx, γx,nx} for HDPx; {αy, γy,ny} for HDPy; and {αe, γe,ne} for HDPe. Separate
β sticks are sampled for each HDP, based on which the equivalent proportions pix,piy,pie are
also sampled. (5.10), used in this work, was chosen to allow for negative weights.
5.2.1 Hyperparameter Learning – Beam Sampling for the IHCRF-MCMC
In this section, we present our technique to automatically learn the hyperparameters based
on Beam Sampling2, an MCMC sampling method that has successfully been used to sample
whole trajectories for the IHMM [65].
Beam Sampling is achieving forward–filtering and backwards sampling [207] for a chain of
latent variables by introducing an auxiliary variable ut for each latent variable st. In IHMM,
the “beam” ut acts as a threshold for the transition probabilities; if a transition probability is
below the “beam”, it is not considered feasible. This means that we are able to sample whole
trajectories effectively, by conditioning the transition probabilities on u, making the number
of possible trajectories finite. Since we have adopted in this work a chain structure for our
2The code for the Beam Sampler for IHCRF is available at www.doc.ic.ac.uk/∼kb709/
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Algorithm 1 Beam Sampler for IHCRFs
Initialize hidden states s
while convergence is not reached do
Sample pix,piy,pie | s
Sample p(u|s, y,X,pi) : u(i)t ∼ Betaa,b(0,M (i)t )
for i = 1→ L do
for t = 1→ T (i) do
p(i)wt(s
(i)
t |y(i), f (i)1:t , u(i)1:t) ∝
piy[y, st]
d∏
i=1
(pix[st])
ft[i]
∑
s
(i)
t−1:u
(i)
t ≤M(i)t
[
p(i)wt(s
(i)
t−1|y(i), f (i)1:t−1, u(i)1:t−1) · pie[y, st−1, st]
]
end for
end for
for i = 1→ L do
Sample s
(i)
T ∼ p(i)wT
for t = T (i) → 1 do
Sample p(st|st+1, y) ∝ pwt(st)pie[y, st, st+1]
end for
end for
end while
model, the Beam Sampler can easily be adapted for the IHCRF-MCMC. Unlike the IHMM,
the IHCRF-MCMC is an undirected model, and the equivalent of transition probabilities are
the values Mt, a matrix of the product of node and edge potentials for a specific node–latent
variable st [190]. In IHCRF-MCMCs, the node potentials vt are:
vt =
[
v(t,1), · · · , v(t,K), v(t,K+1)
]
where v(t,k) = piy[y, hk]
d∏
i=1
(pix[hk])
ft[i]
and edge potentials Bt are:
Bt =

Bt,(1,1) · · · Bt,(1,K) Bt,(1,K+1)
...
. . .
...
...
Bt,(K,1) · · · Bt,(K,K) Bt,(K,K+1)

where Bt,(k,j) = pie[y, hk, hj ] (5.10)
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By letting 1K be a column vector of K ones and At = 1K · vt, in IHCRF-MCMC a ut acts as
a threshold for Mt:
Mt = At Bt,
Mt(y, st−1, st,X;pi) = piy[y, st]
d∏
i=1
(pix[st])
ft[i]pie[y, st−1, st]
where  symbolizes the Hadamard product, i.e., entry–wise matrix multiplica-
tion. For example, if st = h2 and st−1 = h4, then: Mt(y, h4, h2,X;pi) =
piy[y, h2]
∏d
i=1(pi
x[h2])
ft[i]pie[y, h4, h2], and for the special case of st being assigned to one of
the infinite unrepresented states, Mt(y, h4, hK+1,X;pi) =
piy[y, hK+1]
∏d
i=1(pi
x[hK+1])
ft[i]pie[y, h4, hK+1].
Given a set of L training sequences {X(1),X(2), . . . ,X(L)}, the IHCRF-MCMC hyperapara-
meters are learned using the beam sampler as follows:
1. Initialization: We choose an initial number for K. For each training sequence we
randomly create a latent variable sequence s = {s(1), s(2), . . . , s(L)} .
2. Sample αx, γx, αy, γy, αe, γe,βy,βy,βe,pix,piy,pie | s: Based on s we populate the
counts nx,ny,ne for each of the three HDPs. We then sample, based on these counts,
βx,βy,βe, the 6 hyperparameters, and the potentials pix,piy,pie as shown in the equa-
tions and figure that describe our model in the main text. These follow directly from the
theory of hyperparameter sampling for HDPs, for details of which, the interested reader
is refered to [225].
3. Sample u: For each t in each sequence X(i) of our training set, we sample u
(i)
t from a beta
distribution p(u
(i)
t |s(i), y(i),X(i),pi) : u(i) ∼ Betaa,b
(
0,M
(i)
t
(
y(i), s
(i)
t−1, s
(i)
t ,X
(i),pi
))
.
Note that the distribution of our beam values does not necessarily have to be a beta one
—a uniform distribution was used in the beam sampler of [65]. If there is a s
(i)
t−1 for
which u
(i)
t < M
(i)
t
(
y(i), s
(i)
t−1, s
(i)
t = hK+1,X
(i),pi
)
, i.e., if the M
(i)
t –value for an unrepres-
ented state is higher than u
(i)
t , we increment the number of represented states K. Note
that by increasing K, the M
(i)
t –values for an unrepresented state decreases. We repeat
this step until ∀i, t u(i)t > M (i)t
(
y(i), s
(i)
t−1, s
(i)
t = hK+1,X
(i)
t ,pi
)
. For our experiments we
used a = 1 and b = 2. Such a beta distribution favors lower beam values which allows
for the creation of new hidden states especially in the case the model ’collapses’ to one
hidden state.
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4. Sample s: We sample whole trajectories for all sequences in our training set by applying
“beam”–assisted forward filtering–backwards sampling.
Forward Filtering: We calculate forward probabilities pw along the undirected chain for
each training sequence as follows (the sequence indicators (i) are ommitted for clarity):
pwt =
1∑
pwt
vt  [q(1), q(2), · · · , q(K + 1)]
where q(j) is the sum of the jth column of the pointwise product of forward probabilities
and edge potentials:
q(j) =
K∑
k=1
Ct(j, k) Ct = (1K · pwt−1)Bt
pw1 = v1 ·
1∑K
k=1 v1(k)
That is:
pwt(st|y, f1:t, u1:t,pi) ∝ piy[y, st]
d∏
i=1
(pix[st])
ft[i] ·
∑
st−1
pwt(st−1|y, f1:t−1, u1:t−1)pie[y, st−1, st]
If any values in Mt are below the “beam” value, we set the corresponding elements in
pwt to 0, rejecting trajectories that pass through the corresponding hidden state at time
t.
Backwards Sampling: Once all forward probabilities are computed, a hidden state is
sampled for the last latent variable in the sequence, sT ∼ pwT . Conditioned on sT , we
sample sT−1, and subsequently the entire chain backwards to s1:
p(st|st+1,y, f1:t, u1:t,pi) ∝ pwt(st|y, f1:t, u1:t,pi)pie[y, st, st+1]
If one of the K represented states is not represented anymore after sampling the entire
set of our training sequences, the state and any potentials associated with it are removed
and K is decremented.
5. Repeat from Step 2 for a set number of iterations.
The Beam Sampler for IHCRF-MCMC is summarized in Algorithm 1.
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5.2.2 The “Restaurant Franchise Rating Agencies” Analogy
In order to further explain equations (5.10) and beam sampling for IHCRF-MCMCs we present
an analogy in the spirit of the Chinese Restaurant Franchise Analogy which is widely used to
explain generalizations of HDPs (see Chapter 4). In our analogy, we have a number of rating
agencies (e.g. Zagat, TimeOut) reviewing restaurant franchises (e.g. Pizza Hut, Gaby’s,
Strada). Restaurant–franchises represent hidden states and there is one rating agency for
each of HDPx, HDPy, HDPe. Each agency has different criteria with which they rate each
restaurant–franchise. Each franchise hk has a number of branches and each agency may rate
a different number m.k of branches
3 for each hk, depending on their criteria. A customer
represents a single sample of a latent variable s
(i)
t . The following is our analogy for beam
sampling an IHCRF-MCMC:
1. A customer s
(i)
t sends a query to each rating agency with a number of requirements for
her dining experience. These are the variables our sampling is conditioned to. Since we
use beam sampling these are {x(i)t , y(i), s(i)t−1}.
2. Each restaurant-franchise rating agency HDPx, HDPy, and HDPe rates each franchise
based on the user’s requirements.
3. The customer chooses, based on the different suggestions from the rating agencies, to dine
at a branch of franchise hk that is listed in the ratings with a probability proportionate
to the product of the number of branches rated by the agencies, mx.kmy.kme.k. The
customer will choose to dine at a new franchise not listed in any of the agencies with
probability proportionate to γxγyγe.
4. Our customer notifies the agencies regarding which franchise and branch he chose to dine
at –the value assigned to s
(i)
t – and each rating agency updates their databases nx,ny,ne
to improve future suggestions to similar customers.
5.2.3 Inference
A learned IHCRF-MCMC model can be described as the collection of hyperparameters and
count tables Λ = {αx, γx,nx, αy, γy,ny, αe, γe,ne} learned from a training set. Equation (5.1)
can be efficiently evaluated via forward filtering. Since our parameters are not fixed, inference
can be achieved by sampling new pi∗ conditioned on Λ. Given a new testing sequence X¯ and
3the equivalent quantity for tables from the Restaurant Franchise Analogy
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one such sampling of pi∗, we will estimate the label of the new sequence to be:
arg max
y∈Y
p(y | X¯; Λ)
The IHCRF-MCMC model will assign the mode of these predictions as the label of the new
sequence. We found that for our experiments, the number of samplings for accurate estimates
was not higher than 100.
5.3 Experiments
The problem of classifying episodes of high–level emotional states, such as pain, agreement
and disagreement, based on nonverbal cues in audiovisual sequences of spontaneous human
behavior is rather complex. In this work we used an audiovisual dataset of spontaneous
agreement and disagreement and a visual dataset of pain to evaluate the performance of the
proposed IHCRF-MCMC on four classification problems: (1) agreement and disagreement
recognition with two labels (agreement vs. disagreement); (2) agreement and disagreement
recognition with three labels (agreement vs. disagreement vs. neutral); (3) pain recognition
with two labels (strong pain vs. no pain); and (4) pain recognition with three labels (strong
pain vs. moderate pain vs. no pain). We show that (1) our model is capable of quickly
converging to a correct number K of represented states; and (2) IHCRF-MCMCs perform
better than the best performing finite HCRF in each of these problems in terms of recognition
rates.
The audiovisual dataset of spontaneous agreement and disagreement comprises of 53 epis-
odes of agreement, 94 episodes of disagreement, and 130 neutral episodes of neither agreement
or disagreement. These episodes feature 28 participants and they occur over a total of 11
real political debates from The Canal9 Database of Political Debates4 [239]. We used auto-
matically extracted prosodic features, based on previous work on agrement and disagreement
classification, and manually annotated visual features, the hand and head gestures hypothes-
ized relevant according to literature [21]. The two prosodic features used were F0 and Energy,
and the eight gestures used in our experiments are the ‘Head Nod’, ‘Head Shake’, ‘Forefinger
Raise’, ‘Forefinger Raise–Like’, ‘Forefinger Wag’, ‘Hand Wag’, ‘Hands Scissor’, and ‘Shoulder
Shrug’ (see [21] for details). We encoded each gesture in a binary manner, based on its pres-
ence at each of the 5,700 total number of video frames, with each sequence ranging from 30 to
120 frames. The prosodic features were extracted with the publicly available software package
OpenEar [59].
4Publicly available at http://canal9-db.sspnet.eu/
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Figure 5.2: F1 measure achieved by our IHCRF-MCMC vs. the best, in each fold of each problem, finite
HCRF vs. a random classifier. ADA2: Two–label classification for the Canal9 Dataset of agreement
and disagreement; ADA3: Three-label classification for the Canal9 Dataset; PAIN2: Two–label
classification for the UNBC dataset of shoulder pain; PAIN3: Three–label classification for the UNBC
dataset
The database of pain we used was the UNBC-McMaster Shoulder Pain Expression Data-
base5 [134], which features 25 subjects–patients spontaneously expressing various levels of
elicited pain in a total of 200 video sequences. The database was coded for, among others,
pain level per sequence by expert observers on a 6–point scale from 0 (no pain) to 5 (extreme
pain). Furthermore, each of the 48,398 video frames in the database was coded for each of
the observable facial muscle movements–Action Units (AUs) according to the Facial Action
Coding System (FACS) [54] by expert FACS coders. In our experiments we encoded each of
the possible 45 AUs in a binary manner, based on their presence. We labeled sequences coded
with 0 as ‘no pain’, sequences coded with 1–2 as ‘moderate pain’, and those coded as 3–5 as
‘strong pain’.
For our experiments, we compared the finite HCRFs to our IHCRF-MCMC based on the
F1 measure they achieved in each of the classification problems at hand. We evaluated the
performance of the models on 5 different folds in the case of the Canal9 dataset (leave–2–
debates–out for testing) and on 25 different folds in the case of the UNBC dataset (leave–1–
subject–out for testing). In each case we concatenated the predictions for every test sequence
of each fold and calculated the F1 measure for each label. The measure we used was the
average F1 over all labels. We ran both HCRF and IHCRF-MCMC experiments with 10
random initializations, selecting the best trained model each time by examining the F1 measure
achieved on a validation set consisting of the sequences from 3 debates, in the case of the Canal9
5Publicly available at http://www.pitt.edu/∼jeffcohn/PainArchive/
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dataset, and from 7 subjects, in the case of the UNBC dataset. In every fold our training,
validation and testing sets comprised not only of unique sequences but also of unique debates
or subjects. In addition to the random initializations, the best HCRF model was also selected
by experimenting with different number of hidden states and different values for the HCRF
L2 regularization coefficient. Specifically, for each random initialization we considered models
with 2, 3, 4, and 5 hidden states and a coefficient of 1, 10, and 100. This set of values for
the hidden states was selected after preliminary results deemed a larger number of hidden
states unecessary for all the problems considered. All our IHCRF-MCMC models had their
initial number of represented hidden states set to K = 10 and their beam numbers were
sampled from a beta distribution with parameters a = 1 and b = 2. This were also chosen
based on preliminary experiments, which showed that different initial values for K did not
have a big impact on our model —see discussion on convergence of K below— and that these
parameters for the beta distribution seemed the best for all four of our problems. Finally, our
HCRF models were trained with a maximum of 300 iterations of the gradient ascent method
used [190], whereas our IHCRF-MCMC models were trained with 100 sampling iterations,
and tested by considering 100 samples of optimal pi∗ values. The analysis of our hidden states
(Fig. 5.3) in a typical IHCRF is very similar to the one of an HCRF from Chapter 3.
h1 h3h2
y = ‘disagreement’
Head Shake
Shrug
Hand Wag
Hand Wag
Head Nod
Forefinger Raise
Forefinger Wag
Head Nod
Forefinger Raise-Like
y = ‘agreement’
Disagreement Transitions Agreement Transitions
Figure 5.3: The features learned for each state by an iHCRF model. The green and red connections
correspond to the highest–ranked transition from each state in the cases of agreement and disagreement
respectively. The middle state is shared among the two classes.
As one can see in figure 5.4a, the beam sampler for IHCRF-MCMC is able to quickly converge
to a stable number of represented states within only 10 sampling iterations, regardless of the
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(a) Number of represented IHCRF-
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Figure 5.4: Convergence analysis of IHCRF-MCMC number of represented states K for the Canal9
dataset on the 3–label problem (ADA3). We ran IHCRF-MCMC experiments with initial K =
10, 20, ..., 100 and all of them converged to K = 2 − 3, which seems to be the correct value for K for
the given problem, as HCRFs with higher number of hidden states start showing signs of overfitting.
initialization for K. The final K ranged from 2 to 3 hidden states in the case of the 3-label
agreement and disagreement recognition task. This seems to be a correct choice, as evident
from figure 5.4b, which shows the average –over all labels– F1 achieved on the training and
validation sets by the best HCRF models selected via cross–validation.
Figure 5.2 shows the average –over all labels– F1 measure on the test sets for all four of
our problems. Evidently, the IHCRF-MCMC managed to achieve better results than the best
HCRF models we could find in each case. Since the infinite model structure is not specified
a priori but is instead determined from our data, the IHCRF-MCMC model is more flexible
and is able to achieve better performance. Another reason for the better performance may be
the fact that the finite HCRF optimization function is not convex and the parameter learning
process is therefore prone to get stuck into local optima.
Beam Sampling for IHCRF-MCMCs was able to train a typical IHCRF-MCMC model for
the 2–label agreement vs. disagreement classification task in 84 seconds. Under the same
conditions, an HCRF model took 211 seconds to train. Testing can be slower for IHCRF-
MCMCs making the average amount of combined training and testing time required of a
single IHCRF-MCMC model higher than the equivalent one of a single HCRF model, as
evident from Table 5.1. Note that this is the time reported for training one HCRF model;
however, selecting an HCRF model requires training 12 different models, according to our
experimental setup, in order to select the best one. As an indication of running times, we
compared the time required for HCRF and IHCRF-MCMC models to train and test for a
run of all the experiments reported above. The experiments were all timed on the same
computing cluster of identical machines and the time reported by each experiment involved
only one node–processor and included the tasks of training on a given training set, choosing
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parameters based on performance on the given validation set, and testing on the respective
test set. As one can see in Table 5.1 the time spent by IHCRF-MCMC to achieve performance
higher than the HCRF was a staggering 287.5 hrs less, just 27% of the total experimentation
time. Naturally, this would only check a very limited HCRF parameter subspace. On the
contrary, the IHCRF-MCMC is able to achieve better F1 performance in a more efficient
way each time even in such difficult classification problems where the data to be analyzed is
spontaneous human behavior as this is manifested in audiovisual sequences. It is worth noting
that the implementation we used for the HCRF was optimized and compiled code written in
C++, whereas our IHCRF-MCMC implementation was in MATLAB.
Table 5.1: The distribution of execution time. The first two columns show the average time it took
a model to train and test for a given set of parameters. The last two columns show the total time it
took all HCRFs vs all IHCRF-MCMCs to complete all the experiments, including cross-validation, as
outlined in the text excluding preliminary tests.
Dataset Mean HCRF Mean IHCRF-MCMC All HCRF All IHCRF-MCMC
ADA2 71s (σ=4s) 419s (σ=103s) 11.1hrs 3.5hrs
ADA3 160s (σ=98s) 399s (σ=92s) 22.2hrs 15.4hrs
PAIN2 357s (σ=143s) 864s (σ=108s) 143.5hrs 48.6hrs
PAIN3 714s (σ=236 s) 1985s (σ=209s) 273.7hrs 95.5hrs
TOTAL 1302s 3667s 450.5hrs 163hrs
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have introduced the first discriminative nonparametric sequential model
with latent variables, the Infinite Hidden Conditional Random Field (IHCRF). We have also
presented an efficient sampling technique that allows us to not only learn the model’s hy-
perparameters and correct number of hidden states, but also to predict the label of a new
observation sequence. We conducted experiments with four challenging tasks of classification
of naturalistic human behavior. IHCRFs were able to quickly converge to the exact number
of states, and to perform well in all problems.
Our next step entails further experimentation with a variety of datasets and the examination
of different approaches to learning for IHCRFs, e.g., variational inference [17].
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A Variational Approach to Infinite
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6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5 we first presented Infinite HCRFs and since exact inference for such models with
an infinite number of parameters is intractable, inference was based on a Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) sampling algorithm. Although MCMC algorithms have been successfully
applied on numerous applications, they have some significant drawbacks: they are notoriously
slow to converge, it is hard to verify their convergence, and they often don’t scale well to larger
datasets and higher model complexity. Most importantly, the model presented in Chapter 5
is not readily able to handle continuous input features.
In this chapter, we consider a deterministic alternative to MCMC sampling algorithm for
infinite HCRFs with a variational inference [73] approach. Variational inference will allow
us to converge faster, verify convergence and scale without a prohibitive computational cost.
The model we present in this chapter allows a countably infinite number of shared, among
labels, hidden states via the use of multiple Dirichlet Process Mixtures (DPMs). Specifically,
we present a novel mean field variational approach that uses DPM constructions in the model
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potentials to allow for the representation of a potentially infinite number of hidden states.
Furthermore, we show that our model, the HCRF–DPM, is a generalization of the model
presented in the previous chapter and is able to handle continuous features naturally.
In summary, we propose in this chapter:
• A novel discriminative probabilistic model that is able to automatically determine its hid-
den structure without losing the flexibility of an HCRF learning the appropriate weights
to fine-tune this structure. The proposed model can be considered a generalization of
the IHCRF-MCMC model, in terms of scalability and ability to handle continuous ob-
servations, and of the finite HCRF model proposed in [190] in terms of automatically
determining the hidden structure of the model.
• A novel variational inference procedure to learn such a model.
In the following section, we present our variational HCRF–DPM model. We evaluate our
model performance in Section 6.3.2, and conclude in Section 6.4.
6.2 Hidden Conditional Random Fields with Coupled
Dirichlet Process Mixtures
(a) HCRF–DPM Graphical Model
∞
xα
yα
eα
yπ
eπ
xπ
S1 S2 ST
y
X
(b) HCRF–DPM Factor Graph
Figure 6.1: Graphical representation of our Variational IHCRF driven by a number of Dirichlet Pro-
cesses incorporated in the model potentials.
For an infinite HCRF we allow an unbounded number of potential hidden states in H.
This means, that for a timestamp t, latent variable st could get assigned to one of the infin-
itely many hk ∈ H. This becomes possible, by introducing random variables {pix(hk|i)}∞k=1,
{piy(hk|y)}∞k=1, {pie(hk, y|ha)}∞,|Y|k=1,y=1 for an observation feature indexed by i, label y, and an
assignment st−1 = ha. These new random variables are drawn by distinct processes that are
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able to model such quantities and are subsequently incorporated in the node and edge fea-
tures of our HCRF. We present in this chapter the HCRF–DPM, a model that uses Dirichlet
Process Mixtures to define these random quantities.1 These variables, even though drawn
by distinct processes, are coupled together by a common latent variable assignment in our
graphical model. Figure 6.1 shows the graphical representations of our model. We redefine
our potential function F from (3.3) as follows:
F(y, s,X,θ) = exp
{
T∑
t=1
d∑
i=1
θx(st, i)ft(i) log pix(st|i)+
θy(st, y) log piy(st|y) +
T∑
t=2
θe(st, st−1, y) log pie(st, y|st−1)
}
(6.1)
We assume that random variables pi =
{
{pix(hk|i)}∞k=1, {piy(hk|y)}∞k=1,
{pie(hk, y|ha)}∞,|Y|k=1,y=1
}
are between 0 and 1. These are in effect the quantities that
will allow the model to ‘select’ an appropriate number of useful hidden states for a given
classification task. ft are nonnegative features extracted from the observation sequence X
and, as before, they can include arbitrary features of the input. We assume that θ are
nonnegative parameters and, as in the finite HCRF potential function (3.3), they model the
relationships between hidden states and features (θx), labels (θy) and transitions (θe). These
nonnegativity constraints for θ and f are essential in this model, since the pi-quantities are
random variables and influence the probabilities of the hidden states: a negative parameter or
feature would make an otherwise improbable state very likely to be chosen. Moreover, these
constraints ensure compliance with the positivity constraints of our variational parameter
updates (6.45)-(6.50), as we shall see later in this chapter. Finally, it is important to note
that the nonnegativity of θ is not theoretically restrictive for our model due to the HCRF
normalization factor 1Z(X) in (3.1) where Z(X) =
∑
y′∈Y,sF(y′, s,X,θ).
The HCRF–DPM model is an infinite HCRF where the quantities {pix(hk|i)}∞k=1,
{piy(hk|y)}∞k=1, {pie(hk, y|ha)}∞,|Y|k=1,y=1 in (6.1) are driven by coupled DPMs. It is important
to understand that for the DPMs driving the pie quantities in the edge features, hk and y
are treated as a single random variable –their product– ζµ = {hk, y} that effectively has a
state–space of size |Y| × |H|, still an infinite number. According to the stick–breaking prop-
erties of DPs, we construct pi = {pix,piy,pie} conditioned on a new set of random variables
1We could however use others, like the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process and the Pitman–Yor process.
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(a) Observation Features DPMs
(b) Label Features DPMs
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(c) Transition Features DPMs
Figure 6.2: Visualization of the pi-‘sticks’ used to construct the infinite states in our HCRF–DPM.
The fictitious model presented here has 2 observation features f(1), f(2), 3 labels y1, y2, y3 and fewer
than 10 important hidden states h1, h2, h3 . . . . Each ‘stick’ sums up to 1, and the last piece always
represents the sum of the lengths that correspond to all hidden states after the 10th state. Notice that
for the pie-‘sticks’ this corresponds to 30 ζ states. For example pie(h1, y3|h2) controls the probability of
transitioning from h2 to h1 in a sequence with label y3. See text for more details.
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pi′ = {pi′x,pi′y,pi′e} that follow Beta distributions:
pi′x(hk|i) ∼ Beta(1, αx), pix(hk|i) = pi′x(hk|i)
k−1∏
j=1
(
1− pi′x(hj |i)
)
(6.2)
pi′y(hk|y) ∼ Beta(1, αy), piy(hk|y) = pi′y(hk|y)
k−1∏
j=1
(
1− pi′y(hj |y)
)
(6.3)
pi′e(ζµ|ha) ∼ Beta(1, αe), pie(ζµ|ha) = pi′e(ζµ|ha)
µ−1∏
j=1
(
1− pi′e(ζµ|ha)
)
(6.4)
This process can be made clearer by examining figure 6.2, where we visualize the stick
breaking construction of an HCRF–DPM model with 2 observation features, 3 labels, and
10 ‘important’ hidden states. The pie-sticks have an important —for the implementation of
our model— difference to the pix and piy–sticks in that the hidden states are intertwined with
the labels, with each stick piece representing an ζ–state. This means there are |Y| such states
corresponding to one h–state. This becomes particularly important later on when we calculate
our variational updates.
By using (6.1) the sequence of latent variables s = {s1, ...sT } can then be generated by the
following process:
1. Draw pi′x|αx ∼ Beta(1, αx), pi′y|αy ∼ Beta(1, αy), pi′e|αe ∼ Beta(1, αe)
2. Calculate pi from (6.2)-(6.4). Note that this will only need to be calculated for a finite
number of hidden states, due to our variational approximation.
3. For the tth latent variable, using (6.1) we draw
st|{pi′x,pi′y,pi′e, st−1, y,X} ∼Mult
(
exp
{ d∑
i=1
θx(st, i)ft(i) log pix(st|i)+
θy(st, y) log piy(st|y)+
θe(st, st−1, y) log pie({st, y}|st−1)
})
(6.5)
Rather than expressing the model in terms of pi, we use pi′ = {pi′x,pi′y,pi′e} resulting in the
folowing joint distribution that describes the HCRF–DPM:
p(y, s,pi′|X, θ) = p(y, s | pi′,X, θ)p(pi′x)p(pi′y)p(pi′e) (6.6)
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with
p(y, s | pi′,X, θ) = 1
Z(X)
F(y, s,pi′,X,θ) (6.7)
where Z(X) =
∑
y′∈Y,sF(y′, s,pi′,X,θ). We assume independence of all pi′ variables above,
so for example p(pi′x) =
∏∞
k=1
∏d
i=1 pi
′
x(hk|i). We avoid explicitly writing out such expansions
to make it easier to read.
Comparison with previous work
It is important at this stage to compare our model described by (6.1) with the MCMC model
(IHCRF–MCMC) presented in Chapter 5. The latter work defined potentials for each of
the relationships between hidden states and features, labels and transitions and the potential
function F as their product along the model chain:
F(y, s,X) = Fx(s,X)Fy(y, s)Fe(y, s) (6.8)
Fx(s,X) =
T∏
t=1
d∏
i=1
pix(st|i)ft(i) (6.9)
Fy(y, s) =
T∏
t=1
piy(st|y) (6.10)
Fe(y, s) =
T∏
t=2
pie(y, st|st−1) (6.11)
The quantities pix,piy,pie above are conceptually the same as in our model, except for the fact
that in [24] they have Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) priors instead of DP priors, as we
do in this chapter. 2
The IHCRF-MCMC potential function from (6.8) can be rewritten as follows:
F(y, s,X) = exp
{
T∑
t=1
d∑
i=1
ft(i) log pix(st|i) + log piy(st|y) +
T∑
t=2
log pie(st, y|st−1)
}
(6.12)
A comparison between (6.12) and (6.1) makes it clear that our HCRF-DPM model is a gen-
eralization of our IHCRF-MCMC model presented in Chapter 5, which assumes, according to
this new framework, that θ-parameters are set to 1. The introduction of these parameters
2Using HDP priors allows separate DPMs to be linked together via an identical base probabilistic measure,
which is itself a DP. It would be interesting to use such priors for our variational model also, but we were able
to obtain satisfactory results without introducing higher complexity and additional hyperparameters into the
Variational IHCRF we experimented with. Notice that our model allows for such flexibility: using HDP priors
would only change the updates for our variational coordinate descent algorithm.
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is not redundant, but allows for more powerful and flexible models. Also, when dealing with
classification problems involving continuous observation features using (6.1) for the potential
function of an infinite HCRF is more suitable than (6.12), as we show in the experimental
section. In those cases it is known that θ–parameters are of particular importance as they are
able to capture the scaling of each input feature. In contrast, our IHCRF-MCMC model is not
guaranteed to perform well unless some non–trivial normalization is applied on the observation
features.
6.2.1 Variational Inference for the HCRF–DPM
Since inference on our model (6.6) is intractable, we need to approximate the marginal prob-
abilities along the chain of our graphical model, and the pi–quantities in (6.1). We shall do
so with a mean–field variational inference approach. The basic idea of such an approach is to
restructure our quantities computation into an optimization problem. We can then simplify
our optimization which depends only on a number of so–called variational parameters. Solving
for those will give us updates for a coordinate descent algorithm which will converge to an
approximation of the quantities we wish to calculate. We use the following approximation for
the joint distribution of our model:
q(y, s,pi′|X) = q(y, s|X)q(pi′x)q(pi′y)q(pi′e) (6.13)
where,
q(y, s|X) = q(y, s1|X)
T∏
t=2
q(y, st|st−1,X) (6.14)
and
q(pi′x) =
∏
k,i
q(pi′x(hk|i))
q(pi′y) =
∏
k,y
q(pi′y(hk|y)) (6.15)
q(pi′e) =
∏
k,k′,y
q(pi′e(y, hk|hk′)) (6.16)
Each individual approximate q(pi′x), q(pi′y), q(pi′e) follows a Beta distribution with variational
parameters τ x, τ y, τ e respectively. Explicitly, for features indexed by i, labels indexed by y,
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and hidden states indexed by k, k′:
q(pi′x(hk|i)) = Beta (τx,1(k, i), τx,2(k, i)) (6.17)
q(pi′y(hk|y)) = Beta (τy,1(k, y), τy,2(k, y)) (6.18)
q(pi′e(y, hk|hk′)) = Beta
(
τe,1(y, k, k
′), τe,2(y, k, k′)
)
(6.19)
In order to make inference tractable we approximate all pi variables by employing a trun-
cated stick–breaking representation which approximates the infinite number of hidden states
with a finite number L [17]. This is the crux of our variational approach, and it effectively
means that we set a truncation threshold L, above which the above quantities are set to 0:
∀k > L, q(pi′x(hk|i)) = 0, q(pi′y(hk|y)) = 0, q(pi′e(y, hk|hk′)) = 0. Note that using this approx-
imation is statistically rather different from using a finite model: an HCRF–DPM simply
approximates the infinite number of states and will still reduce the number of useful hidden
states to something smaller than L. It will be easier to understand how by examining figure
6.3, where we show how a finite HCRF with 50 hidden states compares to an HCRF–DPM
with L = 50. It is finally important to stress that by constraining our θ–parameters and
observation features to be positive, we effectively make the number of the θ–parameters that
matter finite: changing a θ–parameter associated with a hidden state k > L will not change
our model, as one can see in (6.1).
6.2.2 Model Training
A trained variational HCRF–DPM model is defined as the set of optimal parameters θ∗ and
optimal variational parameters τ ∗. In this work we obtain these with a training algorithm
(see Alg. 2 for a summary) that can be divided in two distinct phases: (i) the optimization of
our variational paramaters through a coordinate descent algorithm using the updates derived
below and (ii) the optimization of parameters θ through a gradient ascent method. Although it
would be possible to have a fully Bayesian model with θ being random variables in our model,
inference would become more difficult. Moreover, having a single value for our θ parameters
is good for model interpretability and makes the application of a trained model to test data
much easier.
Although it is possible to have a fully Bayesian model with θ being random variables in
our model, inference would become more difficult. Moreover, having a single value for our
parameters is good for interpretability of our model, and makes the application of a trained
model to test data much easier.
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(a) Node Features—finite HCRF (b) Node Features—HCRF-DPM
(c) Edge Features for Label 1—finite HCRF (d) Edge Features for Label 1—HCRF-DPM
(e) Edge Features for Label 2—finite HCRF (f) Edge Features for Label 2—HCRF-DPM
Figure 6.3: Hinton Diagrams of the node and edge features of a variational HCRF-DPM with L = 50
for ADA2 vs the ones of a finite HCRF with 50 hidden states: the nonparametric prior on pi induces
sparsity for our HCRF–DPM model.
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Algorithm 2 Model Training for Variational HCRF–DPM
Initialize sx,1, sx,2, sy,1, sy,2, se,1, se,2
Randomly initialize αx, αy, αe,θ, τ
Initialize nbItrs, nbV arItrs
itr = 0
converged = FALSE
while (NOT converged) AND (itr < nbItrs) do
varItr = 0
varConverged = FALSE
while (NOT varConverged) AND
(varItr < nbV arItrs) do
{Phase 1: Optimize variational parameters τ}
Calculate ∀t q(st|X, y, st−1) by using (6.56)–(6.63)
Compute approximate marginals q(st = hk) and q(st = hk, y, st−1 = hk′) by using a
forward–backward algorithm.
Hyperparameter posterior sampling for αx, αy, αe by using (6.67)
Calculate Kullback-Liebler divergence KL(varItr) by using (6.22)
Update τ by using (6.45)-(6.50)
varConverged = KL(varItr)−KL(varItr−1)KL(varItr) < 
varItr = varItr + 1
end while
{Phase 2: Optimize parameters θ}
Gradient ascent to find θ(iteration) by using a quasi–Newton method with (6.68)–(6.70)
and an Armijo backtracking line search with projected gradients to keep θ non–negative
converged =
∑
(|θ(itr)− θ(itr − 1)|) < ′
itr = itr + 1
end while
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Phase 1: Optimization of variational parameters τ
Now that we have defined an approximate model distribution in (6.14), we can approximate
the necessary quantities q(st), q(st, y), q(st, st−1), q(st, st−1, y), log q(pix), log q(piy), log q(pie)
for our inference. These approximations, as one can see later in this section, depend solely on
our variational parameters τ . We calculate those by minimizing the reverse Kullback-Liebler
divergence (KL) between approximate and actual joint distributions of our model, (6.6) and
(6.14), using a coordinate descent algorithm:
KL
[
q(y, s,pi′|X) || p(y, s,pi′|X,θ)] = ∫
pi′
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log q(y, s|X)q(pi
′)
p(y, s|X,θ,pi′)p(pi′)dpi
′
(6.20)
=
∫
pi′
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log Z(X)q(y, s|X)q(pi
′)
F(y, s,pi′,X)p(pi′) dpi
′
(6.21)
Since the normalization factor Z(X) =
∑
y,sF(y, s,X) is a constant for a given observation
sequence, the reverse Kullback–Liebler divergence becomes:
KL[q||p] = logZ(X)− 〈logF(y, s,pi′,X)p(pi′)〉
q(y,s,pi′|X) +
〈
log q(y, s|X)q(pi′)〉
q(y,s,pi′|X)
(6.22)
where 〈·〉q is the expectation of · with respect to q. Thus, the energy of the configuration of our
random variables y, s, and pi′ is logF(y, s,pi′,X)p(pi′) and the free energy of the variational
distribution:
L(q) =− 〈logF(y, s,pi′,X)p(pi′)〉
q(y,s,pi′|X) +
〈
log q(y, s|X)q(pi′)〉
q(y,s,pi′|X) (6.23)
Since logZ(X) is constant for a given observation sequence, minimizing the free energy
L(q) minimizes the KL divergence. And since KL[q||p] is positive, the free energy L(q) ≥
− logZ(X). Therefore KL is minimized at 0 when L(q) = − logZ(X).
We will obtain the variational updates for the two groups of latent variables q(y, s|X) and
q(pi′) by setting the partial derivative with respect to each group of L(q) to 0 and solving for
the approximate distribution of each group of latent variables. We start by calculating the
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updates for q(pi′):
∂L(q)
∂q(pi′)
= 0 (6.24)
∂
∂q(pi′)
∫
pi′
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log(F(y, s,pi′,X)p(pi′)) −
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log(q(y, s|X)q(pi′)) dpi′ = 0 (6.25)
∂
∂q(pi′)
∫
pi′
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log(F(y, s,pi′,X)p(pi′)) −
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log(q(y, s|X)) −
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log(q(pi′)) dpi′ = 0 (6.26)
One solution for the above is the following:
∂
∂q(pi′)
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log(F(y, s,pi′,X)p(pi′)) −
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log(q(y, s|X)) −
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log(q(pi′)) = 0 (6.27)
∂
∂q(pi′)
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log F(y, s,pi
′,X)p(pi′)
q(y, s|X) −
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log(q(pi′)) = 0 (6.28)
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X) log F(y, s,pi
′,X)p(pi′)
q(y, s|X) −
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X) ∂
∂q(pi′)
[q(pi′) log(q(pi′))] = 0
(6.29)∑
y,s
q(y, s|X) log F(y, s,pi
′,X)p(pi′)
q(y, s|X) −
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X)(log(q(pi′)) + 1) = 0 (6.30)
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X) log F(y, s,pi
′,X)p(pi′)
q(y, s|X) − log(q(pi
′))− 1 = 0 (6.31)
log(q(pi′)) =
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X) log F(y, s,pi
′,X)p(pi′)
q(y, s|X) − 1 (6.32)
log(q(pi′)) =
〈
log
F(y, s,pi′,X)p(pi′)
q(y, s|X)
〉
q(y,s|X)
− 1 (6.33)
log(q(pi′)) = log(p(pi′)) +
〈
logF(y, s,pi′,X)〉
q(y,s|X) + const (6.34)
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q(pi′) ∝ p(pi′) exp
{〈
logF(y, s,pi′,X)〉
q(y,s|X)
}
(6.35)
From (6.12), we get the logarithm of our model potential function F :
logF(y, s,pi′,X,θ) =
T∑
t=1
d∑
i=1
θx(st, i)ft(i) log pix(st|i) + θy(st, y) log piy(st|y)+
T∑
t=2
θe(st, st−1, y) log pie(st, y|st−1) (6.36)
Therefore, the expectation of logF is:
〈logF(y, s,pi′,X,θ)〉q(y,s|X) =
T∑
t=1
d∑
i=1
ft(i)〈θx(st, i) log pix(st|i)〉q(y,s|X) + 〈θy(st, y) log piy(st|y)〉q(y,s|X)+
T∑
t=2
〈θe(st, st−1, y) log pie(st, y|st−1)〉q(y,s|X) (6.37)
Let’s consider only pix:
pix(st|i) =
∞∏
k=1
pi′x(st = hk|i)1[st=hk]
(
1− pi′x(st = hk)
)1[st>hk] (6.38)
Since 〈1[st = hk]〉q = q(st = hk), q(y, s|X) factorizes as in 6.14, and ∀i, t
〈log(1− pi′x(st = hL|i))〉q = 0, q(y, st > hL|X) = 0, we have:
〈θx(hk, i) log pix(hk|i)〉q(y,s|X) =
L∑
k=1
θx(hk, i)
(
q(st = hk)
〈
log pi′x(hk|i)
〉
q(y,s|X) +
q(st > hk)
〈
log
(
1− pi′x(hk|i)
)〉
q(y,s|X)
)
(6.39)
=
L∑
k=1
θx(hk, i)
(
q(st = hk) log pi
′
x(hk|i)+
q(st > hk) log
(
1− pi′x(hk|i)
) )
(6.40)
Therefore, from (6.35), we define q(pi′x) as a Beta distribution:
q(pi′x(hk|i)) ∝ (1− pi′x(hk|i))αx−1pi′x(hk|i)
∑
t ft(i)θx(k,i)q(st=hk)(1− pi′x(hk|i))
∑
t ft(i)θx(hk,i)q(st>hk)
(6.41)
∝ Beta
(∑
t
ft(i)θx(hk, i)q(st = hk) + 1,
∑
t
ft(i)θx(hk, i)q(st > hk) + α
x
)
(6.42)
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Similarly, we define q(pi′y) and q(pi′e) as Beta distributions:
q(pi′y(hk|y)) ∝ Beta
(∑
t
θy(hk, y)q(st = hk) + 1,
∑
t
θy(k, i)q(st > hk) + α
y
)
(6.43)
q(pi′e(y, hk|hk′) ∝ Beta
(
1 +
∑
t
θe(k, k
′, y)q(st = hk, st−1 = hk′ , y),
αe +
∑
t
∑
yl>y
θe(k, k
′, yl)q(st = hk, st−1 = hk′ , yl) +
∑
b>k,yl
θe(b, k
′, yl)q(st = hb, st−1 = hk′ , yl)

(6.44)
Comparing the above to the q(pi′) definitions from (6.17)-(6.19), we get the updates for the
Beta parameters:
τx,1(k, i) = 1 +
∑
t
ft[i]θx(k, i)q(st = hk) (6.45)
τx,2(k, i) = αx +
∑
t
ft[i]
∑
b>k
θx(b, i)q(st = hb) (6.46)
τy,1(k, y) = 1 +
∑
t
θy(k, y)q(st = hk) (6.47)
τy,2(k, y) = αy +
∑
t
∑
b>k
θy(b, i)q(st = hb) (6.48)
τe,1(y, k, k
′) = 1 +
∑
t
θe(k, k
′, y)q(st = hk, st−1 = hk′ , y) (6.49)
τe,2(y, k, k
′) = αe +
∑
t
∑
yl>y
θe(k, k
′, yl)q(st = hk, st−1 = hk′ , yl)+∑
b>k,yl
θe(b, k
′, yl)q(st = hb, st−1 = hk′ , yl) (6.50)
Quantities q(st = hk), q(st = hk), and q(st = hk, y, st−1 = hk′) can be obtained by the
forward–backward algorithm. The latter requires only conditional approximate likelihoods
q(st = hk|i, y, hk′), which can be be calculated by setting the derivative of L(q) with respect
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to q(y, s|X) to zero:
∂L(q)
∂q(y, s|X) = 0 (6.51)
∂
∂q(y, s|X)
∫
pi′
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log(F(y, s,pi′,X)p(pi′)) −
∑
y,s
q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log(q(y, s|X)q(pi′)) dpi′ = 0
One solution for the above is the following:
∂
∂q(y, s|X)
∫
pi′
q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log F(y, s,pi
′,X)p(pi′)
q(pi′)
− q(y, s|X)q(pi′) log(q(y, s|X)) dpi′ = 0
(6.52)
∫
pi′
q(pi′) log
F(y, s,pi′,X)p(pi′)
q(pi′)
− q(pi′) log(q(y, s|X))− q(pi′) dpi′ = 0
log q(y, s|X) = 〈log(F(y, s,pi′,X)p(pi′))〉
q(pi′) + const (6.53)
log q(y, s|X) = 〈logF(y, s,pi′,X)〉
q(pi′) + const (6.54)
As before, using (6.12) we get:
log q(st = hk|y, st−1 = hk′ ,X) = const+∑
i
ft(i)θx(k, i)
〈log pi′x(st = hk|i)〉q(pi′) + k−1∑
j=1
〈
log(1− pi′x(st = hj |i))
〉
q(pi′)
+
θy(k, y)
〈log pi′y(st = hk|y)〉q(pi′) + k−1∑
j=1
〈
log(1− pi′y(st = hj |y))
〉
q(pi′)
+
θe(k, k
′, y)
〈log pi′e(st = hk, y|st−1 = hk′)〉q(pi′) + k−1∑
j=1
〈
log(1− pi′e(st = hj , y|st−1 = hk′))
〉
q(pi′)

(6.55)
q(st = hk|i, y, hk′) ∝ exp
ft(i)θx(k, i)
〈log pi′x(st = hk|i)〉q(pi′) + k−1∑
j=1
〈
log(1− pi′x(st = hj |i))
〉
q(pi′)

θy(k, y)
〈log pi′x(st = hk|y)〉q(pi′) + k−1∑
j=1
〈
log(1− pi′y(st = hj |y))
〉
q(pi′)

θe(k, k
′, y)
〈log pi′e(st = hk, y|st−1 = hk′)〉q(pi′) + k−1∑
j=1
〈
log(1− pi′e(st = hj , y|st−1 = hk′))
〉
q(pi′)

(6.56)
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Since all pi′ follow a Beta distribution, the expectations above are known:
〈log pi′x(st = hk|i)〉 = ψ(τx,1(k, i))− ψ(τx,1(k, i) + τx,2(k, i)) (6.57)〈
log
(
1− pi′x(st = hk|i)
)〉
= ψ(τx,2(k, i))− ψ(τx,1(k, i) + τx,2(k, i)) (6.58)
〈log pi′y(st = hk|y)〉 = ψ(τy,1(k, y))− ψ(τy,1(k, y) + τy,2(k, y)) (6.59)〈
log
(
1− pi′y(st = hk|y)
)〉
= ψ(τy,2(k, y))− ψ(τy,1(k, y) + τy,2(k, y)) (6.60)
〈log pi′e(st = hk, y|hk′)〉 = ψ(τe,1(y, k, k′))− ψ(τe,1(y, k, k′) + τe,2(y, k, k′)) (6.61)〈
log
(
1− pi′e(st = hk, y|hk′)
)〉
= ψ(τe,2(k, y))− ψ(τe,1(k, y) + τe,2(k, y)) (6.62)
(6.63)
where ψ(·) is the digamma function.
The scaling parameters αx, αy, αe can have a significant effect on our HCRF–DPM model,
as they control the growth of the used hidden states. It is suggested in [17] that for DPMs one
should place a Gamma(s1, s2) prior on these parameters and integrate over them. Since our
model uses a number of DPMs, we include posterior updates for these scaling parameters as
part of our variational coordinate descent algorithm. In this work, we use a different scaling
parameter for each DPM, but with a common prior. The variational distribution for the
scaling parameter αx,i corresponding to the DPM for feature i is
q(αx,i) = Gamma (w1,x, w2,x,i) (6.64)
where
w1,x = s1,x + L− 1 (6.65)
w2,x,i = s2,x −
L−1∑
k=1
〈
log(1− pi′x(k, i))
〉
q
(6.66)
and we replace the αx values in (6.46) with the respective expectation:
〈αx,i〉q = w1,x
w2,x,i
(6.67)
The posterior updates for the rest of the scaling parameters are obtained in a similar fashion
and so they are omitted for brevity.
Phase 2: Optimization of parameters θ
We find our optimal parameters θ∗ = arg max log p(y|X,θ) based on a training set by using a
common HCRF quasi–Newton gradient ascent method (LBFGS), which requires the gradient
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of the log–likelihood with respect to each parameter. These gradients for our IHCRF are:
∂ log p(y|X,θ)
∂θx(k, i)
=
∑
t
p(st = hk|y,X,θ)ft(i) log pix(hk|i)−∑
y′∈Y,t
p(st = hk, y
′|X,θ)ft(i) log pix(hk|i) (6.68)
∂ log p(y|X,θ)
∂θy(k, y)
=
∑
t
p(st = hk|y,X,θ) log piy(hk|y)−∑
y′∈Y,t
p(st = hk, y
′|X,θ) log piy(hk|y) (6.69)
∂ log p(y|X,θ)
∂θe(k, k′, y)
=
∑
t
p(st = hk, st−1 = hk′ |y,X,θ) log pie(hk, y|hk′)−∑
y′∈Y,t
p(st = hk, st−1 = hk′ , y′|X,θ) log pie(hk, y|hk′) (6.70)
We make this gradient ascent tractable by using the variational approximations for the in-
tractable quantities in the above equations. However, there is a significant difference with
other CRF and HCRF models that use such techniques to find optimal parameters: we are
constrained to only positive θ-parameters, as this is an assumption we have to make for our
truncated stick–breaking process. Since we are using a quasi–Newton method with Armijo
backtracking line search, we can use the gradient projection method of [15, 16] to enforce this
constrain. Finally, it is important to stress here that, although our model includes parameters
that are not treated probabilistically, we have not seen signs of overfitting in our experiments
(see Fig. 6.5).
6.3 Experimental Results
6.3.1 Performance on a Synthetic Dataset with Continuous Features
In an effort to demonstrate the ability of our HCRF–DPM to model sequences with continuous
features correctly, we created a synthetic dataset, on which we compared its performance to
that of the IHCRF–MCMC model [24]. The simple dataset was generated by two HMMs,
with 4 Gaussian hidden states initialized with the transition matrices, means and standard
deviations as shown in Tables 6.1–6.3. Two of the states were shared between the two HMMs,
resulting in a total of 6 unique hidden states, out of a total of 8 for the two labels.
We trained 10 randomly initialized models of the finite HCRF, IHCRF–MCMC and HCRF–
DPM on 100 training sequences and chose in each case the best one based on their performance
on an evaluation set of 100 different sequences. The performance of the models was finally
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Table 6.1: Transition Matrix of the HMM producing sequences for Label 1 with states S1, S2, S3 and
S4
HMM-1 S1 S2 S3 S4
S1 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1
S2 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.1
S3 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4
S4 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.4
Table 6.2: Transition Matrix of the HMM producing sequences for Label 2 with states S1, S2, S3 and
S4
HMM-2 S1 S2 S3 S4
S1 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.1
S2 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.1
S3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7
S4 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.1
Table 6.3: Mean and variance for the Gaussian states of each HMM
S1 S2 S3 S4
HMM-1µ 0.1 2 5 15
HMM-1σ 0.4 0.8 0.12 0.56
HMM-2µ 0.1 2 -10 -13
HMM-2σ 0.4 0.8 0.8 0.8
evaluated by comparing the F1 measure achieved on a test set of 100 other sequences. All sets
had an equal number of samples from each label. The IHCRF–MCMC model was unable to
solve this simple two–label sequence classification problem with continuous-only input features:
it consistently selected Label 1. On the other hand, the finite HCRF and the new HCRF–DPM
model were successful in achieving a perfect F1 score of 100% on the test set (see Table 6.4).
Table 6.4: F1 measure achieved by our HCRF-DPM vs. the best, in each fold of each problem,
finite HCRF and IHCRF-MCMC. Synthetic: Two–label classification for an HMM–generated dataset
with continuous–only features ADA2: Two–label classification for the Canal9 Dataset of agreement
and disagreement; ADA3: Three-label classification for the Canal9 Dataset; PAIN2: Two–label
classification for the UNBC dataset of shoulder pain; PAIN3: Three–label classification for the UNBC
dataset
Dataset Finite HCRF IHCRF–MCMC Our HCRF–DPMs
Synthetic 100.0% 33.3% 100.0%
ADA2 58.4% 61.2% 76.1%
ADA3 50.7% 60.3% 49.8%
PAIN2 83.9% 88.4% 89.2%
PAIN3 53.9% 57.7% 59.0%
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6.3.2 Application to the Audiovisual Analysis of Human Behavior
The problem of automatically classifying episodes of high–level emotional states, such as pain,
agreement and disagreement, based on nonverbal cues in audiovisual sequences of spontaneous
human behavior is rather complex [240]. Although humans are particularly good at interpret-
ing such states, automated systems perform rather poorly. Infinite models are particularly
attractive for modeling human behavior as we usually cannot have a solid intuition regarding
the number of hidden states in such applications. Furthermore, it opens up the way of ana-
lyzing the hidden states these models converge to, which might provide social scientists with
valuable information regarding the temporal interaction of groups of behavioral cues that are
different or shared in these behaviors. We therefore decided to evaluate our novel approach
on behavior analysis and specifically the recognition of agreement, disagreement and pain
in recordings of spontaneous human behavior. We expected that our HCRF–DPM models
would find a good number of shared hidden states and perform at least as well as the best
cross–validated finite HCRF.
In this work we used an audiovisual dataset of spontaneous agreement and disagreement
and a visual dataset of pain to evaluate the performance of the proposed model on four
classification problems: (1) ADA2, agreement and disagreement recognition with two labels
(agreement vs. disagreement); (2) ADA3, agreement and disagreement recognition with three
labels (agreement vs. disagreement vs. neutral); (3) PAIN2, pain recognition with two labels
(strong pain vs. no pain); and (4) PAIN3, pain recognition with three labels (strong pain vs.
moderate pain vs. no pain). We show that (1) our model is capable of finding a good number
of useful states; and (2) HCRF–DPMs perform better than the best performing finite HCRF
and HCRF–MCMC models in all of these problems with the exception of ADA3, where the
performance of the HCRF–DPM is similar to that of the finite model.
The audiovisual dataset of spontaneous agreement and disagreement comprises of 53 epis-
odes of agreement, 94 episodes of disagreement, and 130 neutral episodes of neither agreement
or disagreement. These episodes feature 28 participants and they occur over a total of 11 real
political debates from The Canal9 Database of Political Debates3 [239]. As the debates were
filmed with multiple cameras, and edited live to one feed, the episodes selected for the dataset
were only the ones that were contained within one personal, close–up shot of the speaker.
We used automatically extracted prosodic features (continuous), based on previous work on
agreement and disagreement classification, and manually annotated visual features, the hand
and head gestures hypothesized relevant according to literature [21] (binary). The 2 prosodic
3Publicly available at http://canal9-db.sspnet.eu/
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(a) pix (green) and piy (black)—L = 10 (b) pie, Label 1—L = 10 (c) pie, Label 2—L = 10
(d) pix (green) and piy (black)—L = 20 (e) pie, Label 1—L = 20 (f) pie, Label 2—L = 20
(g) pix (green) and piy (black)—L = 30 (h) pie, Label 1—L = 30 (i) pie, Label 2—L = 30
(j) pix (green) and piy (black)—L = 40 (k) pie, Label 1—L = 40 (l) pie, Label 2—L = 40
Figure 6.4: Hinton Diagrams of pi-quantities in node and edge features of variational HCRF-DPM
models with L = 10 on the first row (a-c), L = 20 on the second (d-f), L = 30 on the third (g-i),
L = 40 on the fourth (j-l) for ADA2. The first column presents the pi-quantities for node features: pix
for observation features in green, piy for labels in black. The second and third columns present the
pie-quantities for labels 1 and 2 respectively. See text for additional details
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features used were F0 and Energy, and the 9 gestures used in our experiments are the ‘Head
Nod’, ‘Head Shake’, ‘Forefinger Raise’, ‘Forefinger Raise–Like’, ‘Forefinger Wag’, ‘Hand Wag’,
‘Hand Chop’, ‘Hands Scissor’, and ‘Shoulder Shrug’ (see [21] for details). We encoded each
gesture in a binary manner, based on its presence at each of the 5,700 total number of video
frames, with each sequence ranging from 30 to 120 frames. The prosodic features were ex-
tracted with the publicly available software package OpenEar [59]. We compared the finite
HCRFs and the IHCRF–MCMC to our HCRF–DPM based on the F1 measure they achieved.
In each case, we evaluated their performance on a test set consisting of sequences from 3
debates. We ran all models with 60 random initializations, selecting the best trained model
each time by examining the F1 achieved on a validation set consisting of sequences from 3
debates. It is important to stress that each sequence belonged uniquely to either the training,
the validation, or the testing set.
The database of pain we used was the UNBC-McMaster Shoulder Pain Expression Data-
base4 [134], which features 25 subjects–patients spontaneously expressing various levels of
elicited pain in a total of 200 video sequences. The database was coded for, among others,
pain level per sequence by expert observers on a 6–point scale from 0 (no pain) to 5 (extreme
pain). Furthermore, each of the 48,398 video frames in the database was coded for each of
the observable facial muscle movements–Action Units (AUs) according to the Facial Action
Coding System (FACS) [54] by expert FACS coders. In our experiments we encoded each of
the possible 45 AUs in a binary manner, based on their presence. We labeled sequences coded
with 0 as ‘no pain’, sequences coded with 1–2 as ‘moderate pain’, and those coded as 3–5 as
‘strong pain’. For our experiments, we compared the finite HCRFs and the IHCRF–MCMC
to our HCRF–DPM based on the F1 measure they achieved. We evaluated the performance
of the models on 25 different folds (leave–7–subjects–out for testing). In each case we concat-
enated the predictions for every test sequence of each fold and calculated the F1 measure for
each label. The measure we used was the average F1 over all labels. We ran both HCRF and
HCRF-DPM experiments with 10 random initializations, selecting the best model each time
by examining the F1 achieved on a validation set consisting of the sequences from 7 subjects.
In every fold our training, validation and testing sets comprised not only of unique sequences
but also of unique subjects.
For all four tasks, in addition to the random initializations the best HCRF model was also
selected by experimenting with different number of hidden states and different values for the
HCRF L2 regularization coefficient. Specifically, for each random initialization we considered
4Publicly available at http://www.pitt.edu/∼jeffcohn/PainArchive/
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Figure 6.5: HCRF–DPM F1 measure (higher F1 means higher perfomance) achieved on the validation
set of ADA2. Our model does not show signs of overfitting: the F1 achieved on the validation set does
not decrease as the truncation level L, and thus the number of θ–parameters, increases.
models with 2, 3, 4, and 5 hidden states and an L2 coefficient of 1, 10, and 100. This set of
values for the hidden states was selected after preliminary results deemed a larger number of
hidden states only resulted in severe overfitting for all problems. We did not use regularization
for our HCRF-DPM models and all of them had their truncation level set to L = 10 and their
hyperparameters to s1 = 1000 and s2 = 10. Finally, our finite HCRF models were trained with
a maximum of 300 iterations for the gradient ascent method used [190], whereas our HCRF-
DPM models were trained with a maximum of 1200 variational coordinate descent iterations
and a maximum of 600 iterations of gradient ascent. All IHCRF–MCMC models were trained
according to the experimental protocol of [24]. They had their initial number of represented
hidden states set to K = 10, they were trained with 100 sampling iterations, and were tested
by considering 100 samples.
In an attempt to clearly show how a variational HCRF-DPM functions differently from a
finite HCRF, we compared the learned potentials of an HCRF with 50 hidden states for the
2–label (dis)agreement recognition problem to the learned equivalent potentials of an HCRF–
DPM with an upper bound of hidden states set to L = 50. An HCRF uses all 50 states roughly
equally, whereas the learned potentials for HCRF–DPM are a lot more sparse with only a few
number of hidden states used, due to the nonparametric prior on the pi-quantities.
In figures 6.4 we show the learned nonparametric pi parts of the features of the best HCRF–
DPM ADA2 model, based on F1 achieved on our validation set, for L = 10, 20, 30 and 40.
Each row is a separate DPM, with the DPMs for the edge potentials spanning across labels.
Recall from figure 6.2 that these quantities have to sum to 1 across each row. As one can see
in these figures, paying particular attention to the first column (node features), the number
of hidden states essentially utilized seems to be less than 10 in all cases. Figure 6.6 visualizes
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(a) pix (green) and piy (black)—L = 10 (b) pie, Label 1—L = 10 (c) pie, Label 2—L = 10
Figure 6.6: Hinton Diagrams of pi-quantities in node and edge features of variational HCRF-DPM
models with L = 10 for PAIN2. The first column presents the pi-quantities for node features: pix
for observation features in green, piy for labels in black. The second and third columns present the
pie-quantities for labels 1 and 2 respectively. See text for additional details
the learned nonparametric quantities of our HCRF–DPM features for PAIN2 with L = 10. As
one can clearly see, the model uses only a small number of shared hidden states. An increase
to L increases the number of quantities we need to estimate, and we also need to increase
our number of random initializations to find a suitable one for our model. L = 10 therefore
seems to be a reasonable value that allows the proper balance between computation time and
accuracy.
Since we have introduced parameters θ it is sensible to test our methodology for signs of
overfitting. The only value linked with the number of our parameters is our truncation level
L: their number increases as we increase L. In figure 6.5 we show the F1 measure achieved on
the validation set of ADA2 for HCRF–DPMs with L=10, 20, 30, 40. This graph is a strong
indication that HCRF–DPMs do not show signs of overfitting. We would see such signs if by
increasing L the performance (F1 measure) for our validation set would decrease. However,
as we see here, performance on the validation set remains roughly the same as we increase L.
Table 6.4 shows the average over all labels of the F1 measure on the test sets for all four
of our problems. Since the nonparametric model structure is not specified a priori but is
instead determined from our data, the HCRF–DPM model is more flexible than the finite
HCRF and is able to achieve better performance in all cases with the exception of the 3–label
classification problem of agreement/disagreement (ADA3), where the HCRF–DPM seems to
perform almost equally well with the finite model. The HCRF–DPM performed better than
the IHCRF–MCMC in all problems with the exception of ADA3. An analysis of an IHCRF–
MCMC model trained for ADA3 shows that the model ignored the two continuous dimensions
and used only the binary features to model the dataset, which evidently resulted in slightly
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better performance.
6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented a variational approach to learning an infinite Hidden Con-
ditional Random Field, the HCRF–DPM, a discriminative sequential model with a countably
infinite number of hidden states. This deterministic approach overcomes the limitations of
sampling techniques, like the one presented in Chapter 5. We have also shown that our
HCRF-DPM model is in fact a generalization of our IHCRF-MCMC and is able to handle
sequence classification problems with continuous features naturally. In support of the latter
claim, we conducted an experiment with a Gaussian HMM–generated synthetic dataset of
continuous–only features which showed that HCRF–DPMs are able to perform well on clas-
sification problems where the IHCRF–MCMC fails. Furthermore, we conducted experiments
with four challenging tasks of classification of naturalistic human behavior. HCRF–DPMs
were able to find a good number of shared hidden states, and to perform well in all prob-
lems, without showing signs of overfitting. It is worth noting that the variational approach
though is more computationally expensive due to the large number of states we have to do
forward-backward infernce on. However, this could potentially be optimized.
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7.1 Thesis Summary
We have presented here our work on the use of machine learning for analyzing human behavior.
Our contributions have been on both fields and as such, this thesis has been divided into two
distinct but complementary parts. Part I dealt primarily with Human Behavior Analysis and
Part II primarily with Machine Learning and Bayesian Nonparametrics.
In Part I we specifically focused on the problem of automatically recognizing spontaneous
social signals based solely on nonverbal behavior. In Chapter 1 we presented an overview
of the field of Affective Computing and introduced this thesis. Using two important social
attitudes, agreement and disagreement, as a case–study, we dissected in Chapter 2 the
problem of automatically recognizing social attitudes based only on nonverbal visual and
auditory behavioral cues. We did so by surveying the field of social psychology for the topic
of agreement and disagreement, discovering and presenting the nonverbal cues that can be
useful for the automatic recognition of these attitudes, the databases that can be used for
finding episodes of agreement and disagreement, and the existing tools for fully automating
the process. This survey has also been published in [21, 22]. In this thesis we have generally
restricted ourselves to further researching the problem of modeling human behavior given
that we have the problem of cue temporal segmentation (detection) solved. By using manual
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annotations on a dataset of episodes of agreement and disagreement we curated ourselves from
the Canal9 Database [239], we attempted our first automatic recognition of these attitudes in
Chapter 3 (also in [23]). In this first set of experiments, we discovered that a relatively recent
probabilistic model, the Hidden Conditional Random Field, is particularly fitted for this task
and outperforms other common models used in this application field. It does so by discovering
hidden structure that is shared between different behaviors, but also hidden structure that is
unique to each behavior. Like all parametric models, the number of clusters in this hidden
structure is a parameter of our model.
Motivated by the desire to automatically find clusters of atomic cues the temporal interaction
of which provide some sort of behavioral signature, Part II dealt primarily with the problem
of allowing a potentially infinite number of such clusters in probabilistic graphical models.
We started by presenting examples of such models, both directed (Bayesian networks) and
undirected (random fields) in Chapter 4 to get a better understanding of how probabilistic
models have used the toolbox of Bayesian nonparametrics to gain more flexibility and allow for
their complexity to vary according to the data at hand. We identified a gap in the literature
which is the lack of a discriminative infinite probabilistic model, and suggested two different
versions of our novel nonparametric model, the Infinite Hidden Conditional Random Field.
In Chapter 5 (also in [24]) we presented such a model that is driven by several Hierarchical
Dirichlet Processes, and we offered an efficient MCMC sampling method for its inference. In
Chapter 6 (also in [25]) we presented an alternative of this model which is driven by several
Dirichlet Processes, and has an elegant variational inference approach. We have shown that
both these models work well for the problem of recognizing not only expressions of agreement
and disagreement but also expressions of different levels of pain.
7.2 Further Work
There are numerous possible extensions of this work both on the aspect of human behavior
analysis and on the machine learning aspect. Some of those that we think are most crucial
are listed below.
Improved datasets
Regarding human behavior analysis, the first step is the curation of bigger and better datasets.
In this field, people seem to be keen on creating databases, however it is the rigorous annotation
of those databases that creates datasets. Although this is clear in the community, there does
not seem to be enough motivation to collectively and accurately curate datasets that will be
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useful to current and future researchers of human behavior analysis. More data of course does
not equate better performance in recognition or better quality of analysis, but it allows for
training complex models.
Inclusion of other known features and automatic feature learning
In the case of our Canal9 dataset, the next step is to evaluate our models using automatically
annotated head and hand gestures. Furthermore, a rating study by Marc Mehu et. al., which
is not yet published, will exhibit how human raters perform at classifying these clips. This will
allow us to truly evaluate the performance of algorithms such as the ones used in this thesis to
identify such complex social signals, by comparing them to the perfomance of human raters.
Another possible and exciting research avenue is the examination of the effect in performance
of the inclusion of other groups of cues associated with agreement/disagreement (see Tables 2.1
and 2.2), especially facial action units (AUs). However, what would be really groundbreaking
is the automatic learning of a dictionary of movements from the pixel level up via feature
learning techniques like 3D Convolutional Neural Networks. Such an approach would allow us
to go back to the tables of relevant cues and redefine them based on the statistics provided in
our data.
Experimentation with different degrees of agreement and disagreement
We could also move towards recognizing agreement and disagreement at a finer granularity on
the agreement–disagreement axis. Throughout the first part of this thesis we loosely discuss
agreement and disagreement as an expression of congruency or opposition to something that
has or is being said, as there is no universally acceptable definition of these social attitudes [39].
We do adopt different types of agreement and disagreement expressions, as we discuss in
Section 2.2, however these types refer to their manifestation and not their function. Although
we have been treating agreement and disagreement as single classes, there are different types
of agreements and disagreements with respect to function that can make the problem truly
complex and can motivate the further automatic analysis of agreement and disagreement.
As also mentioned in Section 2.2, Poggi et al. [184] have recently proposed a typology of
agreements with respect to their function, based on the Canal9 database, identifying the cues
that seem to appear for each type. Here, we summarize their typology for agreement:
• True Agreement: A ‘true agreement’ is identified as one in which one expresses one’s
sharing of the same opinion with someone else. Throughout this report, we have been
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dealing with ‘true agreements’ regardless of whether they were direct/indirect speaker’s
agreements or nonverbal listener’s agreements.
• Enhanced Agreement: A ‘stronger’ form of a true agreement in which one is not only
sharing an opinion with someone else, but providing further arguments or examples in
support of that opinion.
• Unwilling Agreement: A ‘weaker’ form of a true agreement in which one is forced to agree
to an opinion one previously opposed, in light of certain facts or arguments presented.
• Apparent or Preface Agreement: As also identified by Pomerantz [187, 188], this kind
of agreement could actually be a preface to and part of a disagreement act.
Although this work relates only to agreement, a similar typology for disagreement can be
derived. Based on such work we can try and identify what choreography of multimodal cues is
unique for each of these types, extending our work to recognizing different types of the same
social signal, in our case agreement and disagreement.
Application of Infinite Hidden Conditional Random Fields on more datasets
In terms of the Infinite Hidden Conditional Random Fields, the next step is the examination of
the performance of these models on more datasets. It is our view that these are very promising
models in recognizing behaviors, and it would be great if we could validate this hypothesis even
further. Particularly, further experimentation should happen on bigger datasets to see whether
that results in more complex models, as expected, and whether it improves performance.
Infinite Latent Dynamic Conditional Random Fields
A natural extension would be the introduction of the nonparametric extension of the Latent
Dynamic Conditional Random Field, the equivalent of the CRF, i.e. a label at every frame,
but with hidden states.
Variational Hidden Conditional Random Fields with Coupled Hierarchical
Dirichlet Processes
Another natural extension of the variational model would be the creation of a variational
HCRF–HDP model, an Infinite Hidden Conditional Random Fields for sequence classification
as an HDP–based nonparametric extension of the finite model. Since the traditional Teh’s
stick–breaking construction for HDPs, as that is presented in [225], is not amendable to closed
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Figure 7.1: Graphical representation of a variational HCRF-HDP model under the Seth-
uraman’s Stick–breaking Construction: The alternative construction for HDPs we use in this
work can be represented by using additional latent variables c.
form variational updates, we can use an alternative stick–breaking construction for HDPs, as
this is presented in [62, 244] that allows for closed–form variational inference. According to
this construction, the base distribution is drawn by Sethuraman’s stick–breaking construction
G0 ∼ GEM(γ). Each second–level distribution is drawn from a second Sethuraman’s stick–
breaking construction: Gj ∼ GEM(α0). Each represented state l in Gj is then selected to be
a state represented in G0 with the introduction of an indicator variable, cjl ∼Mult(β). Note
that the resulting distributions from the two constructions are theoretically equivalent [244].
This alternative construction for our variational IHCRF can be represented in our graphical
model by using additional latent variables c = [cx1 , c
y
1, c
e
2, c
x
2 , c
y
2, · · · , ceT ], that can also choose
from a pool of infinitely many hidden states la ∈ C that are, however, different from H. Figure
7.1 shows a graphical representation of our HCRF–HDP with both constructions.
7.3 Final Words
We hope that we have shed some light into both the recognition of expressions of high–
level human behavior and the use of Bayesian nonparametrics for uncovering appropriate
clusters for this task. After more than four years of research on this topic, we have come to
the following conclusion that Bayesian nonparametrics can be a very useful tool for human
behavior analysis. We do believe however that Bayesian nonparametrics are particularly hard
to be largely adopted in applied research or in industry, as the level of expertise required to
make them work at a large scale is very high and debugging can often be painful.
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